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CHAPTER I

TIm HISTORIOGRAPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF

LOCAL POLITICAL HISTORY OF TIm HEIJI PERIOD

The Kawasaki region during the Meiji period is not a focus of the

current Japanese interest in local political history. It is surrounded

by areas that are. Fifteen miles to the north of Kawasaki is Tokyo,

which in recent years has become the subject of careful ward by ward

studies that have attempted to portray the city as a conglomeration of

distinct localities rather than as simply the center of national politics

and culture. Ten miles to the south is Yokohama, a treaty port since

1859, center of anti-government political activities in the Meiji period,

and scat of the Kanagawa prefectural government. It is the sUbject of

well-funded and exhaustive study. Adjacent to Kawasaki, in the west and

north, lies the Santa~a region, now a part of Tokyo-to, but beb~een 1872

and 1893 comprising one of the richest regions of Kanagawa prefecture.

As another center of anti-Meiji political activity in the 1870s and

1880s, the Santama region has become a focus of national attention,

stimulated in large part by the writings of Irokawa Daikichi, who was

and probably still is Japan's best-known and most popular local historian.

There is a "boom" in bakumatsu and Meiji period local political history in

the Kanto plain which excludes Kawasaki. In the words of the curator of

a privately sponsored local research center in Tachikawa, the reason is

that in Kawaaak i , "nothing happened. "I

That comment was made half in jest, but it underscores an unspoken

principle that determines which localities in Japan receive national
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attention as objects of historical research. The principle is dramatic

and usually violent "struggle" (toso) between local citizenry and govern

nent authorities. Though localities which served as the sites of such

"incidents" (jiken) in the bakurnatsu and Meiji periods were clearly a

minority, they are a principal source of generalizations by Japanese

historians concerning the relations of local Japanese communities and

their inhabitants to the central government in the Meiji period. 2

This thesis was conceived from the conviction that a study of the

more "typical" but less "exciting" Kawasaki region during the Meiji

period could serve to test the ideological precepts of contemporary

Japanese historiography that derive from or are associated with "incident

centered" local political history. At the same time, it is hoped that

this study will help to bridge the ideological gap that has long separated

the dominant schools of historiography in Japan and America.

Adherents to the American "modernization school" of Japan scholars

have evaluated modern Japan in a positive light, emphasizing the intentions

and long-term economi,c results of Japanese modernization in the !>leiji

period, and the economic and cultural factors conducive to rapid develop

ment that existed in the Tokugawa period. This study of Kawasaki will

examine government-sponsored modernizing policies from the perspective of

how they were perceived at the village and regional levels, and how such

perceptions influenced local attitudes towards the Meiji government. It

will, therefore, examine characteristics of Japanese society not

necessarily conducive to modernization. It will also look at local

responses to rapid change which do not readily fit the class confrontation

model constructed by Japanese historians. The picture of Meiji Japan that
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emerges from this study will appear less bleak than that painted by the

bulk of Japanese historians, and less bright than that portrayed by

adherents to the lunerican "modernization school."

The significance of such a portrayal cannot be indicated without a

description of current historiographical views of Meiji Japan in general,

and of the role that local history plays in the formulation of those

views. The bulk of this chapter, therefore, deals with Japanese

historiography. A smaller section deals with the current state of

American historiography of Japan; it is less extensive because it is more

familiar to Western readers.

A general discussion of "the state of the art" of Japanese

historiography on the Meiji period was published in the January, 1976,

issue of Rekishi koron. The participants were Kimbara Sarnon of Chuo

University, Oishi Kaichiro of Tokyo University, and Matsunaga Shozo of

Tsuru Bunka University. The three belong to the same "generation" of

scholars; Kimbara is 46, Matsunaga is 45, and Oishi is 50. They share a

strong interest in local history, though none see themselves as primarily

local historians. All three received their graduate education in the

1950s, and all three were moved by the social and historiographical

climate of the decade to focus their research activities on the

jixiiminken undo period, which runs roughly from the stabilization of the

Meiji government in the mid-1870s to the promulgation of the Meiji con

stitution in 1889.3

Not surprisingly, the dominant trend of the history written in Japan

in the 1950s was the search for the roots of imperialism that led to the

disastrous defeat in World War II. This search was not merely a repetition
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of prewar Marxist history. That was dominated by the question of whether

the Meiji Restoration was a bourgeois revolution or the inauguration of

a new absolutism. In the postwar period, Japanese historians sought to

establish exactly when and how prewar imperialism began and to trace the

social economic roots of imperialism. These efforts focused increasingly

on the prewar "struggle (toso) between national power and the political

and economic well-being of JaPan's citize~s.,,4

Since the late 1950s, the jiytiminken Undo period has become an

increasingly prominent focal point for the search for the roots of

"failure." Oishi provided a reason for this in his discussion with

Kimbara and Matsunaga by describing the period between 1875 and 1890 as

"the period of possibility" (kandseI ga nokotte ita jiki). From about

1890 on, he explained, Japan's political form, its "imperialist"

capitalistic structure, and its social structure weze "locked in"--deter

mined to a large degree by the Meiji constitution. Before that time, he

maintains, there was still an element of choice in what kind of modern

nation should be created. 5

The concept of the early Meiji era as a "period of possibility" does

not originate with Oishi. It is shared by the overwhelming majority of

Japanese historians who have written about Meiji Japan since World War

II. 6 For them, the period is a rich hunting ground for the alternate

courses Japan might have taken to modernize without embarking on the path

to war and defeat.

The concept of possibility also gives free rein to Japanese his

torians to describe the period according to their personal predilections.

Matsunaga, for example, is an intellectual historian and an expert on the
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life and thought of the famous early Meiji "freethinker," Nakae Chomin.

To Matsunaga, Nakae epitomized a strain of highly individualistic thinkers,

including Ishikawa Takuboku and Kotoku Shusui. Had their criticisms of

the government and the "emperor system" been heeded, subsequent Japanese

history would, of course, have been different. But of equal importance

to Matsunaga is his belief that the quality of individualism exhibited by

Nakae was itself a product of the jiyuminken period; it could not survive

the limitations on political and social expression imposed by solidifica

tion of the }leiji regime under the constitution. Matsunaga believes

that both prewar and contemporary Japanese are deficient in "individuality";

for this reason, they have been easy prey to jingoistic propaganda.

Individuality wa;:; thus an "option" of the early Meiji period squelched by

the Meiji regime; its survival might have averted the Pacific w~r and put

Japan on a less damaging course of modernization.?

oishi finds no quarrel with Matsunaga's focus on individuality;

there is room in the "period of possibility" to allow for a greater

variety of emphases. Oishi is a Marxist economic historian, yet he was

heavily influenced in the 1950s by his professor, Fujita Goro, who

stressed that Japan's internal modernization began in the Edo period.

This view stood in contrast to the prewar Marxist view, still popular

in the 1950s, that Japan's "half-feudal" legacy retarded her "proper"

socioeconomic evolution. Fujita's emphasis on what went right rather

than what went wrong intrigued Oishi, largely because he perceived that

Japanese adapted to the American occupation army's "bourgeois democracy

reforms" far more readily than might be expected of a people whose

political views were "half feudal." He has since modified, but not
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completely jettisoned, this insight: "Now I realize that the situation

was more complex. That is to say, the reforms instituted by the occupa

tion army elicited a tremendous jolt in the thinking of even the (Japanese)

reformist camp ...8

oishi reconciles his Marxist convictions and his pride in the accom

plishments of prewar Japan by focusing on the early Meiji period. He

sets the struggle between the "people," whose will was expressed in the

jiy\iminken undo, and the government, in a Narxist framework. In this

setting the desirable aspects of modernization, including democracy,

nonmonoplistic capitalism, and even individualism were represented in

the jiyllininken undo. Even though these were destroyed, he implies, they

remained a latent and legitimate component of Japan's heritage, and as

such could be exploited to fit the needs of the postwar order. 9

The moderator of the panel discussi.on, Kirnbara Samon, is less con

vinced than his co-discussants that the determinants of Japan's modern

history were "locked in" by 1890; his recent research has focused

increasingly on social and economic "possibilities" remaining in the

"Taisho democracy" period of the 1920s.10 His views on modern Japanese

history might be termed "loosely Marxist." He adheres to the broad

Marxist view that the incomplete nature of the "bourgeois revolution" in

Meiji Japan facilitated the emergence of a destructive emperor-centered

nationalism, which in turn led Japan to disaster. But he is very con

cerned that ideological preconceptions may obscure the complexities of

the early Meiji period. He is particularly incensed with those of his

colleagues who deal with the period solely in terms of "people's

struggle," or "stages of development." He is similarly impatient with
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non-Marxist "development history" (hattatsushi) for focusing on the

allegedly beneficial aspects of modernization at the expense of ignoring

the attitudes it engendered among the people it most affected. To Kimbara,

there are ideological strait jackets imposed on modern Japanes~ history by

both Marxist dogmatists and modernization dogmatists. Both view the

"people" (minshu) as pawns of history. Both ignore the influence that

the political and social attitudes of the "people" may have exerted on

subsequent history.ll

There is in the views of all three discussants concerning the

"jiyiiminken period" something more than a simple search for ingredients

in Japan's past that might have enabled Japan to eschew the path to war.

The period of possibility is exploitable for qualities deemed lacking or

weak in contemporary Japan as well. Thus Oishi, who is convinced that

the period of maximum anti-government violence (Meiji 15 and 16) was a]so

a period of generally improving economic conditions, seeks to find

parallels with contemporary discontent in the midst of prosperity.

}atsunaga, hoping for the resurrection of Japanese individualism, stated,

"I myself would like to learn from the ideas of the minken period, and

so would the young people. This is not just a matter for scholars."

Kimbara, convinced that contemporary min shu (the masses, people in

general) need a sense of identification with their historical pre

decessors, remarked that "I think that research geared to explain the

connections between the minken period and today is very important. ,,12

This focus on the past from the viewpoint of the present has

augmented, rather than replaced, the desire of most Japanese historians

to search the past for the roots of the Pacific War. Irokawa Daikichi,
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whose research has concentrated on the jiyuminken period since the late

1950s, stated in 1975:

As I have written in detail in my book Meiji no bunka, the
Meiji grass-roots developments stand in stark contrast to
the political activities of the Meiji oligarchy who blocked
democratic development and propelled Japan down the path of
militarism.

He switched the scene to contrernporary problems a few paragraphs later:

The destructive choice that Japan has made to be advanced
and modern. is full of contradictions. Today, citizens' move
ments fired with the same spirit as their Meiji counterparts
are moving in directions already visible in Meiji Japan. In
this time of trial and error, it is important to consider the
deeper issues with historical insight. Only then will it be
possible to understand the Japanese potentialities for demo
cratic development. 13

According to the historian Kano Masanao, the addition of this con-

temporary perspective towards Meijihistory became apparent around 1960,

and has since been increasing. He stated that:

the timing was b~sically connected with the achievement of a
certain degree of success in the postwar pursuit of the pure
Western lnodel. It was, in fact, because of that achievement
that people began to be concerned with the new question of
whether this was really going to lead to the liberation of
mankind and of themselves in particular. 14

Kano never defined what; he meant by "liberation," but he listed some of

the events of the 1960s which many Japanese perceived as the antithesis

of liberation. These included the strengthening of the military alliance

between Japan and the United states in 1960, the Income Doubling Plan

"which started • • • rapid growth [which] carried through a restructuring

of Japanese capitalism, abandoning farmers and suchlike to their fate~'

and the fact that "Local politicians loudly championed direct links with

the center rather than local autonomy," while Japan engaged in a

"reactionary" re-centralization of education. These occurrences led to

the disaffection of Japanese intellectuals and students in the early
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1960s when, states Kano, "the strains of rapid growth, particularly in

the form of environmental pollution, were beginning to pose an actual

threat to the livelihood of the people. Until then, people tended to be

under the illusion that the strategy of rapid growth had accelerated

Japan's modernization.,,15

This growing disenchantment with modern posbqar Japan coincided with

preparations for a national celebration of the centennial of the Meiji

Restoration. The government, not surprisingly, billed the Restoration as

a modern success story, and touted Japan's current prosperity as the

natural fruition of the economic foundations laid in the early Meiji

period. This was a double-barreled challenge to the ideas of most Japa

nese historians. They saw modernization in the Meiji period as a mis

direction of energy leading to emperor worship, armaments and imperialism,

and postwar modernization as a misdirection of priorities which sacri

ficed the internal interests of Japan's people to the external interests

of the Japanese nation. 16 The result was an intensification of interest

in the early Meiji period in general, and the jiYTh~inken undo in par

ticular, not only among scholars, but among large segments of the

Japanese public as well.

Many of the perceived evils of contemporary Japan related to the

destruction of the "community" and the spiritual solace it provides.

Urbanization reduces the sense of "belonging" and promotes anonymity

and loneliness, because it separates large numbers of people from their

"furusato" (the word means "homet.own;" but is laden with far more

nostalgia and emotional overtones than the English word) , Industrial

ization and pollution ~ay destroy the furusato itself. Centralization
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of the educational system reduces community and regional autonomy. To a

great many Japanese, such incidents as the government's recent, and

rather ham-handed, efforts to evict farmers from the site of the new

Narita airport serve to prove that the government, in connection with

big businesses, is itself anti-community, or at least willing to brush

local interests aside in pursuit of its o\vn narrow perceptions of Japan's

national interest. 17

In the early 1970s, the growing conviction among Japanese in urban

areas that they were involved in a "people's struggle" (jinrnin toso)

against the incumbent Liberal Democratic Party evoked a new interest in

local autonomy, resulting in a trend towards electing opposition

candidates backed by the Japan Communist Party and the Japan Socialist

Party to local offices. 18 An upsurge in interest in the "period of

possibilities" accompanied this trend, not only among historians but

also among non-academics impressed by apparent parallels between citizens'

movements of the present and confrontations between "the people" and the

government during the Meiji period. One result was unprecedented national

attention to local history--a field which prominent scholars at national

universities had previously left to local "amateurs" whose efforts were

viewed with bemused tolerance. Regional and even village-level history

were taken far more seriously, however, in an effort to rediscover the

"essence" of the Japanese corrnnunity, and to assess what happened to it

under the onslaught of modernization. 19

The' legitimacy of utilizing local studies in the Meiji period to

uncover lost or "latent" possibilities in Japan's modernization is

perhaps most unabashedly proclaimed by Irokawa Daikichi. He deals by
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his own admission with what might have been, with ideas and people

representing unexplored alternative paths that Japan 'did not take. In

his latest and most massive book, he describes a change in his historical

outlook that occurred around 1960:

Before 1960 my primary concern was "Can I as a Japanese dis
cover from where and by what means the actual internal
modernization of the nation's citizens took place? Where
should I look for the road to Japan's internal modernization?"
I concentrated my search in [the history of] thought. But
around 1960 'there came about a change in the depths of my
soul. Accompanying this was a change in my perception of the
problem confronting intellectual history. I should look for
those people's ideas tilat have been buried beneath the flow
of history. By this means I will investigate "unexplored
opportunities" that [provided] a chance to change the future.
If I don't make this undercurrent level of history my own
vantage point, I will not have truly independent thought.
Nor will I find the internal currents [of Japanese history].
I must devise a means to reevaluate all of history from this
vie"'POint.20

The v.i ewpo i nt; to which Irokawa refers is that of the "common man, n as

an individual or as a group. Ignoring their attitudes, beliefs, and ideas,

he maintains, even on the basis that they were not utilized in the forma-

tion of modern Japan, is to assure misunderstanding of the history of

the common man in Japan. Rediscovery of that "lost" history, howevez ,

will give modern "commoners" their rightful spiritual heritage, which

includes democratic inclinations and a strong sense of personal dignity.

The rediscovery process, he maintains, is happening now. For Irokawa,

today's citizen's movements are evidence of a "rebirth of rural self-

sufficiency. II "Lost" commoner virtues, forged in the village (buraku)

community in the Tokugawa and Meiji periods and vanquished by the

onslaught of a misbegotten form of political and economic modernization,

are being revived as "buraku principles" are rediscovered. These include
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egalitarianism, dynamism, self-defense, defiance of external authority,

f ff ' · 21and sel -su 1c1ency.

Irokawa has examined local communities in the Santama region near

Tokyo during the bakumatsu and Meiji periods to uncover these and other

lost, but recoverable, virtues. In similar fashion he has done extensive

research into the lives of Santama area leaders of the jiylirninken undo,

and has even probed the lives and thought of peasant leaders of the

frequently violent anti-government Konminto (debtor's party) movement

in 1884. From his studies of individuals in the Meiji period he has

extracted examples of courage and independence, expressed in anti-

government feelings and resolute opposition to political and economic

"modernization." These virtues, he states, are characteristic of the

spirit (seishin) of Japan's "common people." That spirit, in turn,

represents the major "subterranean current" of Japanese history, and

deserves to be brought out of the obscurity in which it has lain, and

put to work to develop a more humanistic society in Japan. 22

Irokawa is best known in the West for an article entitled "Japan's

Grass Roots Tradition," which appeared in English in 1973. He used to

point out in convincing fashion that there were aspects of Tokugawa and

Meiji "grass roots" history generally ignored by American scholars, whom

he characterized as preoccupied only with those elements of Japanese

culture that contributed directly to "the success of Japan's moderniza-

tion." His primary example was the extensive network of horizontal ties

which bound Japanese villagers into a plethora of village and regional

associations. Americans, he maintained, ignored these ties, and focused

their attention solely on vertical connections, since these presumably
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facilitated Japan's modernization "from the top down." In so doing,

Irokawa maintained, Americans missed an important characteristic of

Japanese society. Horizontal groups, he asserted, particularly the

village assembly (yoriai) of the Edo period, might have provided the

basis for a more decentralized and democratic form of development. 23

From this assertion Irokawa proceeded one step beyond "history as

it might have been" by stating flatly that if the western impact had not

occurred, the village assembly \olould have developed into "grass roots

d~~ocracy," and Japan would have evolved into a different and presumably

more desirable form of modernity.24 with this step, Irokawa abandons

the historian's tools in favor of the seer's crystal ball. The fact

that he uses it to gaze into the past rather than the future does not

negate its mystical nature. In effect, Irokawa claims that he can

unscramble indigenous and foreign elements in modern Japanese history and

"predict" the development of the former from the bakumatsu period to the

present.

This is considerably different from properly labeled speculation

characteristic of "history as it might have been." The latter, if

pursued with great care, can serve as a valuable historical tool. It can

probe submerged proclivities in a society which historical pressures

have prevented from becoming obvious, but which may yet emerge when social

conditions change. Moreover, by bringing to light previously ignored

people, places and ideas, the "history as it might have been" approach

can illuminate aspects of history that do not fit neatly into established

historiographical conceptions. Irokawa, for example, indulged in con

siderable speculation concerning the long-term effects that the political
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ideas of selected gana (wealthy farmers) might have produced if allowed

untrammeled expression. In so doing, he focused sympathetic attention on

the thought of individuals whom doctrinaire Japanese Marxists would dis-

miss as "parasitic landlords," and brought renewed interest in "insular"

Japanese community feelings that Marxist historians would portray as

"feudal remnants ...25 At the same time his work serves notice to ~'lestern

"modernization" historians that "success" is not the only criterion by

wh.ich to judge Japan's development, and the "unsuccessful" ideas and

values illnong Japan's common people in the Meiji period may yet assert

themselves as popular dissatisfaction with the present grows.

Iroka~..a 's assumptIon of the role of seer, however, has produced very

few defenders on either side of the Pacific. Even members of his own

research team (kenkyUkai) in Santama take issue with this step.26

According to those same researchers, however, his reason for this step

is connected with his passionate search for pride in the history of

Japan's common people. To Irokawa and many other Japanese historians and

even folklorists, the most satisfying sources of pride are indigenous

characteristics and modes of thought that fill two criteria: (1) They did

not contribute to prewar Japanese imperialism and (2) They opposed in
0.

some way the negative aspects of Japanese modernization as it developed

along Western and "absolutist" lines.

Miwa Kimitada, an historian at Sophia University in Tokyo, feels

that Japanese "localism" fills both criteria. Concerning the former, he

goes so far as to say that local and political autonomy was a possible

alternative to the Meiji imperial state:

Any attempt to re-establish local political autonomy •••
would have [underlining is mine] destroyed the national
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mythology that the whole Japanese nation was related to
the imperial fmnily, the idea of Kazoku kokka Nihon
(family-state Japan). In place of the shattered myth

would have arisen a new historical perception that the
Japanese are a multiracial people composed of conquerors
and conquered. 27 .

He goes on to say that:

Localism was not a spurious irredentist notion; its
historical and emotive substance was more thaI} sufficient
to expose the fiction of the homogeneity of the Japa-
nese people and the family state. However, localism
did not become a viable movement, a political force,
because Japanese were hypnotized by their communal
illusion of togetherness as one nation \·!ith the imperial
family at its apex. As a result, problems which might
have best been handled by localism were treated nationally.
Because a local problem was not conceived as such but was
regarded as a national problem, those who were essentially
concerned with, for example, rural poverty, sought national
political power to relieve local distress. 28

For Miwa, the only chance to avoid what he so clearly perceives as

regrettable centralization lay in the jiyGminken undo and related move-

ments of the early r.1eiji. He records their demise with some bitterness:

But the particularism of these movements was weakened by the
ruling oligarchy's use of the emperor as a symbol of national
unity, the "equality" of all Japanese as loyal subjects. The
People's Rights movements could not compete with this "august
unity" and they ended with the establishment of the "national"
Diet. 29

Miwa deals with the second criterion by portraying local particular-

ism as a revivable force to combat the dehumanizing aspects of contemporary

Japanese society:

You could say that Japanese pan-Asia~ism before and during the
second World War was the result of suppressed localism. Today
• • • local people are faced with a new Tokyo imperialism--the
Tokyo-ization of their communities. Now there is an effort to
recapture local characteristics and identities. It's not really
channeled yet, but it is significant that the opposition parties,
especially the Communists, are encouraging it. 3D

It was largely historical accident that modern Japan became a
highly centralized state with the imperial house at its hub,
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totally sacrificing local political autonomy • • • Japan, which
was brought into existence by suppressing all the localist ele
ments that might have gone into building a different type of
nation, can become definitely more equitable, by making the most
of localistic cultural tradition and political aspirations. 31

It is ironic that such sentiments as Miwa expresses, though directed

against Japanese militarism and contemporary modernism, stem from the same

preoccupation with the indigenous Japanese "spirit" that characterized

propaganda in wartime Japan. He and Irokawa could agree with a statement

by Nishimura Shinji, another Japanese author seeking the roots of pride

in 1942: "The purpose of this book is to show the well-springs of the

great Japanese spirit--to investigate the natural heritage of the

Japanese ...32 In fact, Kano Masanao posed the question of whether the

psychological roots for renewed interest in local history, which he

identified as indicative of a yearning for a major change in the direction

of Japan's development, might lead to a rebirth of ultranationalism,

chauvinism, or anti-westernism. He concluded, somewhat hesitantly, that

this was not the case, on the grounds that today's movements reflected

a desire for personal emancipation, ,...hose achievement !'will develop

understanding and tolerance.,,33

The obvious difference between wartime efforts to uncover indigenous

sources of pride and similar efforts today is that the former focused on

centripetal forces--those "spiritual" characteristics of Japan's people

that enabled them to unite as members of a family-state under the

emperor. Today the focus has undergone a reversal to illuminate minshu-

based centrifugal forces which might have and might yet lead to a more

de-centralized state grounded in community values. Despite the complete

difference in err~hasis, both the militarist emphasis on centripetal
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forces and the contemporary emphasis on centrifugal forces have viewed

the Meiji period through contemporaneous lenses.

The result is that historical investigation into the "period of

possibilities" frequently reflects contemporary concerns and even fads.

One example is the environmental movement now active in Japan. This is

perceiv2d as "centrifugal"--a "struggle" of community-based minshu against

big business and big government. It embraces everything from Tokyo

neighborhood revolts against the construction of tall buildings which

threaten to cut off the people's "right to sunshine" to community

struggles against genuine threats to life and health, such as those posed

by mercury pollution (Minarnata disease) and cadmium poisoning (itai itai

disease). The number of such movements have proliferated tremendously

since the early 1970s, to the point of becoming a major political

force. 34 These add impetus to finding the roots of "people's struggle"

in the past, often with ~~e conscious desire to give heart and ideological

underpinnings to the environmental movements of the present. 35

Hore specifically, the movement has stimulated a sort of "mini-boom"

in studies of the life and thought of Tanaka Shozo. 36 Tanaka was a

wealthy farmer (gene) from Tochigi-ken, a member of the prefectural

assembly in the 18S0s, and a "jiyilininken undo activist," who advocated

greater local autonomy as a journalist belonging to the Orneisha, a Tokyo

based journalistic "club" associated with the Jiyuto. He served as a

Kaishinto member of the Diet from lS90 to 1901. He is best known for his

activities between lS92 and 1901 to persuade the Meiji government to

close the Ashio copper mine in Tochigi-ken
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The Ashio ~opper mine was acquired by Furukawa Ichibe in 1877. Ten

years later he concluded a contract with the Jardine-Matheson company to

supply 19,000 tons of copper in 29 months. This was about 50 percent

beyond the capacity of the mine, so a crash program ensued to increase

production. The result was a combination of chemical pollution and

flooding caused by massive clearing of nearby forests for mining tilnber.

A seri~s of five floods between 1892 and 1902 inundated a total of 100

square miles of surrounding fa~~land in highly toxic water, rendering

it useless for years. The massive poverty this created for local farmers

was at first ignored by the Meiji government, for whom the mine was an

enormously important source of foreign exchange. But a massive flood in

1896 and again in 1897 resulted in a farmer's march on Tokyo. Those who

managed to cross the Tone river into Tokyo despite police opposition met

with Enomoto Takeaki, then Minister of Agriculture and Commerce. Enomoto

professed great sympathy, resigned to take responsibility for the problem,

and promised to continue to work for a solution. On }!ay 27, 1897, his

successor Okurna Shigenobu issued sweeping orders to the Ashio management

to institute massive flood control measures, removal of copper tailings,

and even "scrubbing" of sulfur-dioxide laden fumes. The Company complied

at great expense and remarkable dispatch. 38

This did not solve the problerrl immediately; reforestation took time,

and accumulations of chemical effluvia in the Watarase river destroyed

more agricultural land iri subsequent floods. There was more damage to

agricultural land in 1898 and 1899 than had occurred in the previous

period. Not surprisingly, local farmers continued to organize protest

marches on Tokyo to demand complete closure of the mine, though of course
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this would not have altered the fact that pollution damage was now a

function of the solubility rate of cuprous salts. By 1900, however, there

was growing evidence that the anti-pollution measures were taking effect,

and harvests in the stricken area were approaching normal in 1902.

Accordingly, local protest lnovements in Tochigi disappeared after one

final mass march on Tokyo in 1900.
39

In Tokyo, however, attacks on the Meiji government over its handling

of the Ashio affair did not abate until the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese

war. Since the early 1890s Tanaka Sh6z6 had presented the case to the'

Diet and to the press as part of a larger issue, a struggle between

central authority and local autonomy. To Tanaka, the Ashio affair served

to show that local autonomy might be in the national interest. His

criticisms struck a responsive cord among "Heiji leftist" journalists,

many of whom had been prominent jiyi.iminken leaders in the l880s. To

most of these journalists, who included intellectual leaders such as

Shimada Saburo, editor of the Mainichi Shinbun, and Kinoshita Naoe, a

socialist, Japan had already achieved a measure of the modernity so

optimistically touted 30 years earlier by the enthusiastic apologist for

progress, Fukuzawa Yukichi. One-time believers, they were disillusioned

with the failure of industrialization and progress to usher in the "golden

age" prophecied by Herbert Spencer, and focused their attention on the

social costs of modernity. The Ashio case was a made-to-order example

of the horrendous consequences attending the primacy of industry over

agriculture, national interests over community interests, and capitalist

profits over the welfare of "the people." The "Heiji leftists" were less

interested in the specific case than in the social evils it syrnholized. 40
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It is noteworthy that the contemporary Japanese interest focuses on

Tanaka Shozo, rather than his follower, Kurihara Hikosaburo. Tanaka's

speeches undoubtedly helped to put the Ashio case before the nation, and

perhaps stirred some sense of obligation among government officials to

relieve the situation. Yet his criticisms were of a piece with those

of the "Heiji leftists"; he attacked the government for forgetting that

a primary goal of modernization should be the well-being of the people,

and for destroying the "moral community" of the village. He was an

ideologue, and was regarded by some politically important figures as a

political opportunist who exaggerated the Ashio case for personal gain.

It was Kurihara, the young follower from Tochigi, who worked behind

the scenes to persuade important officials such as Tani Kanjo, Tsuda Sen

and Enomoto to inspect the afflicted area. The results were almost

immediate. Convinced of the seriousness of the situation, Enomoto and

Tani persuaded Okuma to act, on the apparently genuine conviction that

the Japanese government had a moral obligation to insure the subsistence

of the impoverished victims. It can be argued that in terms of the Ashio

crisis itself, Kurihara's behind-the-scenes activities were far more

effective than Tanaka's rhetoric. 4l

This does not negate the value of the contemporary interest in

Tanaka and his ideas. That current issues are responsible for that

interest cannot be doubted; Kano Masanao admits this very readily.42

There are obvious parallels between Tanaka's ideas concerning local

autonomy and the sense of community and similar ideas expressed by con

temporary citizen's movements. Tanaka and his journalistic cohorts

conceived of the Ashio pollution case as symbolic of the dark side of
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r~dernization, and hoped to use it to effect a more favorable balance

between the interests of state and citizenry, homogeneity and local

autonomy, capital accumulation and the right to subsistence. The damage

wreaked by the Ashio mine was viewed not as an ecological problem but as

a human problem. Shimada Saburo coined the word "kogai," used as a

synonym for pollution today, but carrying the idea of destruction of the

public interest, or of communality.43 Similarly, contemporary environ

mental movements reflecj::. acute awarenes s of the dark side of postwaz

modernization, and pollution incidents are used to raise the cry for

greater local autonomy, more respect from government and industry for the

rights of citizens, and an emphasis of h~~an over material values~ The

parallels between contemporary ideas about modernity and those expressed

in the late 1890s and early 1900s are so close that they suggest that

contemporary citiz~n's movements may have a genuine and respectable

historical lineage.

Neverd1eless, the Ashio crisis also illustrates the dangers of

"presentism." First, the rhetoric of 1896-1905, which maintains its

resonance with today's movements, was expounded by a rather small group

of intellectuals whose hopes for modernization were higher, and thus more

thoroughly disappointed, than those of the "people" whose cause they

championed. Presumably the ideas they propagated were less representa

tive of popular opinion than similar ideas would be today. The affected

residents of the Ashio area in Tochigi-ken, by contrast, stuck to the

basic issue. They ceased their political agitation after 1900, when it

became apparent that the government-imposed anti-pollution measures were

taking effect. Though the "centrifugal" ideology evoked by the Ashio case
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may constitute an "undercurrent" which is re-surfacing today, it is

ironic that the chief ideologues were an intellectual elite in Tokyo,

the "center" of national politics. It could be argued that they merely

articulated indigenous minshu values, but such a contention would be almost

impossible to prove.

It is also possible that concentration on the ideological aspects

of the Ashio case could denigrate another side of "ninshu spirit" reflected

in the actions of the Tochigi peasant, Kurihara Hikosaburo. His actions

were extremely practical; he dispensed with ideology to work behind the

scenes, pulling such strings as were available to secure interviews with

those ,~ho could alleviate an intolerable situation. Had government

officials been unresponsive, he may have resorted to violent revolt, which

could be characterized as a manifestation of "people's struggle." But

his successful reliance on infolTIal channels of con~unication to relieve

a problem without resorting to open conflict constitutes a response to

the impact of modernization that should not be buried in the quest for the

ideological roots of today's citizen's movements.

Despite the dangers of distortion that may-result from the con

temporary focus on minshu history, Japanese historians in the 1970s

demonstrate increasing reluctance to restrict themselves to the confines

of Marxist historiographical precepts. Japanese historians in the 1950s

took great care to separate rich farmers, poor farmers, laborers, lower

samurai and merchants into contending classes.44 By 1970 it was apparent

that historians dealing with both national and local history found these

categories increasingly confining. One indicator of this is that the

focus on "living" minshu history in the Neiji period has stimulated a
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shift from the theme of class struggle to the less differentiated theme

of ."people' s struggle. ,,45

In the field of local history, even the "people's struggle" theme

has come under attack. In 1970 Kimbara Samon stated in no uncertain

terms that

The stress given to changes in social structure and
struggles of the people involve a parade of slogans
that vaguely refer to, rather than explain, real
phenomena • • • • The reducto ad absurdum of the
prevailing approach in local history can be seen in
the conclusion one must draw from that approach, that where
there is 'no struggle of the people' there is no local
history.

Kirnbura continued with a devastating thrust against historians whose

approach he saw as too dogmatic and theoretical:

Mesmerized by the theoretical miasma it has itself spawned,
the Tokyo-based elite of local historiography is too in
tellectually mal-equipped to provide the inspiration of
appropriate new concepts which we sorely need. 46

Kirnbara's sentiments were taken one step further in more moderate but

no less decisive tones in 1977 by Kano Masanao. He used the term "arubeki"

history to describe the ideological element remaining in minshu history.

Kano employed the term to mean "history as it ought to have been," which,

he implied, still predominates over "history as it actually was."

"Arubeki" history is manifested, according to Kano, in the contemporary

tendency to treat Meiji and Taisho periods in terms of "undoshi,"

(history of mass movements), rather than "seikatsushi" (history of life

and customs). Kano maintained that alterations in life and customs was

what gave rise to "undo" (mass movements); the latter is merely one fairly

infrequent manifestation of the former. Undoshi, he maintained, inflates

a limited aspect of seikatsushi to outsized proportions, and "dilutes the
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consciousness of people participating in history. It papers over human

experience, keeps the latent vexations in people's hearts hidden, however

'progressive' such history may be • .,47

Ironically, Kano made these remarks in the context of a criticism

of the newest and most ambitious attempt to deal with Japanese history

from the minshu point of view--a multi-volume series entitled Nihon

lninshu no rekishi (History of the Japanese people). His remarks included

Kimbara's contribution to the series. 48 The criticisms may be a bit

harsh when applied to Kimbara, who deals with institutional and political

history, and might be expected to focus his attentions on political

movements. But they do raise the point that no historian, however

dedicated to the study of history "as it was," is completely free of

ideological preconceptions.

Kimbara's introduction to the work cited above is an interesting

juxtaposition of concern with the "facts" and the desire to make them

meaningful to the present. He states:

with this seventh volume we hope to demonstrate that the
people (minshu), if they are provided with a measure of
autonomy and have social consciousness, serve as the driving
force (gendoryoku) to maintain an element of connectedness
and growth (hatten) to the many meandering undulations of
history, even though they may be without fame. History is
not simply transformations and readily discernible development.
History [is] pregnant with possibilities. But at those times
when the energies of the people, eXpressed in their production,
labor and daily life, are powerfully, sincerely and undis
tractedly conscious that they can move history, the historical
development [that takes place] will be in a positive direction.

At the same time it must be said th.at when the people keep
their mouths closed, show a lack of· moral energy in the face of a
system that is becoming reactionary, become distracted, [they]
sometimes instinctively join the fanatics. Similarly, when they
become concerned only with their own personal profit and lose
their sense of "public" [responsibility] • • • boundaries are
set on historical development, and only an unfortunate degeneration
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is possible. Even though Taisho democracy was an exalted period,
it cannot be denied that it had just such a dark. side. In this
volume we have tried to place the position of the minshu on the
coordinates of [an imaginary] mathematical graph, whose axes are
freedom and reaction. We have [taken care to] extract from the
abundant [data] of the so-called minshu history of the Taisho
period only certain and reliable fa~ At the same time this
effort is meaningful in understanding the role of the min shu in
the inner workings of today's democracy.49

This statement shows both Harxist and "presentist" influences, but

the first is highly modified, and the second is qualified. Were an

undiluted Marxist to use the mathematical graph concept, he might be

expected to use only the axes, equating the min shu wi.t.h the "progressive"

axis and the government and the capitalist system with the "reaction"

axis. Kimbara uses the entire plane surface, allowing him to deal in

"shades of grey" and to avoid affixing blanket labels of "hero" and

"villain" to whole classes of people. Kimbara is by no means free of

"arubeki" inclinations, but his refusal to be confined by the structures

of "class struggle" history, and his criticism.of those who are, is

indicative of a loosening of ideological reins among Japanese historians. 50

This "looseness" is particularly apparent in the now burgeoning

area of local studies, which by its nature and limited scope is less

susceptible to "theoretical miasma" than studies of national range.

Nevertheless, local studies have naturally become a primary focal point

of the interest in minshu history and community values, since the

locality is the locus of minshu activities and thought. \f.hereas the

earlier postwar Marxian view treated local history in terms of how the

"principles" of Japanese history worked out for each region, the more

recent addition of the "presentist" element puts the region itself in the

ce••ter of the picture, and asks what the modernization of Japan meant to
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a particular area and its people. 5l The latter framework is more con

ducive to min shu pride than the former, because it allows an appreciative

look at any and all traditional customs and concepts, whether or not they

constituted "progressive" characteristics. The result has been an up

surge of interest in regional seikatsu history and in folklore traditions

as a source of the values of the community. At the very least, the

diversification and mUltiplication of historical areas now deemed worthy

of study will add considerable detail to the picture of modern Japan. 52

For the early Meiji period, however, the vast majority of local

studies that have received national attention deal with areas which were

characterized by abnormally high levels of anti-government political

activity, usually accompanied by violent uprisings of lower class

farmers. Examples include studies of the Kabasan incident in Ibaraki

ken (1884), the Chichibu incident in S...itama-ken (1884), the Fukushima

incident (1882), and Irokawa's work on the Konminto activities in the

Sant~~a region of Kanagawa-ken (1884).53 This emphasis on violent

incidents reflects a natural inclination to emphasize the dramatic,

and reflects the persistence of the "peopless struggle" theme.

Yet there is flexibility here too. Irokawa admits that this emphasis

is distorted: "armed mass action, as seen in the Chichibu Konininto,

was a distinct exception." Oishi also thinks the "incident" emphasis

may be biased, and recently expressed interest in studies of areas in

which the jiyliminken undo was inactive or nonexistent, and in which

uprisings did not take place. 54

Such sentiments express a potential rather than an actual expansion

of areas for nationally prominent historians to investigate. Yet such
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ideas do reflect a kind of excitement among Japanese historians that is

evoked by the promise of heretofore ignored aspects of Japanese history.

This excitement is evident in the current proliferation of folklore

studies, which center around the writings of Yanagida Kunio. It is also

apparent in the current efforts of the historian Emura Eiichi to in

vestigate the ideas of Naruyama ~yo, a "new religion" of the early

Meiji period, in order to better ~~derstand the roots of minshu thought.

In a rigid Marxist historiographical scheme, both folklore and "new

religions" would have to be written off as reactionary.55

It could be argued that the loosening of Narxist ideological con

straints is simply being accompanied by a tightening of the dictates

imposed by contemporary "relevance." Scholars determined to find

historical encouragement for the centrifugal movements of today might be

expected to ignore evidence that does not contribute to that goal. This

may prove to be the case. Yet there is some evidence that the diversifi

cation of historical investigation engendered by "present ism" has

increased the desire to examine the past on its own terms. Irokawa

Daikichi, whose concepts of historical "undercurrents" have undeniably

helped to "open up" local history, seems to be losing popularity during

the last three years. The reason appears to be that Irokawa has waxed

so lyrical in his comparisons of minshu crises of the Meiji period with

those of today that many no longer view his work as history. A recent

newspaper article by Kato Shuichi takes Irokawa to task for romanticizing

the minshu of the bakumatsu and early Meiji periods, claiming that

Irokawa has so glorified them that they bear a greater resemblance to

heroes of historical novels than to real people. 56
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Japanese historiography today is in considerable flux, particularly

with respect to the "period of possibilities," in which even "unsuccess

ful" and "unprogressive" rninshu actions and ideas are fair game. t'lithin

that period, local history seems to be chany~"g fastest, largely because

the local level, previously left almost entirely to "amateur" local

historians, now commands the attention of nationally prominent historians

based in Tokyo and Kyoto. They are eager to investigate local history in

order to fit it in to a new historiographical concept. They differ

greatly over how this should be done, or of what the new concept should

consist. But there do appear to be some co~~on denominators. The minshu

are portrayed as the primary mov~ behind historical development. There

is a connection between minshu movements of the past, particularly in

the Meiji period, and those of today. Traditional customs and values,

particularly those which are a product of the Japanese sense of com~unity,

are portrayed not as impediments to modernization or proper social

development, but as sources of pride. Finally, political and economic

modernization in the form it has actually developed is denigrated,

frequently in favor of less centralized, more "centrifugal" forms that

were once and might yet be possible.

At first glance, such precepts contrast sharply with current

historiographical perceptions of Japan on the other side of the Pacific.

'I'he dominant school of thought in America is the so-called "modernization

school." It was conceived in 1959, largely in reaction to the then

dominant tendency of Westerners in general and Americans in particular

to mine Japanese history for the roots of militarism and absolutism that

57led Japan down the road to World War II.
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A salient feature of this school of thought is its accent on the

positive. By 1960, it was apparent that Japan's postwar economic re-

covery was phenomenally successful. The roots of that success gradually

became for most American historians of Japan a more appealing field of

inves~igation than the search for the causes and "failure" of democracy.

Tpe switch from the negative to the positive side of the ledger

opened up new fields of investigation for Westerners. In this sense it

might be said that the "modernization" theme was to Hestern historians

of Japan what the "possibilities" t.heme has become for Japanese his-

torians. The "core" of the modernization school is a six-volume series

of collected articles published by Princeton University Press between

58
1965 and 1971. These focused largely on the Tokugawa and Meiji periods,

but also dealt with the Taisho and Showa periods, re-evaluating social,

political,'economic and cultural elements of Japan in terms of their

contributions to Japan's modern "success" story.

From this perspective, Japan t s "road to Pearl Harbor" has appeared

continually shorter, and has lost much of the "unforgivable" image

projected both by the earlier "failure" school in the West and the bulk

of contemporary Japanese scholarship. simultaneously, the period of

Japan's "covert" preparation for modernization has extended backward

into the Tokugawa period and even before, as the number of factors

deemed to qualify as prerequisites for modernization have multiplied.

The duration and culpability of the "road to Pearl Harbor" have

been reduced because many of the contributing elements have been identified

with the requirements of the modernization process. John Hall, for

example, stated that the emperor of Japan was a symbolic and essential
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rallying point during the Meiji period, who served as a means to carry

out a revolution in power without the pitfall of national disintegration.

Without the emperor, modernization could not have taken place. 59 Similarly,

Edwin o. Reischauer declared that modern Japanese totalitarianism was a

product of the centralizing process necessary in modernization:

"totalitarian patterns wer~ certainly as natural an outgrowth of Meiji

modernization as liberal ideals and democratic institutions.,,60

The length of Japan's preparation for modernization has been

gradually extended to the point that few Westerners see Japan as a

potential model for the contemporary development of underdeveloped

countries. Robert Ward states that the basic pre~cquisites existed

in 1700, and included functional differentiation of government structure,

gradual use of achievement standards in allocating high bureaucratic

positions, and impersonalization of the decision-making process. Others

cite the literacy rate during the Tokugawa period, the virtues of

frugality and hard work popularized by Tokugawa Confucianists such as

Ninomiya Sontoku and Ishida Baigan, and the growth of agrarian com

petition spawned by changes in Tokugawa patterns of land holding. Ward

notes that some "prerequisites" go back six centuries, and therefore "it

may be that Japan in many respects has a preparatory period comparable

to that of Europe's."61

One recurrent note in the historiography of the "modernization

school" is that democratic values are not an essential part of the

modernization process, but modernization itself was essential to Japan's

survival. The corollary is that centrifugal tendencies in Japan, which

are generally perceived in the West as inimical to the political and
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economic centralization required by modernization, were dispensable

luxuries that Japan could ill afford.
62

There is obvious conflict here

with the contemporary Japanese emphasis on the alternate possibilit:ies

offered by the presence of centrifugal values in Tokugawa and Meiji

Japan. It should not be forgotten, however, that there is a point of

congruence bo twean the two approaches. Both place a high premium on

"indigenous" traditions, customs, and modes of thought, although they

differ considerably on whi ch are emphasized.

The contrast in emphasis is perhaps most readily apparent in studies

of the 1870s and l880s. ~ihile Japanese historians tend to view this as

the jiylli~inken period. and the era of possibilities, Western historians

of the modernization school view it as a vital period of "modern"

centralization, and generally give short shrift to the jiYUrninken undo,

the peasant movements associated with it, and the notion of possibilities.

John Hall puts the case succinctly:

Alternatives, if they are to be more than wishful projections
of theory into history, must be treated realistically and
must be followed through to their real consequences••••
For those who see in the emperor system the shadow of original
sin, it has become axiomatic to claim that the Meiji con
stitution merely gave legal form to the efforts of the
oligarchy to suppress the movement for "democratic rights."
But the crux of his accusation lies in whether the movement,
even though it bore the high-sounding slogan of "liberalism
and popular rights" (jiYUminken) was as sincere a people's
cause as it purported to be. Recent studies have probed the
movement in terms of actual rather than idealized objectives,
asking the hardheaded question whether Itagaki and Okuma
offered genuine alternatives 'to the leadership of Ito and
Yamagata. 63

Hall's statement is an example of the very high premium that American

scholars have put on feasibility. Westerners of the modernization school,

and this writer as well, find it very difficult to give serious consider-

ation to the value of "possibilities" which, had they. actually occurred,
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might have spelled disaster to the fragile quality of the developing

Meiji state. At the very least, the criterion of feasibility should

serve as a deterrent to the glorification or villification of classes of

people or political leaders on the basis of their support or rejection

of apparent alternatives.

Yet underlying the ~qesterndevotion to feasibility is the assumption

that modernization in the form it actually took was the "best" alternative,

or at least the one involving less awesome "disasters" than any other.

This is implied in l'1ard' s defense of the "slow" pace of social change

in Meiji Japan:

• there is a liTit to the amount of change that any society
will tolerate in restricted periods of time • • • this suggests
the conclusion that, when properly exploited and remolded, a
society's premodern heritage may be a powerful supporter of
modernizing change. 64

A Japanese adherent to t.he "possibilities" concept might agree with

the statement itself, but would have his own ideas about what con-

stitutes "proper" exploitation and remolding of the premodern heritage.

To him the pre-· and postwar forms of Japanese modernity were real

disasters, and there is no particular reason for him to consider the

hypothetical calamities which might have accompanied a more decentral-

ized, minshu-oriented "alternative" in the Meiji period as more disastrous

than what actually occurred. Moreover, his interest in alternative

possibilities is determined less by their feasibility than by what they

can tell about minshu values and; thought, and whether they contain

exploitable ideas for righting contemporary wrongs.

There appears to be a "presentist" element in both these lines of

thought. The English historian and historical philosopher Herbert
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Butterfield has warned generations of Western historians about the

dangers of viewing the present as the proper fruition of the past.

His reason was that such a perspective insures a distortion of the

past, because it will be judged on a scale of contemporary values and

evaluated according to its contributions to the present. This in turn,

he stated, brings the effort of understanding to a halt, replacing it

with judgment. His criticisms were directed against u)rd Acton and

other nineteenth century "Whig historians," who v i.ewed the French

Revolution through a veil of Victorian morality.65

It would be an overstatement to accuse the American modernist

historians of lfJhiggism. Most are highly conscious of Butterfield's

injunction, and have taken pains to view prewar Japanese history on its

own terms. Yet it is undeniable that the heavy emphasis on modernization

carries an implicit approval of the phenomenon and the historical factors

that made it possible. Similarly, while the focus on modernization

provided Westerners with greatly expanded fields of investigation in the

1960s, founding membe:cs of the "school" themselves have concluded in the

1970s that the concept often imposes its own limitations, and that it has

passed its peak of popularity.66 At the same time, a number of younger

historians maintain that modernization has sugar-coated Japanese history

and obscured much of the social injustice in the Meiji and Taisho periods.

They are seeking to challenge the modernization schoo1. 67 As of this

writing they have not come up with a coherent interpretive framework that

can match the scope and sophistication to which the modernization school

has been honed, but their activities do indicate a growing impatience

with the interpretative limitations of the modernization theme. This in
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turn would seem to indicate that the Western historiographical inter-

pretations of Japan, like native Japanese interpretations, are once again

in a state of flux.

This was stated explicitly as early as 1971 by John Hall. In an

address to the Interr.ational Conference of Oricntalists in Japan, he

first evaluated the contribution of the modernization school:

What has been lost sight of is that the original effort to
search for a new conception of modernization was taken
largely for negative reasons, that is as a way of avoiding
what appeared to be the two less satisfactory approaches of
Norman and Scalapino. Was it possible, it was asked, to
discover meaning in Japan's modern history other than in
terms of Marxian stages or in terms of degrees of accommoda
tion to Western influence? }todernization theory served
primarily as a leaven, a way of stimulating new ways of
looking at modern Japanese history, a way of breaking up the
existing cliches. On the other hand, preoccupation with
modernization undoubtedly directed an inordinate amount of
attention to explanations of how Japan achieved change; and
so the resulting studies tended to accentuate the success
side of Japan's modern history.

In response, he states, "interest in the success side of modernization

had begun to fade" by 19G8, to be replaced by "interest which emphasized

obstructions to modernization and situations of breakdown" involving "a

renewed concern with class or interest-group influence on national policy,

a renewed interest in the underprivileged classes, particularly the

peasant." These directions, Hall maintained, were conseqUtnces of

different premises than those that motivated the modernization school,

"premises which began with a skepticism about the direction which modern

society is taking and looked for alternatives to accepted developmental

norms." This is apparent, says Hall, in the fact that "The number of

ongoing studies of political and religious movements and leaders in terms

of spiritual motivation and value conflict is quite noticeable."G8
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~fuether the growth of such interests, particularly the interest in

alternatives, will bring about a rapprochement between native Japanese

historians and American Japanologists is impossible to predict. But if

a reconciliation of views does take place, it is likely to happen in the

area of local history. One reason is simply that a rapidly growing pro

portion of native Japanese historical research is devoted to local

history. Americans will have to meet them on this ground, or face the

prospect of becoming mere spectators to a major development in Japanese

historiography.

Another reason is that the local history arena is likely to prove

a less contentious battleground than the one which plagued relations beDveen

Japanese Harxist historians and American "modernists" in the 1960s.

That battle was fought on the level of national history, and reflected

strongly contras~ing preoccupations of the contenders. Americans often

viewed their Japanese counterparts' concern for the roots of failure as

breast beating, and attacked them for squeezing ~istorical events into an

ideological straitjacket by insisting that the Meiji Restoration was a

Marxian class struggle whose subversion by feudal reactionaries led to

Japan's downfall. Japanese historians often found their American

colleagues Whiggish, committed to the idea that the present must be the

proper fruition of the past, and prone to ignore the social injustices·

in Japan's modern history by filing them under the rubric, "inherent,in

the modernization process." Local history, however , is less hospitable

to dogmatic theorizing.

This is so because the local level involves exceptions to broad

historiographical schemes. Dealing with individual people of
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indeterminate ideological persuasion in local communities has already

modified the Japanese penchant for describing history in terms of Marxian

.it",~~S and class struggle. As Americuns move into the field they will be

confronted with "modernizing" reforms in terms of their direct effect on

a locality and its people. This perspective requires assessment of

"minshu" attitudes toward change, and makes it very difficult to dismiss

local dislocations as inevitable fallout from the modernization process.

The number of local studies below the prefectural level by Westerners

has been increasing in recent years. t~illiam Churnbliss \~ote an economic

study of a village during the late Tokugawa and early Meiji periods,

evaluating its land and tax structures in terms of their function as

sources of capital accumulation--a prerequisite for modernization. Gary

Allinson has written a study of Kariya in Aichi-ken in an effort to shed

light on Japanese "group behavior" under the pressures of urbanization.

He is currently working on a second monograph which will focus on the

Santarna region. Kurt Steiner and Richard Staubitz have dealt with local

government policy, though neither focuses on any particular location.

James L. McClain and Andrew Fraser have published articles dealing with

local political activities in the Meiji period in Fukui and Tokushirna. 69

These published studies are being rapidly supplemented by new

dissertations. Robert August, a student at the University of pittsburgh,

where Gary Allinson now teaches, has completed a study of local govern

ment in the Shibuya district of Tokyo. Roger Bowen of the University of

British Colmnbia is dealing with the connections between the jiyuminken

undo and local heimin (commoner) revolts. James Baxter, now at the

University of Virginia, has completed a dissertation dealing with the
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conflict between centralization and local autonomy in the Meiji period.

His study is focused on several localities in Kanazawa~ken.70

Hopefully, this work represents a trend in Western research on

Japan. Such a trend could be very useful, not only as a source of new

information in a little-known dimension of Japanese history, but also as

a testing ground for the validity of the shifting ideological under

currents characterizing the historiography of modern Japan on both sides

of the Pacific.

This study of the Kawasaki region in the l870s and 1880s was con

ceived with such a role in mind. The period was chosen as the primary

focus because it comprises the "period of possibilities." Concentrating

on this span of time should allow some assessment of what "alternatives"

local residents found most appealing, and why. This in turn will shed

some light on the degree to which the period's "minshu" fit the role

assigned to them by contemporary Japanese historians as the ideological

precursors of today's "centrifugal" citizen's movements.

The location has been selected for a nQmber of reasons, not the

least of which is its accessibility from Tokyo. In addition, the fact

that the Kawasaki region is sandwiched between Tokyo and Yokohama meant

that in the Meiji period its inhabitants were as exposed to new cultural

and political ideas as any citizens in Japan. Yet throughout the period

there were no instances of mass anti-Meiji revolt, violence, or agitation.

In this respect the Kawasaki region was typical. While most Japanese

studies of local historY in this period focus on areas in which violent

incidents occurred, a glance at a map of such incidents reveals that they

took place in a distinct minority of prefectures. If one considers the
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situation from the perspective of sub-prefectural areas, it becomes

quickly apparent that violent incidents were a rarity.?l For this

reason it seems clear that the local history perspective requires a

rather skeptical assessment of the role of ideological elements in minshu

uprisings in the Meiji period. This is particularly true of Kawasaki.

The case of Kawasaki therefore compels one to ask \vhy violent struggle

did no~ happen, rather than the reverse. To date, Japanese historians

have shown little inclination to ask this question.

Kawasaki's location also assured that it would quickly feel the full

brunt of "modernizing" innovations in local government and administration

initiated by the Meiji government. DealL1g vdth such changes from a

"grass-roots" level entails viewing a different facet of the modernization

process than those usually associated with the "modernization school."

The local perspective draws greater attention to the short term effects

of political and economic changes, and places greater priority on the

way "modernizing" innovations'were perceived and carried out than on the

intentions of their creators. This emphasis does not represent a com

plete break with the modernization school, but it does involve a long

look at the reverse side of the modernization coin.

This study cannot give a perfectly balanced view of minshu per

ceptions of the Meiji government and its policies. It must focus largely

on the relatively wealthy farmers, or gono, since it is representatives

of this class, rather than "lower" minshu strata, who left wr'Ltten

records. It was this group, however, that was most active in political

movements, and served to articulate local grievances to prefectural

authorities. During the 1870s and 1880s, they were community leaders,
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not the absentee landlords of a later era whose interests may have been

divorced from community concerns. This study explores their reasons for

participating in the jiyuminken undo, and insofar as available documents

permit, notes their activities after the eclipse of that movement. It

examines both their reasons for opposing and their willingness to

accommodate themselves to a new government which changed their lives in

ways which would have been unthinkable in the days of the old Tokugawa

regime.

To do this, the dissertation is organized around the major administra

tive changes in local life initiated by the Meiji government: the

military draft, the large and small ku system, education reforms, land

tax reform, the Three New Laws, and the regional "self-government"

system. A principal focus here is on determining the degree to which

these actually changed the Kawasaki corrmunities, and the degree to which

they were mere "paper changes."

A final note should be made of the fact that, in a number of ways,

Kawasaki was not a "typical" Japanese community. Its proximity to Tokyo

was largely responsible for its "peculiarities." The region in the Edo

period was administered directly by the bakufu; the Kawasaki villages

were an administrative hodgepodge of tenryo (lands under Shogunal con

trol) and hatamoto ryo (lands under the Shogun's direct retainers). The

absence of a daimyo seeking to maximize the independence of his own han

may have reduced "below the norm" the sense of regional autonomy in the

area. At the same time the region was connected by an unusually well

developed irrig~tion system since the early Edo period, and this fact

may have magnificd the importance of horizontal ties between villages in
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the region, and rendered vertical ties less lluportant than elsewhere.

Regional horizontal cooperation was further magnified by the fact that

Kawasaki was a post-town on the Tokaido during the Edo period, and was

responsible for the equitable recruitment of corvee labor from surrounding

villages. These "peculiarities" will be examined in detail in the

following chapter.

The Kawasaki region cannot serve as a definitive "test-case" for

the historiographical disputes associated with Meiji Japan because it is

not entirely "typical." No place is. Hopefully, however , this study

will serve as a reminder that human response to rapid change is complex,

frequently ambiguous, and resistant to theoretical categorization.
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NOTES TO CHAP'rER I

1. The curator, Arai Machio of the Tama bunka shiryodo in the
Tachikawa branch of the Tama Chuo Shinyo bank, made the remark
in a personal interview in February, 1977. It was in response to
a query about the reason that the local history magazine Tama Bunka
excluded the Kawasaki region from its sphere of investigation.
Arai was unstinting in his support of my research, and graciously
gave his consent to be quoted.

2. The ove~yhelming predominance of strife-ridden areas as sources of
generalizations about Meiji local government policy is apparent in
the examples cited in the postwar "standard" work on Meiji social
and economic conditions: Horie Hideichi, Toyama Shigeki (eds.),
Jiytiminkenki no kenkyU, Vol. 1-4 (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1959).

3. Kimbara Samon, Oishi Kaichiro, Hatsunaga Shozo, "Jiyii minken undo
to Nihon no kindai," Rekishi Koron, Vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan., 1976),
10-28. The term "jiyuminken undo" has been rendered variously into
English as "popul':lr rights movem;;nt," "freedom and popular rights
movement," "civil rights movement," and "freedom and civil rights
movement." All of these imply a sense of unity seldom, if ever,
apparent at the local level. In Japanese the term refers to
opposition "party" movements but has been applied loosely to anti
government political activity, cultural "enlightenment" and even
peasant uprisings. The term is not precise in either language; I
will use the Japanese term in this thesis.

4. Nagahara Keiji, "Sengo nihonshigaku no tenkai to sochoryu,"
in Nihon Rekishi (Tokyo: Iwanarni Koza, 1977), Vol. 24 (bekkan),
49. The best English language summary of Japanese historiography
on the Meiji Restoration is the introduction to W. G. Beasley,
The Meiji Restoration (Stanford, California: Stanford University
Press, 1972), pp. 1-12.

5. Kimbara et al., "Jiyu minken undo to Nihon no kindai," p. 16. A
more accurate, but more cumbersome translation of "kanosei ga nokote
ita jiki" is "a period in which possibilities still remained."

6. Explicitly or implicitly, this view is shared by Toyama Shigeki,
Irokawa Daikichi, Ernura Eiichi, Oishi Kaichiro, Haraguchi Kiyoshi,
Miwa Kimitada, Kano Masanao, and every other postwar historian in
Japan whose works on the period I have seen. This is not to imply,
however, that all of them would maintain that the early Meiji period
was characterized by readily practicable alternative forms of govern
ment and social structures that might have been instituted without
grave peril to the nation. "Possibilities" and "viable alternatives"
are not necessarily equatable.

7. Kimbara et al., pp. 13, 16, 17, 25. Nakae Chomin was himself very
aware of living in a period of options. In 1887 he published San
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SUJ.J ).n keirin mondo (Tokyo: 1881', reprinted Tokyo: Iwanami shoten
no. 33-110-1,1968), in which he outlined ultra-nationalistic,
ultra-liberal. and "pragmatic" approaches that Japan could take
towards expansion in order to enhance its international prestige.
Matsunaga's major work on Nakae is Nakae Chomin no shiso (Tokyo:
Aoki Shoten, 1970).

8. Kimbara et al., "Jiyu minken undo to Nihon no kindai," pp. 10-12.

9. See Oishi l<aichiro, "Fukushima jiken no shakai keizaiteki kiban" in
Horie Hideichi, Toyama Shigeki (eds.) Jiytiminkenki no kenkyU, Vol. 2,
pp. 1-2. Oishi lists among his goals in this work his desire to show
what degree contemporary democracy in Japan is a "reproduction" of
democratic ideals of the jiytiminken illldo, and his wish to fit the
jiytiminken undo into the development of Japanese capitalism. Oishi
subscribes to the "mainstream" view held by Toyama Shigeki that the
jiyuminken undo was primarily against the establishment of the Meiji
absolutist imperial system, articulated in volume I, page one, of the
Jiytiminkenki no kenkyu series cited above.

10. See, for example, Kirnbara Sarnon, TaishOki no seito to kokumin,
Tokyo: Kakushobo, 1974.

11. Much of this assessment of Kimbara's views comes from a series of
personal interviews between May, 1976 and July, 1977. A brief state
ment of his ideas on "minshii" history can be found in Kimbara Samon
J iyu to hando no choryu, Nihon min shu no rekishi, vol. 7, Tokyo:
Sanseido, 19i5)~l?J? 402-404. Also of interest is an ill1pub1ished
article he prepared while serving as a visiting professor at
University of Washington in 1970. It is entitled "Towards a Re
examination of Japanese Modernization and Nationalism: Some
Reflections on Recent Theories of f.10dern Local History." Translated
by Roy Maeno.

12. Kimbara, Oishi, Matsunaga, "Jiyiiminken undo to Nihon no kindai,"
pp. 23, 27, 21. It is not surprising that the Meiji period should
be mined for the perceived social ills of the present, as well as
the roots of social and economic "contradictions" leading to i'10rld
War II. Just as many Japanese historians believe that "feudal
remnants" surviving in Heiji Japan ultimatr:ly led the nation to
war, maIlY also believe that prewar elements of "absolutism" still
survive, and account for undemocratic elements in contemporary
Japanese society. See for example, Hisano Osarnu, Matsuzawa Tetsunari,
"Sanjunendai kara nanajunendai e," Rekishi Karon, Vol. 2, no. 5 (May,
1976), 90-106.

13. Quotes are taken from an English language introduction, translated
by Ronald A. Morse, to Irokawa Daikichi, Shimpen Meiji Seishin shi
(Tokyo: Chuo koron sha, 1975), pp. 597-598.
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14. Kano Masanao, "The Changing Concept of Hodernization:
From a Historian's Viewpoint," Japan Quarterly, Vol. XXIII
No.1 (January-March, 1976), 29.

15. Ibid., pp. 29-30.

16. Nagahara Keiji, "Sengo nihonshigaku no tenkai ••• ,n p. 48; Jansen,
Harius B., "Japan Looks Back," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 47, no. 1
(October, 1~68), 43-48.

17. Anonymous, "Government Rushes to Open New Airport," Japan Quarterly,
Vol. XXIV, No.3 (July-Sept., 1977), 268-272.

18. See my translation of Arima Sumisato and Imazu Hiroshi, "The
Current Political Picture: Citizen's Perceptions," JdlJan
Quarterly, Vol. XXIV, No.2 (April-June, 1977), 172-174. Many
Japanese who voted for opposition candidates at the local level
voted for incumbent party candidates at the national level.

19. Oe Shinobu, "Modern History," in the Japanese National Cormnittee of
Historical Sciences (ed.), Recent Trends in Japanese Historiography:
Bibliographical Essays (Tokyo: Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science, 1970), p. 69, 80-81; Kano Masanao, .."The Changing Concept
. . . ,n pp. 31-32. .

20. Irckawa Daikichi, §himpen Meiji seishinshi, p. 530.

21. Irokawa Daikichi, "The Survival Struggle of the Japanese Community,"
Japan Interpreter, Vol. 9, No.4 (Spring, 1975), 463.

22. Irokawa, Shirnpen Meiji seishin shi. His study of the Konminto leader
Sunaga Renz5 is scattered through Part 1, chapter 11, pp. 298-360.
See especially pp. 341-349. Irokawa occasionally waxes almost
messianic in his description of this subterranean current of popular
consciousn.ess. He states, for example, "1 have been able to dis
cover a strong underground current unnoticed by the conventional
historian. Would it be presumptious of me to claim that this
current represents a popular heritage of courage and independence,
a potential source of energy to revitalize a debilitated modern
Japanese culture? ••• In any case, it seems clear to me that
Japan's salvation dep~nds on the development of a new perspective
based on the realization that there are superb human beings among the
common people." Kikuchi r'lasanori, "The Intellectual and Spiritual
Legacy of the Common People," Japan Interpreter, Vol. 9, No.1
(Spring, 1974), 81.

23. Iroka\'1a Daikichi, "Japan's Grass Roots Tradition: Current Issues
in the Mirror of History," Japan Quarterly, Vol. XX, No. 1 (Jan.,
1973), 78-86.

24. Ibid., pp. 82-83.
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25. See for example, Irokawa's chapter on Ishizaka Masatsugu in Shimpen
Meiji seishin shi, pp. 122-181. Irokawa's concern for the "narneless"
(mumei) minshu who struggled against the Meiji government in the
l870s and l880s seems to reflect a fascination for the tragic hero
who failed. The chapter on Ishizaka in particular carries a strong
flavor of romantic fascination. A discussion of the psychological
importance of the tragic hero in Japan is c~ntained in Ivan Morris,
The Nobility of Failure (New York: Meridian, 1975), pp. xiii-xv.

26. Personal interviews with Arai Katsuhiro and Watanabe Susumu in
Hachida City, Japan, Hay 15, 1977. Arai is one of the four "core"
mernbers of Irokawa's group; Watanabe writes both on his own and in
cooperation with the Irokawa group.

27. Mh'la Kimitada, "The Rejection of Localism: An Origin of Ultra
nationalism in Japan," Japan Interpreter, Vol. 9, No.1 (Spring,
1974), 68-69.

28. Ibid.

29. Ibid., p. 77.

30. Quoted in Robert Shaplen, "A Reporter at Large," The New Yorker,
August 18, 1975, pp. 52, 53.

31. Nh'la Kimitada, "Toward a Rediscovery of Japanese Localism: Can
the Yanagita School of Folklore Studies Overcome Japan's ~lodern

Ills?" Japan Quarterly, Vol. XXIII, No.1 (January-March, 1976),
pp. 44, 51-52.

32. Nishimura Shinji, Nihon kaigai natten shi (Tokyo: 1942). The quote
is from his introduction; it contains no pagination.

33. Kano, "Changing Concepts," p. 35. Some Japanese authors are con
siderably less enamored with 'contemporary citizen's movements in
Japan. See Kimura Shozaburo, "Encouragement of de-de.ilocratization,"
Japan Echo, 1 no. 1 (1974), 131-133. Kimura held that Edo period
peasant riots, like today's citizen's movements, had no firm
ideological base; they were and are selfish and superficial. He
feels that Japanese are generally concerned only with their own
rights, and view the rights of others with extremely parochial
disinterest. He feels Japan should be "de-democratized" in order
to allow the few who do care enough to make sacrifices for others
to "come to the fore."

34. See Kano Tsutomu, "Peasant Uprisings and Citizen's Revolts," Japan
Interpreter, Vol. 8, No.3 (Autumn, 1973), 279.

35. Shimamura Ryuzo, the best of the "amateur historians" of the
Kawasaki region in the Meiji period, is now director of the
Kawasaki Municipal Environmental Protection Agency. He has faced,
with considerable success, the problem of stirring up interest in
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local environmental issues in a city whose "community consciousness"
should be low, since western Kawasaki is primarily a "bedroom town"
composed of recent arrivals who work in Tokyo. Shimamura told me
that environmental pollution is by far the most effective issue for
uniting Kawasaki's heterogeneous residents into politically active
groups. Their dedication and "community spirit," he said, is greatly
aided by the fact that many of them are conscious of acting as heirs
to the "people's struggles" of the early r.1eiji period.

36. As of this writing, the Iwanami shoten publishing house is printing
an 18-volume study of Tanaka's life, political activities and
thought. Edited by the Tanaka Shozo zenshu hensan kai, it is
entitled Tanaka Shozo zenshu.

37. Omachi ~1asami, "Tanaka Shozo to Ji~lUminken undo," Rekishi Koron,
Vol. II, No.1 (January 1976), 135-137.

38. Alan Stone, "The Japanese Huckrakers," Journal of Japanese Studies,
Vol. I, No.2 (Spring, 1975), 388, 393; F. G. Notehelfer, "Japan's
First Pollution Incident," ibid., pp. 353-376. Note that Enomoto
had already shifted his position as a result of a personal inspection
tour before he '\'las confronted in Tokyo.

39. Notehelfer, ibid., pp. 367-377.

40. Stone, "The Japanese Nuckrakers," pp. 400-405.

41. Stone, ibid., pp. 402-403; Notehelfer, Ope cit., pp. 370-372,
381. Notche1fer states that the initial unresponsiveness of Enomoto
and Okuma was largely due to the fact that they had received reports
from Tochigi prefectural authorities that grossly understated the
extent of the damage.

42. Kano Masanao, "Changing Concepts," p. 35.

43. Stone, "The Japanese Muckrakers," p. 406.

44. One example is Oe Shinobu, "Minsen giin setsuritsu kempaku to minkai
ron" in Toyama Shigeki, Horie Hideichi (eds.) JiyUminkenki no kenkyii,
Vol. I, pp. 161-166.

45. Kano Masanao, "Changing Concepts ••• ," p. 30; Nagahara Keiji,
"sengo Nihonshigaku no tenkai to so choryu," p. 51. See also
Gordon Berger, "Recent Japan in Historical Revisionism," Journal
of Asian Studies, Vol. XXXIV, No.2 (February, 1975), 473-474,
484. Berger states that much recent history dealing with the
national level displays a concern for detail and new historiographica~

methods that is incompatible with rigid Marxist categories.

46. Kimbara, "Towards a Re-examination of Japanese f.1odernization and
Nationalism," pp. 5, 14. Kirnbara agrees with Iroka'..a Daikichi' s
abandonment of 'rokyo in favor of "on the scene" investigation of
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local level. He disagrees, however, with Irokawa's concept of
"incipient democracy" and considers him too "romantic" for endowi.nq
the "people" with a surfeit of virtues. Interview with Kimbara
Samon in Tokyo, May 2, 1977.

47. Kano Masanao, "Kokumin no rekishi ishiki: rekishizo to rekishigaku,"
Nihon Rekishi (Tokyo: Iwanami Koza, 1977), Vol. 24, pp. 256-257.

48. Kimbara Samon, Jiyu to handa no chdryu ,

49. Ibid., pp. 15-16.

50. See ibid., pp. 8-9, for Kimbara's attacks on "class struggle"
history. A critical review of Kimbara's book, which attacks the
work for ignoring the theoretical concept of "democratic nationalism"
competing with "nation state nationalism" (Kokkashugiteki nashonarizu
mu) is Shigezawa Koji, Rekishi hyaron, no. 319 (November, 1976), pp.
97-100.

51. Kano, "Changing Concepts • • • , p. 32.

52. Ibid., p. 34.

53. See Endo Shizuo, Kabasan jiken (San ichi ShobO, 1972); Inoue Kojiro,
Chichibu jiken (Tokyo: Chuo koron sha, 1968); Oishi Kaichiro,
"Fukushima jiken no shakai keizaiteki kisoku," Jiyiiminkenki no
kc~~, Vol. 2 (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1959), pp. 1-119; Irokawa, Shimpen
Neiji seishinshi, pp .. 298-360.

54. Irokawa Daikichi, "Survival Struggle ••• ," p. 475; Kimbara,
Oishi, Natsunaga, "Jiyliminken undo to Nihon no kindai," p. 24. See
also Emura Eiichi, Kokken to minken no sokoku, vol. 6 of Nihon minshu
no rekishi (Tokyo: Sanseido 1974), p. 167. Emura includes a map
of Japan on which are marked the major "incidents" of the jiYUrninken
period. If one looks at the map "in reverse," it is apparent that
the number of localities in which incidents did not take place is
many orders of magnitude greater than the number in which there
were such incidents.

55. Tsururni Kazuko, "Yanagita Kunio's Work as a Model for Endogenous
Development," Japan Quarterly, Vol. XXII, No.3 (July-Sept., 1975),
255; Mh'/a Kimitada, "Toward a Rediscovery 'of Localism: Can the
Yanagita School of Folklore Studies Overcome Japan's Modern Ills?"
pp. 44-52. Oishi and Matsunaga comment on Emura's research in
Kimbara, et al., "JiYUrninken undo to ••• ," pp. 24-25.

56. Asahi Shimbun, October 26, 1977. The opinion that Irokawa's popular
ity is waning comes from a meeting with Kimbara's graduate students
at Chuo University in Tokyo. Their views on Irokawa, however, should
be treated with caution, as they may reflect the opinions of only one
man, their mentor.
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57. The "failure" school had its orrqi.ns in the prewar period in response
to Japan's growing military involvement on the Asian continent. It
dominated the field of American studies of Japan·during the period
1932-1945. Representative examples include John Maki, Japanese
Hilitarism,._~_ts <;.ause and Cure (New York: 1945); Robert K. Reischauer,
Japan, Government and Politics (New York~ 1939); T. A. Bisson,
"Japan as a Political Organism," Pacific Affairs, XVII (Dec., 1944),
and the enormously influential E. H. Norman, Japan's Emergence as·
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CHAPTER II

THE KAHASAKI REGION UNDER TOKUGA\'lA RULE

To Irokawa Daikichi and other numerous other Japanese scholars

specializing in local history and folklore, the basic unit of minshu

organization, and the nurturing medium for minshu virtues and strength is

the "natural village" of the Edo period, usually referred" to as the

buraku. Composed ideally of 40 or 50 households, Irokawa's buraku was a

self-managing, close-knit entity fully capable of presenting a united

front against external "exploitation" by ryoshu (the "proprietor,"

legally entitled to all or a portion of the annual rice tax, termed the

nenou). It avoided exploitation from "outside" by covert means, such as

under-reporting the value of the rice crop, and ultimately by overt

means, including desertion of the village and, in the last resort, by

open rebellion (ikki).

Internally, the buraku maintained a kind of rough egalitarianism

by what Irokawa terms "a self-purifying reaction" to too much stratifica

tion of wealth and power. This took the form of an internal ikki, or

yonaoshi matsuri (leveling festival), to punish the wealthy. What

destroyed the buraku community, according to Irokawa, was the penetration

of rural commercial activities, beginning in the Edo period but greatly

accelerating in the early Meiji period. These encouraged economic

stratification beyond the ability of self-regulating buraku mechanisms to

control. This in turn led to the formation of a separate class of rich

farmers (gene) who associated with each other in preference to residents
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of their own buraku. In so doing they became estranged from buraku

interests, "co-opted" by gona dominated regional enterprises, and

susceptible to nationalistic ideology. In deserting the buraku they

left it vulnerable to external exploitation. l

Japanese historians of more orthodox Marxist persuasions than

Irokawa maintain further that the growth of commerce in the latter half

of the Tokugawa period undercut revenues from "feudal" sources for the

"ruling classes" (~aimyo, samurai retainers, bakufu), who consequently

increased their economic exploitation of farmers to the point that the

latter could barely survive. In this they were joined by the gone. The

interests of both groups of "oppressors" were damaged, hmvever, because

the peasants were impoverished to the point that further exploitation

became impossible. 2

Developments in the Kawaaakd, region durLnq the Edo period do not

support these v Lews, Nor do they entirely refute them; Kawasaki was no

more typical of Japanese communities during the Edo period than any other

single location. It was rather typical, however, in the sense that it was

not marked by peasant revolts, which in the traditional Marxist view are

the indicators of minshu desperation. During the more than 250 years of

Tokugawa hegemony, there were only two "uprisings" in the whole of the

Kawasaki region. One was "external"; directed against an arbitrary

increase in the nengu of a single village by its hatarnoto (direct

retainer of the Tokugawa house) ryeshu. The other was "internal";

directed against a powerful gono from the village of Mizonokuchi, and

involving no bloodshed •.
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Both "uprisings, II however , involved a considerable number of villages

whose inhabitants were disturbed over regional, rather than buraku

iss~es. Even the first incident did not take on the characteristics of

an uprising while it was a one-village issue; it was only when the

inhabitants of a number of villages, concerned that sudden raises in the.

nen~ could become a dangerous precedent, joined in protest that the
.

incident became violent. In the Kawasaki area, regional identification

seems to have been a more potent basis of conflict than buraku identifica-

tion.

This chapter examines the Kawasaki area from a regional perspective.

This perspective has been chosen not in an effort to deny that each village

nurtured buraku'values, but rather from the conviction that the regional

perspectives can provide insights which would be obscured by viewing the

area as a collection of unrelated buraku coromunities. Villages in the

Kawasaki region were linked by the irrigation system, the roads, corvee

labor obligations, kumiai (cooperative associations) composed of village

leaders from allover the region, and by the same commercial activities

villified as exploitative by Marxist historians.

By examining all of these, it is possible to make the following

generalizations about the Kawasaki region during the Edo period: (1) Co-

operation, not confrontation, characterized relations between rich and

poor farmers and between the inhabitants of the region and the ryoshu.

(2) During the course of the Edo period, most of the economy of the.

Kawasaki region, not just a segment, came to depend on conwercial

activities, including wage labor, marketing of cash crops, agricultural

by-employment, and cottage industries. Most of the time the bakufu
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encouraged such activities. They benefitted gona immensely but not

exclusively. They did not impoverish small farmers or even landless

peasants. On the contrary, they provided these groups with a choice of

means to earn a livelihood or to supplement their income. They provided

the villages of the region with enough cash to support a population which

grew to several times the nlli~er that could be fed by locally grown rice. 3

The bulk of this chapter is devoted to substantiating these general

izations. To do so it is first necessary to justify the grouping of

approximately 80 villages scattered along the south bank of the Tamagawa

under the term "Kawasaki region. It

When applied to the Edo period, "the Kawasaki region" is a term of

convenience. It did not carry precise geographical and legal definition

until April 4, 1937, when the incorporation of the administrative villages

of Okagami and Kakio gave Kawasaki City the borders it has today.4 In

somewhat arbitrary fashion, the few existing local histories of Kawasaki

treat the villages which eventually formed contemporary Kawasaki City

as part of a related regional unit. This is true despite the fact that

even today Kawasaki City seems to be composed of two distinct regions.

The eastern portion, which extends from the mouth of the Tamagawa south

to Asahi-cho just north of the Tsurumigawa and west along the Tamagawa to

Nakahara ku, is a flat alluvial plain. It is heavily industrial, and

populated largely by laborers who cannot afford to live in less polluted

regions farther from work. Kawasaki station is the hub of this area.

By day it is a bustling shopping and business district, within walking

oistance of huge steel foundries, chemical manufacturing firms, ship

yards t hydroelectric plants and other heavy industries. By night it is
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primarily an entertainment district for the workers in those plants,

boasting numerous bars, cabarets and "salons," and the heaviest concen

tration of "toruko" (Turkish baths) in all Japan.

The hilly western portion of Kawasaki follows the Tamagawa upstream

past Noborito to Suga-ku which borders on Fuchu City, now part of Tokyo-to.

There the border plunges south from the river to the outskirts of Machida

City. This region is a relatively sedate residential area, most of whose

inhabitants work in Tokyo or Yokohama and use Ka'l,olasaki as a "bedroom

town." For the most part, air pollution in this region is a minor

problem; residents are more concerned about landslides resulting from

the almost frantic pace of new housing construction.

Despite these dissimilarities, it is possible to consider the modern

"city limits" of Kawasaki as the boundaries of one distinct region by

1650, for two reasons. First, east and west were connected by an intricate

irrigation system which tapped the Kanagawa river. Decisions made at

critical "water gate villages," such as Futago in the west (see Appendix)

directly influenced the livelihood of villages located in the east,

including Kawasaki itself.· All the major inlets to the system were in the

western portion of what is now Kawasaki City; those at Suga, Noborito

and Futago all fed the key "switching" center of Mizonokuchi, where water

could be diverted to villages to the east and south laying along five ~

major irrigation canals. The interdependence that this system spawned

required a high degree of cooperation among village officials to assure

equitable distribution of water in times of drought. 5

A second factor which helped to provide regional definition was

the sukego (helper village) system associated with post-town obligations.
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All of the 53 post-towns on the Tokaido established during the first year

of Tokugawa Ieyasu's hegemony were required to maintain a minimum of 36

horses and at least one official inn for the use of daimyo entourages

and bakufu officials traveling to and from Edo. The manpower this

required came not only from the post-town itself, but from other villages

in the area designated sukego. These would furnish on an alternating

basis a specified quota of corvee laborers to take care of the "horses,"

maintain a section of the Tokaido, and carry baggage. This wor~"involved

considerable hardship for the helper villages because the men they

furnished were badly needed for agricultural labor.

Ka\olasaki was the very last Tokaido post-town to be officially

classified by the bakufu. Shinagawa was so designated in 1602, as was

Kanagawa. Kawasaki, which lay haLfway between these two stations, did

not receive official recognition as a post-tO\vn until 1623, when Kawasaki

juku (post-town) was formed by combining the four tiny villages of Kune

saki, Shinshuku, Isago and Kotoro. Between 1604 and 1623, Kawasaki was

used as a "temporary" post-town, and was so designated in 1614. This

meant that on unpredictable occasions when official travelers had

difficulty traveling the entire distance between Shinagawa and Kanagawa

without stopping, Kawasaki villagers were expected to feed and water the

horses and provide food for the weary expedition's human component.

Though Kawasaki was "given the authority to recruit assistance from other

villages, this could seldom be done on short notice, so the burden in

Kawasaki itself was very heavy, and after 1614 nearly brought local

agricultural production to a halt. 6
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When official juku status was conferred on Kawasaki in 1623, the

relative burden in the immediate vicinity of Kawasaki-juku was eased,

while that of surrounding villages increased. This was because the

obligations were pennanent, and it '(las now possible to recruit labor from

surrounding villages on a regular schedule. All villages within a ha1f

day walk of Kawasaki-juku were required to contribute laborers. Though

the number was set by bakufu officials, the allocation of individual

village quotas and the rotating schedule itself were the responsibility

of local officials in the villages concerned. This required frequent

contact and cooperative consultation among village officials in the

eastern portion of the Kawasaki region.?

Most of the villages in the western portion of what is now Kawasaki

City were beyond the limits of the half-day walk and therefore exempt,

though even they could be made to contribute labor in times of excep

tionally high demand. In 1705, fifteen villages to the west of Mizono

kuchi were designated "helper villages" to the post-town of Fuda, located

just north of the Tamagawa on the Koshu kaido, a major artery into Edo

from the central portion of Honshu to the west of Edo. This obligation

gave village leaders in the western portion of what is now Kawasaki a

connection with each other, and also with village leaders in the Santama

region to the west and south of the Kawasaki area. Mizonokuchi itself,

as well as Futago, directly adjacent to Mizonokuchi, were designated as

post-towns in 1669 on the Yagurazawa Okan, which connected Shizuoka

and Edo. The duties were carried out by Mizonokuchi for the first 20

days of each month, and by Futago for the last ten. They were respon

sible for having ready two men and one horse each. In 1681 the villages
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of Kuji, Suwagawara, Hisamoto and Suenaga were appointed helper villages

for Mizonokuchi and Futago, and in 1715, the villages' of Kamisakunobe,

Shimosakanobe and Kitamitaka \.ere added. 8

The irrigation system, known as the Inage Kawasaki nikaryo yo sui,

and the helper village system were both early Tokugawa innovations which

became increasingly complex as the Tokugawa period continued. Though

both systems were established by bakufu officials, both were administered

by village officials in consultation, and labor was provided by

villagers themselves. To the horizontal connections between villages

required by these systems must be added the cooperative efforts needed

to keep dikes along the Tamagawa in repair. ~fuen necessary, the bakufu

provided funding for such work, but the labor was the responsibility of

the affected villages themselves. The Kawasaki region, particularly the

flat land around Kawasaki-juku, was damaged repeatedly by floods during

both the Tokugawa and Meiji periods, so dike maintenance was critical

to the very survival of villages near the river. Though individual

villages sometimes feuded bitterly over the allocation of labor, sheer

necessity forced them to cooperate. 9

Communication between villages in the Kawasaki region was relatively

easy. Four major national highways, in addition to the TOkaido, entered

the Kawasaki area from the south and led across the Tamagawa into Edo.

These included the Nakahara-okan, which terminated in the Toranomon

district of Edo. In the Kawasaki region it linked the villages of

Kosugi, Kamimaruko, Shimomaruko, Kamiodanoka, Shimoodanaka and Iwakawa,

in the center of the Kawasaki region. This route was roughly paralleled

by the Kamakura-do, which extended south from Kamihirarna, bisecting the
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eastern half of the I<awasaki region. To the west of the ~';2.kallil.:ca-Okan

was the Yagurazawa-okan, which started in Akasaka in Edo and connected

Futago, Mizonokuchi, Shimosakunobe, Kajikaya and Arima villages, all in

the Kawasaki region. To the west of that was the Tsukui-Okan, which

entered the Kawasaki region near Okagarni village, and passed through

Furusawa, Ozenji, Gotanda and Noborito before linking with the Yagurazawa

okan north of the Kanagawa. Less important as a "national" highway but

of vital importance to the Kawasaki region was the Fuchu~kan, which

paralleled the Tarnagawa and intersected the Tsukui-okan at Noborito, the

Yagurazawa-okan at Mizonokuchi, and the Nakahara-okan at Kamimaruko.

At that point it stopped, and was not extended further east until 1859,

when it became a vital "silk road" connection \'lith Yokohama. I O

The horizontal connections spawned by geography, irrigation and

post-town obligations resulted from practical considerations. Their

importance was magnified by the complexity of the vertical connections

between the Kawasaki region and the Tokugawa bakufu. \'1l'lile the bakufu

was vitally interested in the entire Kawasaki region as a source of food

and handicrafts for the growing capital of Edo, and sponsored region-wide

projects to ensure the prosperity of the area, the actual administration

of the Kawasaki region was fragmented, village by village.

In large part, this was due to considerations of security. Tokugawa

Ieyasu, the founder of the Tokugawa shogunate, was granted control of

five provinces (kuni) of the Kanto plain in 1590 by Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

Ieyasu was ordered to establish his headquarters in Edo, rather than in

the Odawara stronghold previously held by the vanquished Go-hojo. He

moved immediately to consolidate his hold on the Kanto plain by
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disarming former vassals of the Go-Hojo and Takada and resettling them in

the immediate vicinity of Edo. This process began in the 1590s and con

tinued into the first decade of the 1600s, when Ieyasu became shogun.

The resettled vassals were stripped of their swords and surnames and

given land to farm and positions as village officials, or nanushi. The

land near Edo to which they were moved was placed under the control of

hatarnoto (direct retainers to the Shogun) and daikan {bakufu deputies).ll

The Kawasaki region was part of Musashi-kuni, which included present

day Tokyo-to, Saitama-ken, and the northwestern half of Kanagawa-k~. In

the Kawasaki area, a very few fOL~er Go-hojo retainers who already lived

there were allowed to remain: the Mamiya household in Kawasaki-juku,

the Masada in Shimosakunobe, one branch of the eta in Mizonokuchi, and

the Suzuki household in Nagao. The 37 other ronin (masterless surnurai)

of the Go-hojo and Takeda clans were "transplants." There were 87

villages in the Kawasaki region in the early Tokugawa period, so about

47 percent were run by defeated ronin, most of whom were outsiders. 12

As village heads (nanushi) appointed by bakufu officials, these

"transplants," together with indigenous village heads of non-military

background, were responsible for collecting the annual tax on rice .

production (this was set at 60 percent in the early Tokugawa period,

changed briefly to 40 percent, and was stablized at 50 percent of

assessed production in 1728) and delivering it to the bakufu-appointed

local lord (ryoshu). No single local lord, however, directly controlled

the entire Kawasaki area at any time. As a direct holding of the Tokugawa

clan, the Kawasaki region was subject to sudden, almost whimsical changes

in administrative definition. Bakufu deputies kno\yo as daikan were
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responsible for sizable, but non-contiguous areas under direct Tokugawa

control; these areas produced 50,000 to 100,000 koku of taxable rice.

The territory for which they were responsible consisted of one or more

rye (concessions). The Kawasaki region consisted of extensive portions

of two such ryo: Kawasaki-ryo in the east and Inage-ryo in the \-lest.

-At times one daikan·controlled both ryo, but this was by no means usual.

~1oreover, since the daik~l were bakufu officials subject to frequent

changes in their duties, villages in Kawasaki region experienced very

frequent changes among the daikan to whom they were responsible. 13

In areas near the capital of Edo, daikan did not control all villages

within a particular ryo. In the 1640s most, but not all villages in

eastern Kawasaki were designated tenryo, which meant they were Tokugawa

lands administered by daikan. In the western portion of the region,

tcnryo nmnbered less than one-third of the villages, and seven were under

partial daikan control. At any given time, a daikan had varying degrees

of jurisdiction over scattered villages in the Kawasaki region and other

parts of Musashi province. He could not, therefore, personally discharge

his duty to survey all the lands under his control and set the annual tax

(nengu) for each village. He relied increasingly on deputies (tedai)

chosen sometimes from branch families attached to his own household,

but with increasing frequency chosen from the ranks of prominent farmers

in each region in which there were tenryo villages under his jurisdiction.·

Villages in the Kawasaki region not designated tenryo were called

either hatamoto rye (under the jurisdiction of a direct retainer of the

shogun) or jiryo (villages whose nengu was set and collected by a temple).

-In the 1640s, western Kawasaki was composed primarily of hatamoto ryo,
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with different hatarnoto controlling different villages or blocks of

villages. Hatamoto, like daikan, usually relied on deputies to collect

the nengu for each village under their control.

Jiryo were rare in the Kawasaki region in the l640s; only one village

belonged entirely to that classification, and two more were partially

jiryo and partially hatarnoto ryo. This changed between 1650 and 1717,

during which time a succession of shoguns continually added villages

under the control of the Tokugawa house temple and mausoleum, Zojoji.

In 1650 Tokugawa Iernitsu designated 16 villages in Musashi province as

jiryo for Zojoji, including the three villages of Ozenji, Shimonogawa,

and Shinsaku in the central and western portions of the Kawasaki region.

By 1717 eight villages in the Kawasaki region had become jiryo for Zojoji,

and 12 more, concentrated in the central portion of the region near the

border of Kawasaki rye and Inage rye, were both jirye and hatarnoto rye or

jiryo and tenryo.

The principal losers in this administrative reshuffle were the

hatarnoto, who steadily lost ground in Musashi-kuni as the bakufu took

on the characteristics of a formal bureaucracy. In 1695, the bakufu

initiated a "regional revision" policy (chihe naoshi) to raise its own

income by confiscating all or parts of hatarnoto holdings in the Kanto

plain. Thirteen villages in Kawasaki which had been hatarnoto ryo were

incorporated into tenryo by 1698. These were Noborito, Nagao, Tsukagoshi,

Kanigaya, Miyauchi, Kamimaruko, Ida, Ka.TtIi. Sakunobe, Shimosakunobe,

Kitarnikata, Kajigaya, and the key village of Mizonokuchi. In the first

four decades of the Tokugawa period 53 percent of all the villages in the

Kawasaki region were under hatamoto control; by 1717 the figure shrank

to about 25 percent.
I
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Not only did the administrative status and particular ryoshu for

each village change frequently, but ryoshu authority was completely over-

ridden by bakufu directives concerning region-wide projects. The sukego

system involved all villages within a given distance of a post-town,

whether they were tenryo, jiryo or hatamoto rye. On a smaller scale, the

bakufu contributed 1000 EYa (the monetary unit) to Kawasaki-juku in 1626,

.
not at the urging of the daikan nor the pleas of the Kawasaki juku

nanushi, but in response to the suggestion of Matsudaira Hizen-no-kami,

the influential lord of Otaki castle in Kazusa province. He was forced

to spend the night in Kawasaki because of bad weather, noted that his

accommodations were dilapidated, and intimated to the bakufu that this

was a disgrace. The fact that Matsudaira had no authority in the Kawasaki

region had no bearing on the case. l S

Ryoshu prerogatives were ignored on a truly massive scale in lS98-

1611 and again in 1717, with the construction and extension of the Inage

Kawasaki nikaryo yo sui (irrigation system). Ieyasu sought to develop

the agricultural productivity of the lands around Edo as soon as possible.

To supervise the irrigation projects he appointed Koizumi Jidaiyu daikan

of Kawasaki and Inage-ryo in 1598. Koizumi personally surveyed the

routes of the canals to be constructed, not only for the Inage-Kawasaki

system, but also for the Rokugo system on the north side of the Tamagawa.

He then conscripted labor along the proposed routes from every affected

village, regardless of administrative status, and kept both male and

female laborers working on the project for twelve seasons. The drain

on ordinary agricultural labor, and hence productivity, must have been

enormous during the twelve-year period of construction, but the long-term
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benefits were very impressive, and peasants took great pride in their

role in the construction, particularly as the memory of the work faded. 16

The Inage-Kawasaki irrigation system was not only the most important

definer of "the Kaw'asaki region," but also the biggest single economic

change in the area until the heavy industry "boom" transformed Kawasaki

in the early twentieth century. By 1717 it provided water to 60 villages

in the Kawasaki region, and put 2007 hectares of land into wet paddy rice

production. It more than doubled the rice production for the region,

adding a total of almost 26,000 koku, the balance of which was tipped

towards tenryo villages. 17

The impetu~ for the initial construction and major extensions of

this irrigation system came from above, but routine maintenance and

allocation of labor was left to the villagers themselves. The bakufu

'vas interested in productivity, and its interests coincided with those of

villagers along the system; both sought to minimize conflict by assuring

that labor allocation was fair. The Inage Kawasaki nikaryoyosui kumiai

(association) was founded by the daikan Koizumi Jidaiyu in 1616. He

appointed its leaders from the ranks of village heads, and wrote for them

a set of guiding principles entitled nomin no kyoryoku (the cooperation

of farmers). This kumiai, despite repeated reorganizations, continued

to exist well into the Showa (1926- ) period, and its duties included not

only allocation of labor, but also distribution of water rights to member

villages, dike maintenance along the Tamagawa itself, and assessment of

flood damages. From the Tokugawa period through the early Showa period,

the membership of this kumiai serves as one indicator as to who wields

real power in the Kawasaki area. l S
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There is a tendency among the major secondary sources dealing with

Kawasaki to stress the restrictive aspects of direct Tokugawa control, and

there ,is little doubt that any regional attempt to defy the daikan would

be considered a challenge to bakufu authority and to Tokugawa house

authority, and should be swiftly crushed. There was no need to do so;

the kwniai dealing with the water system almost always operated fairly

and efficiently, and seldom dealt with the daikan or his deputies. The

success of the kQ~iai flood control actions is evident from the fact that

of 120 major floods on the Tarnagawa and its tributaries during the Tokugawa

and Meiji periods, only 14 involved breaching of dikes on the Tamagawa

itself, and only seven of these occurred along the lower banks of the

river in the Kawasaki region. Seven breaches in 317 years along a river

whose waters threatened to overflow the banks at least one year in five

is a very good record, and speaks-well for the capacity of villagers in

th k " · . h 1 19e Kawasa 1 reg10n to organ1ze t emse ves.

Except for major alterations in the irrigation network, there were

few contacts between kumiai and daikan authorities. Most that did occur

were initiated by the kumiai when it could not by itself settle a dis-

pute over water use or labor allocation. On only one occasion during the

Edo period did a dispute over water use lead to violent conflict. This

occurred during a drought in 1821, when the head of the nikaryo kumiai,

the nanushi Shichiemon of Mizonokuchi, reduced the allocation of water for

Kawasaki-ryo by shutting off the watergate at Kuji. This resulted in an

extreme shortage for the 20 villages in Kawasaki-rye> that weze "down-

stream" from the Kuji \vatergate. Irate peasants from Kawasaki-ryo rushed

to Mizonokuchi and laid seige to Shichiernon's house, demanding a share
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of the water. Despite threats, no one was subjected to bodily injury, and

the case was brought before the daikan. The result may serve to indicate

why villagers preferred to handle disputes themselves; leaders of both

sides were punished. The leader of the peasants, Kumeshichi of

Daishigawara, was forbidden': to come within 10 ri (about 25 miles) of

his village, and Shichiemon was expelled from his home and sent away

from Mizonokuchi. 20

The relatively smooth management of the irrigation system testifies

to the ability of village headmen in the Kawasaki area to run a region

wide organization of some complexity with a 'minimum of friction. They

were in a sort of loose partnership with bakufu officials who inter

ferred as little as possible because the system wozked to the mutual

benefit of villagers and bakufu, providing food for the former, and

nengu revenues for the latter. From about the beginning of the

eighteenth century, the bakufu displayed at least sporadic willingness to

enter into agreements of mutual benefit with Kawasaki residents which had

a decidedly capitalistic flavor. The two outstanding examples of such

"partnerships" relate to the economic exploits of two of the region's

gena of samurai background: Tanaka Kyugu (known as Tanaka Hyogo during

the last years of his life), and Ikegami Yukitoyo.

~fuat Tanaka did was to put Kawasaki-juku on a self-sufficient footing

during the time he served as nanushi of Kawasaki-juku. He achieved that

post by a circuitous route. He was born in 1662 in Hirazawa village in

Tama-gun, where his family, one-time retainers to the Takeda clan, had

settled in 1573 after the death of Takeda Shingen left them masterless and

homeless. His family name was Kuboshima. Through means which remain
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unclear, the Kuboshima family became both landholders in Hirazawa and

rural silk merchants. The latter activity soon eclipsed the former in

terms of remuneration, and involved considerable traveling around the Edo

area. Kyugu met Tanaka Genzaemon, nanushi of Kawasaki-juku, in the course

of what apparently was a sort of door-to-door sales trip. Genzaemon

was also descended directly from retainers of Takeda Shingen. There was

therefore a common tie between the two men, which helped to initiate a

friendship between them. Genzaemon lacked a direct male heir, and

adopted Kyugu as his son in 1704, when Kyugu was 46. Three years later

Kyugu inherited the post of nanushi of Kawasaki-juku, and with it a

bakufu concession to act as a wholesaler for rice and other food served

at the inns. 2 l

The jUku which he headed was a different place from the one established

at the beginning of the Edo period. In 1614 the four villages that then

comprised the "unofficial" post-town of Kawasaki contained a total of

150 dwellings; the inhabitants were almost exclusively farmers. There

were no permanent inns (one was established in l623), but the responsibil

ity to feed and shelter travelers trapped between the official juku of

Shinagawa and Kanagawa devolved on the villagers. This happened often

enough to seriously affect the time that villagers could devote to

agriculture. 22

After 1623, with the conferral of official post-town status,

Kawasaki became in essence a bakufu dependency. Inns were constructed,

200 horses were purchased, and sukego labor paid from an initial bakufu

"grant" of 900 rye> and an additional grant of 1000 ryo paid six years

later. The only regular income which could be used for labor and
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maintenance costs carne from the lodging fees which the bakufu allowed the

official inn to charge to guests. After 1629 there were 12 inns in

Kawasaki, only one of which was designated "official," in which daimyo

had to stay. The others housed the "spillover" from daimyC5 entourages

and also more casual travelers. Presumably the fees they charged were

less subject to bakufu scrutiny and regulation than those charged at the

"official" inn, but income from this source was not enough to offset the

extreme burden imposed by post-town obligations through most of the

seventeenth century. In 1631 the Kawasaki nanushi Hanzaemon and the

rice wholesaler Tahachi sold rice fields and household wealth due to

indebtedness incurred in their official duties of recruiting and paying

sukego labor and providing rice to the inns at a fixed price. They

resigned from their positions. Bakufu response to such conditions during

the seventeenth century took the form of direct cash grants and some

rice grants as subsidies to Kawasaki officials. These were made

frequently; the most substantial contributions, averaging about 500 ryC5,

were granted in 1624, 1626, 1635, 1642, 1643, 1660, 1668, and 1674. 23

In 1676 the system changed. In a move to aid post-towns all along

the Tokaido, the bakufu raised the standard daily wages of sukego

laborers, and apparently paid the increase itself. From this date, with

one significant exception, bakufu aid to Kawasaki took the form of loans

rather than outright grants. This would seem to indicate a genera1

improvement in the economic conditions within Kawasaki-juKu and in the

surrounding sukego villages, but conditions were sufficiently unappealing

that tenant-farmer cum laborers and even some farmers who owned their own

land frequently abandoned the Kawaaakd region and "disappeared" into

the streets of Edo. 2 4
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A potential source of additional income to Kawasaki-juku occurred in

1688, when the Rokugo bridge, which spanned the Tamagawa just north of

Kawasaki, collapsed for the fourth time since its construction in 1602.

The bakufu decided not to rebuild the bridge, but to replace it with a

permanent ferry service. Initially, Kawasaki received no income from

the ferry service; bakufu authorities paid an Edo merchant, Okajima

Yoshibee, to build and operate nine large boats (capable of carrying

palanquins and horses) and eight small boats. There was no charge at

first for the ferry service, but after three years of operation, a small

fee was charged and paid to Yahatazuka mura, a village directly opposite

Kawasaki on the north side of the Tamagawa. 25

That changed in 1707, when Tanaka Kyugu succeeded his adopted father

to the post of nanushi of Kawasaki-juku. Tanaka wrote a long memorial to

the bakufu, in collaboration iwth the Kanto gundai Ina Hanzaemon. The

memorial pointed out, in carefully polite language, that the poverty of

the Kawasaki area and the dilapidated condition of the juku itself

challenged the prestige of the Tokugawa house, and that despite the

generosity of the bakufu in granting short-term aid, a permanent solution

had to be found. Kyugu stated further that the problem of farmers from

the juku and the surrounding sukego fleeing their villages could only be

alleviated by improving the general economic health of the juku and its

hinterland. Solution of this problem, he stated, was in the interests

of the bakufu, both in terms of prestige and economics. His proposed

solution was two-pronged: first, he requested a massive grant to refur

bish the juku; second, he suggested that the ferry service be operated on

a direct fee basis by Kawasaki-juku, which would retain the proceeds to
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defray post-town expenses. Opposing petitions were filed by the nanushi

of Yahatazuka village, but in 1709 Kawasaki was granted a massive sum of

3500 ryo and permission to operate the ferry service, an enterprise that

yielded approximately 560 ryo per year initially, and increased as the

volume of traffic on the TOkaido continued to swell. In addition, the

inns of Kawasaki were granted permission to hire permanent "maidservants,"

whose presence increased "activity" in the juku. 26

Both the ~~kufu and Kawasaki itself benefitted from this arrangement.

KyUgu gained both financially and in the esteem of bakufu officials.

Though technically a commoner, he was allowed to use his surname, and to

take time from his duties as nanushi to study under the great Confucian

scholar Ogyu Sorai. In 1725 he was given the authority and responsibility

to repair the Mizonokuchi wat.er diversion system, and ordered to playa

major expansion of the Nikaryo irrigation system. That appointment came

as a result of a l7-volume work entitled Minkan seiyo (Frugality of the

People) in which he argued that increasing the nengu tax and other

burdens of the farmer did not encourage virtue, but rather ensured

destitution and moral disintegration. The work was heavily influenced

by the thought of Ogyu Sorai, and reflected his stress on benevolent

government. This work was presented to the Shogun Yoshimume in 1721.

He was sufficiently impressed to put Kyugu in charge of the irrigation

projects, passing up his own daikan. Kyugu's prompt and efficient

accomplishment of the tasks led Yoshimune to appoint him in 1729 to the

office of daikan of parts of Saitama and Tama-gun, in charge of an area

that produced about 30,000 koku of rice. This rather startling jump in

status reflected Yoshimune's policy to promote men of proven ability to
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high office, even if they were officially commoners. Kyugu took office

under the name Tanaka Hyogo, and died in his Edo residence the same year

. d 27he was appolnte •

Tanaka's activity in the juku itself and his influence on the irriga-

tion system did much to promote the prosperity of Kawasaki and its

suke~ villages, though Kawasaki was not rendered completely self-sufficient.

Juku officials continued to borrow money from the ba~ufu on occasion during

the rest of the Edo period, but such instances were relatively rare, and

the amount never exceeded 500 rye. Sukege villages from about 1750

frequently discharged their corvee obligations through cash payments,

which were disbursed by an elected board of three representatives to pay

substitute laborers--usually tenant farmers, farmers with small holdings,

and landless peasants who made a major portion of their living through

such work. In 1796, representatives of 38 sukego villages arranged to

deposit 50 ryo per year for ten years with bakufu officials; thereafter

the interest on this payment was used to pay for corvee labor required

by Kawasaki-juku. Tanaka's innovations helped put Kawasaki on a semi

autonomous, cash economy, reflecting regional prosperity.28

The economic prosperity of the Kawasaki region was further enhanced

by the exploits of a fabulously successful local entrepreneur, Ikegami

Yukitoyo. Yukitoyo was a descendant of Ikegami Kukihiro, a one-time

rural samurai (goshi) who moved to Daishigawara, near Kawasaki, in 1624,

leaving his ancestral home of Ikegami-~ in Tsuzuki-gun, Musashi-

province. Ikegami-~was largely composed of shinden (new fields)

cleared by Yukihiro's ancestors; the family brought the technology and

inclination to open new lands to cultivation with them when they moved into
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the Kawasaki region. Within one year of the move to Daishigawara,

Yukihiro's son Yukishige reclaimed the land along the coast known as

Inarishinden, offered land to tenant farmers, and used it as a source of

salt which was sold for cash in Edo. Within a few years Yukishige and

the settlers he chose were harvesting fruit and taking fish in quantity

from the tidal flats of Inarishinden. 29

If ambition was a family tradition, Yukitoyo brought it to new

heights. The bakufu made periodic pleas, and offered incentives to those

who would open up new land for cultivation, particularly in the vicinity

of Edo. In 1722, and again in 1726, the Shogun Yoshimune went so far as

to let out contracts to the lowest bidder willing to commit himself to

reclaiming land in the vicinity of Nihonbashi. His successor, Tokugawa

Ieshige, was better known for policies directed against merchant activity

and for financial retrenchment than for innovative ventures. Nevertheless,

the problem of feeding Edo was acute. Yukitoyo, who succeeded his father

to the position of nanushi of Daishigawara at the age of 12 in 1730, boldly

took the initiative in asking for bakufu support to reclaim land near

Daishigawara. In 1759, he submitted a development plan to the bakufu.

The first part of his petition was cloaked in Confucian humanitarianism;

he said that new land would provide livelihood for landless peasants. He

concluded with unabashed frankness: "The bakufu should bestow both yoku

[financial gain; in this oase onp. tenth of the production to go directly

to the developer without taxation] and myomon [permission to use a surname

and wear swords] to the developer." The bakufu granted his request. The

land he reclaimed was organized into a village and named Ikegami-shinden

in 1762. 30
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Ikegami-shinden never became a significant rice-producing area;

total production was a mere 2G ~oku, a figure that remained almost

constant throughout the Edo period. Like Inari-shinden it was used as

a source of salt and fish, both of which were sold in Edo. The cash was

split among 219 sub-developers from whom Yukitoyo had solicited capital

for the ori.ginal construction of the dikes. These dikes were frequently

damaged by high tides; on these occasions, the bakufu was petitioned for

loans to repair them. Such petitions were usually granted. 3l

There were two far more important consequences of the development

of Ikegami-shinden. It brought Ikegami Yukitoyo to the favorable

attention of the bakufu. In addition, and partially in consequence,

Ikegami-shinden became an experimental station for the production of sugar

cane and the refining of both raw and white sugar. Even before the com

pletion of Ikegami-shinden, bakufu authorities recognized Yukitoyo's

technological expertise in reclaiming land from seacoasts and river

basins, and sent him on a surveying expedition which covered virtually

all of Musashi province south of the Tamagawa. His recommendations became

the basis for much of the land reclamation in the Kanto area. 32

Interest in sugar both as a cash crop and as a means of strengthening

the economic condition of all Japan was an Ikegami family preoccupation

since 1716, when Yukitoyo's grandfather was given six sugarcane shoots

by the daikan Kawasaki Heiemon (the name has nothing to do with Kawasaki

juku). Most sugar in the first half of the Edo period was imported

through the RyukyUs, and was paid for in specie. Yukitoyo hoped to end

this specie drain, and even to develop sugar as an export product, by

raising it domestically in the Kawasaki area. Yukitoyo's circle of
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acquaintances included several would-be entrepreneurs of similar con

victions, notably Keno Mitsuhide, the town doctor of Shiba, and Tamura

Mota, an Edo physician. They had access to treatises on sugar cultiva

tion and refinement in Satsuma and the Ryukyus, and in collaboration with

Yukitoyo tried several techniques in Inari-shinden, Ikegami-shinden, and

some land near Kanagawa. From about 1761, their efforts were assisted by

the bakufu, which provided sugar cane shoots to the experimenters.

During the next five years Yukitoyo and his associates developed the

techniques of sugar cane cultivation in the Kanto, and Yukitoyo scored

a major breakthrough by developing a cheap technique for refining white,

crystalline sugar. In 1766, on the basis of a petition that Yukitoyo

sent to the bakufu, the Kanto gundai Ina Dizen-no-kami issued a proclam

ation calling for production of sugar in the tenryo of Kawasaki-ryo, Inage

ryO and Kanagawa-EYo. Shoots were distributed to the villages of

Horinouchi, Kawasaki-juku, Noborito, Kamisakunobe, Shimosakunobe,

Kamihirama, Kamimaruko, Kosugi, Kamiodanaka, Ida, Miyauchi, Kitamigata,

Futago, Kuji, Nagao, Mizonokuchi, Suwagahara, Shimoasao, Taira, Nakamaruko

and Shukugawara in the Kawasaki region. Yukitoyo was in charge of

refining, and was sent by the bakufu to all affected villages to teach

cultivation methods. By 1780, Yukitoyo'ssugar enterprises yielded 3.3

rnillion pounds of white sugar and 8.9 million pounds of raw sugar, raising

a profit of 500,190 ryo. It is not clear how much of this huge sum was

paid to Yukitoyo, but if we assume that the ten percent tax exemption he

won for shinden development applied in this case, and that the remainder

was subject to the standard 50 percent nengu tax rate, neither the bakufu

nor Yukitoyo had reason to complain. Yukitoyo's official duties to teach
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cultivation methods continued until 1796, at which time he successfully

developed a method for producing rock sugar. The bakufu a few years later

granted Yukitoyo's son permission to sell this rock sugar on the open

market. 33

The cases of Tanaka and Ikegarni represent the two most outstanding

examples of personal entrepreneurship in the Kawasaki region during the

Edo period. Both men profited enormously, both financially and in terms

of honor and status, and both operated with the full ~~owledge and

approval of the bakufu. Yukitoyo did not stop with sugar, but continued

to develop other cash crops and agricultural by-employments, and to teach

interested farmers how to raise them. He helped to develop local

cultivation of,plums, pears, grapes and ginseng, fish raising, silk

weaving and the manufacture of straw mats. The bakufu gave him free

reign in these activities, even during the Meiwa reform, whose hallmarks

were financial retrenchment and attempts, which proved to be futile, to

eliminate agricultural by-employment on the grounds that it corrupted

the farmers who engaged in them. Apparently the growing need for such

products in Edo eclipsed any ideological contentions that peasant farmers

should be kept at subsistence level and not deal in cash. 34

Cash income from sources other than rice cultivation was critical

to the economy of the Kawasaki region. Statistical data on Kawasaki in

the Edo period are rare--a consequence of several highly destructive

firebomb raids on the city in 1945 whose non-human casualties included the

municipal library and numerous private document collections. There remain,

however, records of the 21 villages in the Kawasaki region which were

Zojojiryo. These indicate that there was very little increase in rice
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production during the Edo period after the initial jump caused by the

construction of the nikaryo irrigation system. It might be assumed that

rice production could have increased anyway, and been masked by raising

it in "hidden fields" where it would escape the notice of tax inspectors

and, of course, compilers of statistics. But it would be very difficult

to conceal anything in an area with no major topographical irregularities,

criss-crossed by heavily traveled roads and subject to frequent official

inspections by both bakufu officials and hata~oto deputies. It is

reasonable to assunle that the statistics for theZojojiryo villages was

correct, and that they reflect the general picture of rice. production

throughout the Kawasaki region, since the Zojojiryo villages were con

centrated in the middle of the nikaryo irrigation system.

Rice production in the Kawasaki region can be considered practically

static throughout the second half of the Edo period. At the same time,

during a period when population was static or growing at a very slow

rate nationally, it increased four-fold in Kawasaki-juku, and nearly

doubled at Mizonokuchi and other key villages along transportation routes

in the western portion of the Kawasaki region. 3S The bulk of support for

these elements had to come from commercial employment.

From about the middle of the eighteenth century the commercial market

of Edo was so big that it could be said to provide a ready market for

virtually anything that Kawasaki could produce. Vegetable production in

the Kawasaki region increased markedly in the mid-eighteenth century,

particularly in newly established shinden in the Mizonokuchi area.

Farmers who raised them were permitted to sell them in Edo or to travelers

bound for Edo for cash. Most preferred to save them for home consumption.
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Since there is only one period in which starvation was a serious problem

in the Kawasaki region (the Tempo famine, peaking in 1836), one can con

clude that the need for cash was not so acute that it eclipsed the

pleasures of a balanced diet. Farmers, even tenant farmers from the

Tokyo outskirts had a choice in means of raising supplementary income. 36

Particular products made or grown for sale varied with the location

of each village. By 1804 there were a total of 5,578 landed households

in the Kawasaki region, and it is safe to say that the great majority of

them engaged in so~e form of agricultural by-employment. For example,

half the households of Kitsuki village produced vermicelli (sobarnen);

the rest made rope bales, or sold paper brushes and India ink, presumably

to travelers on the nearby Karnakura-do. Straw sandals, rain coats and

noodles were specialties of Kamiodanaka, near the Nakahara highway.

Bamboo baskets were produced in Kamisugao, Taira, Arima, Nogawa and

Gotanda. In Mizonokuchi and Noborito, the wealthier farmers raised silk

worms; the raising and squeezing of rapeseed oil was left to the tenant

farmers near Mizonokuchi, including the villages of Nakanojima, Iwakawa,

Nagao and Futago. In addition, luxury goods were sold in Edo, often

directly by the farmers who raised or made them. These included flowers,

cultivated in Miyauchi and Ichinotsubo, and various river products,

including sweetfish (awa), carp, eels, sea cucumbers and ear-shells, all

bf which were taken by the villagers along the Tamagawa between Noborito

and the river rnouth. 37

Substantial profits came from selling charcoal, pears and persimmons,

sometimes directly and sometimes through local merchants to Edo whole

salers. Charcoal was manufactured in most of the villages in the Tama

hills west of Mizonokuchi, and stored and shipped in Gotanda village.
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The village of Ozenji, whose average rice production during the Edo period

was 381 koku, received an average of 152 ryo per year from charcoal sales,

and an additional 150 ryo from persi~~ons. Pears were raised all along

the Tama river, centering around Kawasaki-juku in the early eighteenth

century, and shifting to Kosugi, Mizonokuchi and Shukugawara by the 1820s.

Village by village statistics concerning the profitability of this enter

price do not exist, but it is knO\~ that during the early nineteenth

century the village of Nakanojima, which was not a part of any of the

major pear-producing areas in the Kawasaki region, sold an average of

50-60 ryo in pears per year. It is reasonable to assume that villages

such as Mizonokuchi and Kosugi did considerably better than that. 38

Nakanojima by 1815 was also a center of paper-making, especially high

quality water-mark paper for official documents. A farmer there named

Blli~pei set up a paper shop in 1806 called the Tamagawa do. He took on

apprentices from the villages of Gotanda and Suge, Karnisugao and

Shimosugao. They in turn set up operations in their own villages, and

the industry continued to spread to villages in the western part of the

Kawasaki region lying along the Tamagawa. 39

~fuat is interesting is that ~uch commercial activities grew up and

flourished in the very heart of bakufu-controlled territories, and sur

vived with scarcely a slowdown through the Kansei reform, the Bunsei

reform, and the Tempo reform, all of which were characterized by "stern"

measures to curtail rural commercial activities and to forbid farmers from

leaving their villages. Part of the reason may be the difficulty of con

trolling such activities in the face of the temptation of the Edo market,

as well as a disinclination to do anything which may have reduced the

food supply for Edo. Another factor, however, is that the sukego villages
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could not have survived at all had they relied solely on their rice

production. Between the beginning and end of the Edo period, sukego

post-town obligations increased exponentially, along with tr.e ever

increasing traffic along the Tokaido and, to a somewhat lesser degree,

along the Nakahara-okan, and the Kamabura-okan. For example, during the

seventeenth century sukego villages were required to provide an average

of two laborers per 100 koku of rice production for post-town duties. By

1725 this number had shot up to 50 per 100 koku, and by 1785 the figure

allegedly reached a staggering three to four hundred men per 100 koku.

Such laborers were not permanent; they were "on call" and provided on a

rotating basis, yet the existence of such numbers indicates that the

population of these villages far outstripped the capacity of the villages

to feed their inhabitants on the proceeds of local rice production. 40

It might be assumed that the bulk of these laborers were "phantoms,"

representing a theoretical obligation which the sukego owed to the post

town based on a fixed formula dependent on the amount of traffic along

the Tokaido. When possible, sukego villages did send cash rather than

laborers to Kawasaki, so an obligation of 300 laborers per 100 koku could

indicate a cash sum rather than the presence ofa large rural population.

Indeed, since a koku of rice represents the amount needed to feed one

man for one year, and each able-bodied male laborer could conservatively

be estimated to have an average of at least two dependents requiring the

standard 3/5 koku per year deemed adequate by the bakufu for women and

children, one can conclude that the population of sukego villages in the

Y~wasaki region during the nineteenth century was approximately 6.6 times

the quantity of local rice needed to sustain it. The figure becomes 13.2
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to 1 when the fact that an average of 50 percent of rice production was

paid in taxes (nengu) is considered. This would mean that local rice

production could supply the needs of less than 8 percent of sukego

inhabitants. This seems incredibly low, and makes the "phantom" laborer

hypothesis very appealing indeed. Nevertheless, records of an "aLk-out;"

labor levy in 1866 indicate that nearly half of the laborers from whom

the 13.2 to one figure was derived actually existed.

In 1866, the bakufu mounted a large-scale expedition to "chastise"

Choshu han for opening fire on foreign ships and, more importantly, to

reassert shogunal authority throughout the country. This "second Choshu

expedition" involved not only the mobilization of troops, but also large

numbers of coolie laborers to feed them, provide fresh horses, and

transport equipment. In support of this massive effort, laborers from

the sukego attached to all the major post-towns on the Tokaido were

mobilized at each post-town. At Kawasaki juku, a total of 53,321

laborers from the Kawasaki sukego were assembled for a three week period

during the fifth month of the year. Of these 25,812 were recruited

from j5sukeg5, which were those villages within three ri (about 7.5

miles) of Kawasaki-juku; From a document written in the Te..'1lpo period

it can be determined that the total rice production for these josukego

was 17,303 koku at some point in the 1830s before the Tempo famine.

Assuming the koku production was fairly constant between the TempO period

and 1866, the bakufu mustered 149 laborers per 100 koku of josukego

production from the Kawasaki area. Production must have changed very

little indeed during this period; the general' orders of the bakufu in

1866 called for the mustering of laborers at a rate of 148 per 100 koku
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from all sukego within 8 ri (about 20 miles) of a post-town. Those orders

-covered the first eight Tokaido stations, from Shinagawa to Oiso,

including,of course, Kawasaki. 4l

The second Choshu expedition involved the single biggest mobilization

of sukego labor in the Edo period, so it can be assumed that the Kawasaki

sukego never had to provide more laborers than they did on this occasion.

It can be said, therefore, that for a maximum effort the Kawasaki sukega

were capable of providing laborers, not phantoms, at a rate of at least

the 148 people per 100 koku of production that the bakufu required. If it

is again assumed that each laborer has an average of two dependents

consuming 3/5 koku of rice per day, and that 50 percent of rice production

was collected as nengu, it can be stated that sukego villages supported

approximately 6.5 times the population which could be sustained from

their own rice production. By the late Edo period the greatest portion

of the economy of the Kawasaki region derived from cash crops, rural

industries, and wage labor. The economic livelihood of the inhabitants

of the Kawasaki region was primarily, not incidentally, cornrnercial. 42

The 1866 levies stimulated peasant rebellions in other parts of the

Kanta plain, including the Santama region, but not in the Kawasaki area.

There was a considerable degree of unrest and bitterness, but no

violence on a scale large enough to bring bloodshed or loss of life.

The so-called yonaoshi (change the world) riots spread from what is now

Saitarna-ken, motivated both by the economic sting which the second

Choshu expedition had inflicted on the Kanto area, and by a pervasive

sense that the political and social structure of society was coming

unglued.
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The response to these movements of the village leaders in the

Xawasaki region was not to join the rioters, but to arm themselves

against any incursions by discontented peasants from outside the region.

In the summer of 1866, 53 villages under the jurisdiction of Kawasaki-

ryo and Rokugo~ryo petitioned the bakufu for permission to form a local

militia of 60 men, and to arm it with rifles. The petition reads in

part:

For those of us who are nearest the juku, and are already too
crowded to support ourselves, the situation is critical. People
from other villagesnunable to continue farming, appear night and
day on our-shorelines, taking shellfish. With their remaining
strength, old people and children appear and try to catch what
they can in our hunting grounds. Especially in Kawasaki,
travelers are reluctant to stay overnight, since daily necessities
such as rice and firewood must be sought for and purchased. The
situation has reached the boiling point. • •• Inevitably, the
economic consequences will be severe, with unforeseeable results.
These are excited times, and insentient people are forming
"ignorant people's" parties (muminto). Already this summer in
the Chichibu area a poor people's movement arose, and suppressing
it is not an easy matter • • • Even if troops are dispatched, will
we be able to escape the rebellion? Moreover, even if bamboo
spears are di~tributed among our villagers, this will not be
enough to repel a large number of people. If our request is not
granted, we nevertheless have learned to use firearms through
constant pra~tice in shooting deer and boar. The reason we
unhesitantly request in this period of crisis the establishment
of an emergency farmer (hyakusho) militia is that if we do not
practice daily to master the needed skills, the spirit and
loyalty will melt away, and evil men and loiterers will refuse to
serve. We. are a kumiai (of 53 villages) and are of one mind in
this request.

Permission was granted, though the guns were not delivered until 1867,

when a second petition cited the increasing need for protection in the

face of possible incidents involving foreigners and anti-foreign Japanese

in the Yokohama area. 43

At the same time in the western portion of Kawasaki, in the Mizono-

kuchi area, the ferry boats were withdrawn from the Tamagawa to make sure
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that the peasant uprising would not involve the Kawasaki region. The

peasants of Mizonokuchi preferred to keep it that way; they created a dis

turbance aimed at preventing reinstatement of the ferry service. There

is no indication that the gono of the Mizonokuchi area followed the

lead of their colleagues near Kawasaki-jUku to organize a militia, but it

is kno:....n that they were "armed to the teeth," with ~'1estern as \-.1ell as

Japanese rifles and pistols. 44

Clearly the 9ono of Kawasaki, and apparently tenant farmers as well,

preferred order to rebellion during the confusing last years of the

Tokugawa bakufu, and were willing to take steps to assure that order

was maintained. The primary fear seems not to have been directed at

the possibility of uprisings within the Kawasaki region, but of the

prospect of disturbing elements entering the area from "outside."

This is indicated by the fact that the bakl,fu :i.n 1866 distributed bamboo

spears to all resident able-bodied males of the Kawasaki region, in

cluding tenant farmers. Had these elements been potential sources of

anti-bakufu rebellion, the bakufu would not have armed them, even with

bamboo spears. 45

Certainly the bakufu had no basis to assume that the inhabitants

of the Kawasaki region would react with placid acquiescence to govern

ment demands for labor and money if those demands actually constituted

a threat to livelihood. There were tacit limits to the extent of

bakufu labor levies, forced loans, and extraordinary taxes. These had

been exceeded once, in the hatamoto ryo of Hisasue village in 1693.

In that year the hatarnoto Sabashikura-no-suke sought to raise cash by

suddenly increasing the nengu for Hisasue from 229 to 329 koku. ~-.1enty
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villagers went to his Edo mansion to plead for a reduction. Sabashikura

ordered his guards to attack the delegation from Hisasue, injuring

several. This aroused the wrath of farmers from many villages in Inage

ryo, under the jurisdiction of both hatamoto and the daikan. A dis

turbance in which 19 peasants from several of these villages were

killed resulted. Sabashikura was forced to countermand the increase,

very probably at bakufu insistence. More than 50 years after this

incident, in 1748, farmers of the Hisasue area constructed, with bakufu

permission, a monument (jiza) to honor the 19 dead. It was called

girninjizo (jizo for those who gave their lives for everyone). It is

difficult to guess why thebakufu would allow this unless it was to

remind hatamoto that sudden and capricious increases in village

taxation could not be tolerated. 46

Hatamoto could nevertheless raise cash by "borrowdnq" money from

wealthy gona, but this process drew bakufu disapproval, especially when

the money was not paid back. In 1829 Morikawa Rokuzaemon, a hatamoto

whose territory included the village of Kizuki, made a contract with

the nanushi of Kizuki, whose name was Begoro. Begoro, a wealthy farmer

who produced 50 koku of rice, kept records of Morikawa's finances and

contracted to build part of his residence. He incurred expenses of 140

rye in the process, but only received 8 rye. Begore was also given the

right to wear a sword and use a surname, and may have been content

with that, but since a good portion of the 140 ryo came from village

funds rather than personal funds, he was accused by the next nanushi,

Jizaemon, of improper conduct. The hatamoto's assistant tried to squelch

an embarrassing incident by arresting Begoro and confiscating his records,
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and appeasing Jizaemon by officially installing him as nanushi in

Begoro's place. Begoro's son and then his wife appealed to the Ometsuke

(traveling inspectors for the bakufu), who eventually agreed to consider

their case. This dragged on until 1838, but concluded with the decision

that Begore was to be reinstated as nanushi, and would receive 114 rye

from the hata~oto.47

If this case can serve as a general example, it seems clear that

the ba~ufu was willing to hear the case of a peasant, albeit a wealthy

one, and support the peasant against its own hatamoto if the actions of

the latter were deemed improper. It also seems clear tihat; villagers in

the Kawasaki region were well aware of this, and showed no hesitation

to ta~e advantage of the complex pattern of local control by going "over

the head" of the local ryoshu and appealing directly to bakufu officials.

The potential for such action must have served as a powerful moderating

influence on hatarnoto excesses, and thus diminished the occasions of

Peasant discontent in the region. At the same time, the availability of

such channels of appeal must have been perceived as a more effective

means of redressing flagrant "injustices" than open rebellion.

There were, of course, no means of appealing "over the head" of the

bakufu or its local official, the daikan. Tenryo villages therefore could

not playoff one government official against another. There was seldom

reason to do so, since both Kawasaki residents and the bakufu had an

interest in keeping the Kawasaki region prosperous enough to maintain a

population greater. than rice production alone could have permitted. In

times of severe distress, nanushi could and did petition for redress.

Such petitions usually reflected regional concerns rather than those of
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individual villages, which were handled internally whenever possible.

Regional petitions were made by the nanushi of key villages which headed

kumiai associated with them. In 1827 the bakufu officially designated

the villages of Hizonokuchi, Kamiodanaka and Ka\vasaki-juku as "key"

(yoseba) villages, with 48, 18 and 38 villages, respectively, associated

with them. These lesser villages were themselves grouped into smaller

kumiai of three to six villages each. 48

The workings of this regional structure were demonstrated during

the Te~pO famine in the 1830s, when conditions in the Kawasaki region were

at a nadir. Yet the kumiai were able to execute famine relief measures

internally. Representatives of the Hizonokuchi group met in Hizonokuchi

in 1836 and decided to collect forced loans of one to of rice or its

cash equivalent from all farmers with an income exceeding five koku, and

all merchants whose taxes were at least 5 ryo. The Kawasaki group met at

the same time in Kamasaki-juku and made the same decision. The nanushi

of the two key villages released much of their own rice to assist in

this effort. For a longer range solution, all three kumiai, in addition

to the separate kumiai for jiryo villages, combined to. petition the bakufu

jointly. They sought and won permission to buy fertilizer directly from

the rural merchants who prepared it (fertilizer here means dried sardines

and fishcakes), rather than from the bakufu-sanctioned sardine whole

salers of Edo, who charged a fixed price. This was granted, enabling the

villagers of the region to purchase fertilizer cheaply.49

The bakufu concession in this instance involved sacrificing some of

its own economic control to "free" regional commerce in the name of

practicality. The "commercialization" of the economy of the Ka',olasaki
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region accelerated after the Tempo famine, partially because the famine

itself forced a number of small landholders to sell land, despite bakufu

edicts forbidding this practice. The editors of Kawasaki shi shi decry

such commercialization as the route leading to the breakup of the peasant

class and, if peasant solidarity is to be considered an ideal, they are

right. Commercialization meant that fortunes could be gained or lost,

and more often than not money and land was gained by village officials

and lost by small-scale farmers. Statistically, the predominant direction

of the economic condition of Kawasaki peasants during the latter third

of the Edo period was down, as long as the sole criterion for economic

status is the quantity of land o,vned and the amount of rice harvested.SO

What is forgotten is that commercialization was the predominant source

of income for the Kawasaki region in the late Edo period. While it

undoubtedly magnified the economic gap between rich and poor peasants,

it also provided alternative means of surviving for those who lost land

and income from rice. The "typical" poor peasant in the Kawasaki region

retained some land of his own, though not enough to support himself and

his family. For additional income he could as a last resort hire himself

as substitute sukego labor. More likely he would do this only on

occasion, and would earn extra income from any of a number of "cottage

industries" designed to supply the needs of travelers along any of

the four major high\Y'ays transversing the Kawasaki region, or for sale in

Edo. He was unlikely to find himself at odds with bakufu officials for

engaging in such activities. From about 1800 he was increasingly likely

to find employment in a fairly large-scale rural "factory," producing

soy sauce, sake, silk threads or rapeseed oil; in 1801 the Ueda family
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started a soy sauce factory in Mizonokuchi which almost immediately

employed 50 men. The factory expanqed almost continually until about

1890. 51

As the Edo period drew to a close, most inhabitants of the Kawasaki

region, even poor tenant farmers, were able to earn at least a subsistence

living in a variety of ways, and expected to continue to do so. All

were thoroughly used to a money economy and the rapid social and economic

mobility it entailed. Few had any dealings with hatamoto or bakufu

officials, but until the very last years of the Edo period few had any

reason to consider the bakufu to be capricious or to represent a real

threat to their livelihood. Contact with such authorities was made

through the nanushi, who were themselves organized hierarchically around

key villages. In so:ne villages, these officials were elected; in others

the post was hereditary. The "typical" landed resident of the region

would in any case almost certainly be called upon to help choose the

assistant nanushi (fukunanushi) and the toshiyori hyakushodai (elder

representative) whose function it was to make sure the nanushi did not

be "II . t 52tray V1 age 1nteres s. Ordinary farmers had very little say in

decisions affecting the regional level. The men who actually ran the

region were the nanushi and other men of influence in key villages, or

were heads of kumiai formed for a specific purpose.

If there was affection for the bakufu among the inhabitants of the

Kawasaki region, it stemmed largely from th~ fact that the bakufu

generally let them run their own affairs, and took into account the

practical problems of livelihood in the Y~wasaki region. This image

was tarnished by the extraordinary levies of 1866 and the failure of
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the Choshu expedition, and by further levies of materials and services

in early 1868, just before the bakufu fell to imperial forces. 53

Nevertheless Kawasaki under the Tokugawa regime was orderly and

generally prosperous, and the region was administered in a usually

predictable and non-capricious manner. The residents of Kawasaki faced

the prospect of the collapse of the Tokugawa regime with a distinct

mixture of confusion and trepidation.
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CHAPTER III

THE KAWASAKI REGION IN THE EP~Y MEIJI PERIOD:

LOCAL RESPONSE TO "HODERN" ADMINISTRATION

In the first ten years of the Meiji period, the Kawasaki region

underwent drastic administrative changes. The old ryo were abolished,

and with them the hatamoto and daikan ryoshu to whom the villages of

the region paid the nengu. Their places were taken by a succession of

officials who were under the orders of the Meiji government in Tokyo

for the first year of Meiji, and then under the jurisdiction of the

governor of Kanagawa-ken in Yokohama. The Kawasakd, region was divided

into two large districts (daiku) headed by kucho appointed by the governor

of Kanagawa-ken. The bvo daiku were in turn subdivided into 18 small

districts (shoku) consisting of groups of villages under the control of

local officials called fukukucho. Traditional village head titles,

including the nanushi and toshiyori were abolished and renamed kocho

and fukukocho. They were considered village officials rather than the

terminal points of national or prefectural administration, yet their

duties frequently overlapped those of the fukukucho , who were in theory

part of the prefectural administrative apparatus. In fact, the title

fukukucho was seldom used, and the duties of this often theoretical

office was usually assumed by locally prominent kocho who had previously

been locally prominent nanushi or toshiyori.

Despite the blurring of authority at the local level, the system of

administration was sufficiently effective to carry out early ~teiji

reforms. Local officials helped to carry out a comprehensive census and
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household registration system, instituted a military draft, laid the

foundations of a compulsory education system and collected taxes based

on land value rather than rice harvest.

Economic changes in the region were also rapid, and rather con

fusing. Kawasaki itself lost its juku status, and with it most of the

revenues associated with that status. Japan's first railroad was built

in 1872 from Shimbashi in Tokyo to Yokohama, reducing the patrons of

Kawasaki's numerous inns to a mere trickle and rendering the ferry ser

vice across the Tamagawa obsolete. Markets for cash crops were even

less restricted than they had been in the Edo period, yet many farmers

who raised them were hurt by the new tax system, which often required

higher payments for land devoted to products other than rice than had the

old nengu system. At the same time, the increasing importance of

Yokohama both as a treaty port and as a population center provided a new

market for textiles and silk as well as cash crops; this led to

increasing prosperity for Mizonokuchi, which straddled the "silk road"

between Hachioji and Yokohama.

In general it can be said that the economy of the Kawasaki region

during the first ten years of Meiji became increasingly commercial, a

trend which could not have come as a shock to the already commercially

oriented inhabitants of Kawasaki. That it was disruptive to the social

order cannot be doubted, but this was primarily due to the speed rather

than the direction of economic change. Whenever possible, however,

residents of the Kawasaki region acted to minimize the disruptive effects

of a changing economy, and to take advantage of the new opportunities it

provided.
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Similarly, traditional local leaders in Kawasaki were able to

maintain a great deal of their authority in the face of, or perhaps

because of, almost continual reorganization of the structure of political

administration. The kumiai of the Edo period had already given them a

regional, rather than a strictly village-level orientation. Though many

Japanese historians decry the Large and Small ku system (Daishoku

seido) as a ham-handed effort by the Meiji government to rationalize local

administration at the expense of the "natural village," it must not be

forgotten that in the Kawasaki region villages had for a long time

organized themselves around key villages and given extra authority to

the nanushi of those villages. The idea of small groups of villages

(shoku) and large regional groups of villages (daiku) was neither shocking

nor novel in the Kawasaki region. The daishoku seido was abandoned in

1878 by the Meiji government because it was extremely unpopular and

frequently ignored at the local level. In the Kawasaki region, however,

village leaders were able to a degree to manipulate the administrative

apparatus to modify the effects of some of the early Meiji reforms, through

petitions, or foot-dragging, or liberal interpretations of the reforms.

Their skill at such activities may be attributable to the fact th~t they

were used to acting in groups rather than as representatives of single

villages.

This chapter investigates in some detail the'administrative and

economic changes in the Kawasaki region in the early Meiji period. The

response to such changes provides some indication of how Kawasaki's

inhabitants perceived the new government, and why they later embraced

with pragmatic moderation the "anti-government" jiy\iminken undo.
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Confusion and caution characterized the inhabitants of Kawasaki

region during the later stages of the bakumatsu period and the first few

years of the Meiji period. These sentiments were evident in attitudes

towards foreigners who traveled at will throughout the Kawasaki region.

~lith the opening of the treaty port of Yokol?-ama in 1859, the entire

Kawasaki region fell within the gaikokujin yUbo Kuiki (foreigner's

"strolling" area), defined by treaty as the area within 10 ri (25 miles)

of Yokohama, in which foreigners were permitted to travel freely.

Foreigners could not, however, cross the Tamagawa into Edo without

express permission from the bakufui they were confined to the south bank

of the river. Since foreigners could travel to Kawasaki-juku unimpeded,

however, they often did so, making the journey from Yokohama a Sunday

excursion, and stopping in Kawasakd for "tea and tiffin." Kawasaki

residents did not view such visits calmly. They feared that violent

incidents between foreigners and itinerant ronin or daimyo entourages

might take place in the Kawasaki region. Kawasaki ferrymen were so

fearful of allowing an unauthorized foreigner across the Tarnagawa that

it was only with great difficulty that official diplomatic parties could

induce them to permit boarding the boats. l

Foreigners were a minor concern, however, compared to the direct

effects of national struggle between bakufu forces and the Imperial armies.

In January of 1868i bakufu forces in full retreat came through Kawasaki

on their way to Edo, collecting rice and other food. The following

month the advance guard of the Imperial armies, a contingent of 782

troops from Owari-han, arrived in pursuit, and quartered troops in the

homes of several gono in Mizonokuchi, including the residence of Ueda
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Chaichiro, the soy sauce manufacturers. other Imperial troops from

O'..rari, as \..ell as Bizen and Higo, occupied parts of Kawasaki-juku, and

the river crossing at Haruko. Their stay was less than pleasant for

residents of the Kawasaki region. In March, two prominent nanushi from

villages near the Maruko crossing, Ando Yasuemon of Kosugi and Iida

SukedayU of Tsunajima were summoned to Kamimaruko and sternly asked

whether they supported the baJ<ufu or the Imperial armies. Undoubtedly

they replied judiciously that they were on the side of their interrogators,

but the usual response among gono of the Kawasaki region to the presence

of troops from either side was to bury their valuables and await the

final outcome of the conflict. 2

Already smarting from the extra levies imposed by the bakufu during

the last two years of Tokugawa rule, the inhabitants of the Ka\vasaki

region were ill-prepared for new levies demanded by the occupying Imperial

forces. In March, 1868, representatives of all the sukego villages were

summoned to Kawasaki-juku and told to raise three ryo in cash and three

kan of rice for every hundred koku of assessed rice production. The

proceeds were used to support the Imperial armies. The responsibility

for collecting and delivering this assessment was given to Soeda

Shichiroemon, nanushi of Ichiba village and, since 1866, the head of the

Kawasaki-juku sukego kumiai. Soeda delivered the supplies promptly, con

tributing personal funds to meet the quota. He was nevertheless arrested

and interrogated by Imperial forces. His family records neither mention

the event nor explain it, but the fact that he was a co-author of the 1866

petition requesting guns from the bakufu may well have been a factor

leading to his arrest. 3
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Shortly after his release, in July of 1868, Shichiroemon was given

the right to use a surname and carry a sword in recognition of his

diligence in supply the Imperial forces at Kawasaki. The following year

he was made "manager" (torishimariyaku) of Kawasaki-juku. Four years

later he changed his name to Soeda Tomomichi, and received an appointment

to the office of kucho for the fourth daiku of Kanagawa-ken, an area

that included all of the eastern half of the Kawasaki region. There

followed a succession of prefectural posts culminating in his appointment

in 1884 as chief of the taxation office for all of Kanagawa-ken. No

other resident of the Kawasaki region rose higher in the prefectural

bureaucracy than Soeda Tomomichi. Nor were any others arrested by the

Meiji forces. Soeda's abrupt change in fortune from imprisoned suspect

to entrusted local and prefectural official reflected on a personal level

the confusing and seemingly capricious nature of Meiji rule in the first

years after the restoration. 4

The sense of confusion was heightened by the almost continual re

organization of administration in the early years of the Meiji period.

These occurred both at the prefectural level and the local level, and

exhibited a desire of the new government to assert its control over the

countryside that was almost frantic. Speed rather than planning marked

these early efforts. The reaction by Kawasaki residents was manifested

not in a desire to revolt, though this was not an uncommon occurrence in

other parts of the Kanto plain, but rather in a disinclination to take

the new government seriously.

This latter phenomenon is apparent in the response to local re

organization, but prefectural organization will be dealt with first to
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provide a framework for considering changes on the local level. The

area which became known as Kanagawa-ken evolved piecemeal over a period

of several years. However, since most of the area was under direct

shogunal contro~ and contained no locally powerful daimyo, and since

the area was considered both sensitive and highly strategic, the evolution

of Kanagawa-~~proceededmore rapidly than the consolidation of more

distant prefectures.

The "birth" of Kanaga\'i'a-ken was in March of 1868, when the restor

ation forces seized the Kanagawa bugyosho, a bakufu administrative

headquarters established in 1859 primarily to deal with foreigners. This

was replaced by the Yokohama saibansho (courthouse), with jurisdiction

over an area called Kanagawa-fu, defined as the territory of Musashi

province within ten ri (25 miles) of Kanaga\"a (very shortly the center

was shifted to Yokohama). This also defined the territory designated

as the foreigners "strOlling" area. This territory, wh i ch included the

Kawasaki region, was governed by Higashikuze Michitomi, a court noble

(kuge) born in Kyoto and an expert in foreign affairs during the bakumatsu

period. In September Kanagawa-fu was redesignated Kanagawa-ken, and

placed under a new governor, Terajima Munenori, a samurai from Satsuma

who had spent the better part of 1863-1865 in England, and was considered

an expert on foreigners. He was replaced after one and one half years

by Iseki Takeo, who in turn was replaced by Mutsu Munemitsu in November

of 1872. 5

Though the region was designated a ken in 1868, its geographical

boundaries did not stabilize until 1873. During that time adjacent

territories to the 10 ri area which were partially but not wholly
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included within it were added successively to Kanagawa-ken. The reason

for this was the emphasis which the,new government put on foreign

relations. Though the Meiji government had no jurisdiction over

foreigners within the 10 ri area, there was no wish to complicate

potential incidents between foreigners and Japanese by involving local

Japanese authorities unaccustomed to dealing with the West. The solution

was to put gradually all administrative areas (gun) whose borders impinged

on the 10 ri "strolling area" 'under a single jurisdiction. 6

Kanagawa-ken vias formed primarily from the two kuni of Husashi and

Sagami, but the territory came first from Musashi-kuni. The eight kuni

of the Kanto plain were abolished as jurisdictional areas in August,

1868,7 and carved into ken and han as quickly as possible. From Sagami

kuni Nirayama-ken, Odawara-han, Oginoyamanaka-han and Mutsura-han were

all established in 1868. These were abolished in 1870, a~d the greater

portions of these areas were combined into Ashigara-ken. During the same

year the daikan of Musashi-kuni died. Areas which had been under his

jurisdiction, including portions of Tachibana-gun, which included the

Kawasaki region, had continued to be under his control in matters of

local import despite the fact that most of these territories were part

of Kanagawa saibansho. with his death, Tachibana-~was firmly

cemented into the administrative apparatus of Kanagawa-ken. In 1871

the Kanagawa-kencho (prefectural government office) was moved from

Kanagawa to Yokohama, and the ken added the territories of the three

Tama gun (Nishitama, Kitatama, Minamitama), though only portions of this

region were within 10 ri of Yokohama. Similarly, Kanagawa-ken was

augmented by Koza-gun, which had been under the jurisdiction of

Ashigara-ken. 8
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By the end of 1871, the year of haihan chiken (abolition of han and

establishment of ken), all the territory included in contemporary

Kanagawa-ken was under only two jurisdictional entities. The first was

the then Kanagawa-ken, with administrative headquarters in Yokohama. It

included most of the eastern half of present-day Kanagawa-ken, incorpor

ating all of the portion of Musashi province south of the Tarnagawa. The

other was Ashigara-ken, administered from Odawara. It included the

western half of what is now Kanagawa-ken, as well as all of Izu-kuni.

Ashigara-ken was abolished in 1876, when the Izu-kuni segment was ceded

to Shizuoka-ken, and the rest was added to Kanagawa-ken. At that point

Kanagawa-ken conformed to its present borders, with the exception of the

three Tarna-gun, which were taken over by Tokyo-fu in 1893, and remain

9part of Tokyo-to today.

The rapid changes in boundaries and governors attending the "birth"

of Kanagawa-ken wreaked havoc at the local level, leaving a legacy of

confusion and distrust. There was considerable discontent over the fact

that the first few governors of Kanagawa saibansho and Kanagawa-ken were

chosen for their expertise in foreign relations, and were relatively

untutored and unconcerned about village and regional problems. Perhaps

for this reason there was considerable opposition in the Santama region

to being placed under the jurisdiction of Kanagawa-ken. There was even

more opposition in 1876 to the incorporation of Ashigara-ken into

Kanagawa-ken. The inhabitants of Ashigara-ken_ considered themselves

historically and topographically distinct from Musashi province. They

were governed by Kashiwagi Tadatoshi, a local samurai and han official

during the Edo period, picked to govern Ashigara-ken because of his deep
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understanding of local problems and his immense popularity. Kashiwagi

was, of course, dismissed when the ken he governed ceased to exist, and

his loss was keenly felt. Petitions from various villages in the Odawara

area for the re-institution of Ashigara-ken continued throughout most

... . d 10of the Me~J~ per~o •

Prefectural administrative responsibilities varied at least as

frequently as territorial adjustments. This rendered administrative

efficiency virtually impossible. In late 1871 four departments were

established within the kencho to deal with local administration: a

general affairs office, a tax office, a legal office (investigation and

prosecution) and a finance office. Not surprisingly, these departments

frequently got in each other's way. In 1872, the then governor of

-
Kanagawa-ken, Oe Taku, wrote in a memo to prefectural officials:

As the governlnental system has expanded, the accompanying
duties have become more difficult. Duties of the various
departments have become overlapping and repetitive. Further,
because this ken is different from others in that it is a
crossroads for foreigners and Japanese, we have special
difficulties in carrying out the functions of prefectural
administration • • •

Hereafter.. • • items of business shall not be debated to the
point of exhaustion and then ignored. Decisions should be
left to the desk in charge, and accusations between superiors
and inferiors should not be exchanged. • •• It is to the
benefit of the nation not to act autocratically or impinge
on the freedom of citizens under your control. One such
error will leave lasting resentment. Likewise you will lose
the support of the people if you confuse public and personal
business. Any such action violates the trust of the imperial
court • • • • Every action you take will be evaluated and
transmitted to future generations. 11

Confusion at the prefectural level was bound to multiply at the

local level, particularly since it was the function of the prefecture in

the early years of Meiji to transmit to the local level a bewildering
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array of administrative reorganizations and reforms in education,

taxation, census-taking, and changes in the social structure conceived

by Meiji leaders in Tokyo. This could not have been accomplished without

stirring resentment, nor could it have taken place without a fairly high

degree of cooperation by respected local leaders.

Though the Kawasaki region escaped the resentments that afflicted

many other areas concerning territorial changes in the boundaries of

Kanagawa-ken, it underwent a very complex series of administrative

changes during the first five years of the Meiji period which could not

have left a legacy of affection for the new government. Indeed, in the

first year of Meiji there was some confusion concerning who represented

the new government, and how to get in contact with it.

Until the end of 1868, the Kawasaki region was ruled from Edo.

In May of that year, several bakufu offices were abolished and replaced

by a single administrative agency, the Edo chindaifu, headed by Prince

Arisugawa Taruhito. Under the chindaifu was the office of minsei

saibansho, which had jurisdiction over the former daikan of the bakufu.

The daikan were retitled chikenji. The daikan who controlled all the

tenryo in the Kawasaki region was Matsumura Tadashiro, who was appointed

chikenji for all of Musashi-kuni in June. He died in August and was

replaced by another former daikan, Koga Ippei. By the time of Koga's

appointment, the Kawasaki region should theoretically have been under

the jurisdiction of Kanagawa-fu, but the latter entity was not geared

for local a~~inistration. Koga became the recipient of a number of

petitions from prominent nanushi in the Kawasaki region. The first was

written in August by Soeda Shichiroemon (Tomomichi), then head of the
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Kawasaki-juku kurniai, and by Ikegami Tarozaemon (Koso), nanushi of

Ikegami-shinden and direct descendant of the mid-Edo entrepreneur

Ikegami Yukitoyo. The petition expressed the hope that the new govern-

ment would correct instances of "misgovernment" to which the Kawasaki

region had been subjected in the later years of the bakufu. Specifically

it cited the high rice tax (nengu), levies on sukego villages and levies

on reclaimed land. 12

During the sarne month the nanushi of Noborito, together with the

hyakushodai (farmer representative), petitioned Koga for reduction in the

nengu, since that village had suffered severe flood damage. Koga

responded by allowing the village to calculate the cash equivalent of

its rice tax at reduced rice prices. He made this allowance after coming

personally to Noborito to inspect the damage. This was an encouraging

degree of official responsiveness to local difficulties.13

Four months later, however, the situation was altered abruptly when

the office of chikenji was abolished, and Kawasaki was placed under the

jurisdiction of Kanagawa-saibansho. On November 15, the nanushi of

Noborito wrote a puzzled inquiry to Koga:

We have received official notification that we must (henceforth)
make our appearance at the saibansho because from now on the
Kanagawa-saibansho will receive all the taxes, petitions and
memoranda from the villages. However, we feel that it would
be troublesome if we do not pay our rice tax to the chikenji
office until the end of this year. How should we resolve this
problem?14

There is no record that the confused nanushi ever received a reply, nor

is it discernible whether his agreement on the nengu with Koga was

honored at the saibansho.

The confused administrativ~ situation of 1868 was followed by a

"breathing spell" of about two years duration, during ,..hich the actual
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effects of the new government on daily life were minimal. The nengu was

collected in the same way it had been under the Tokugawa government, and

at approximately the same rate. The major difference was that it was

paid to the ken office in Yokohama rather than to the daikan or

hatamoto in Edo. Contact between local leaders and ken officials was

minimal, and was handled by the heads of yoseba kumiai, as had been

the case during the late Edo period. l S

This period was a rather prosperous one for Y~agawa-ken in general

and the Kawasaki region in particular, despite the fact that most of

Japan was affected by a nationwide famine during the first two years of

the Meiji period. This was in large part due to the fact that Kanaqawa-«

ken, long accustorned to supplying the needs of Edo, had an unusual degree

of agricultural diversification, and was less dependent than most areas

on rice production. In addition, prices for products of agricultural

technology such as soy sauce and sugar, for which the Kawasaki region was

f Ld abl d . th f· h f M ... 16amous, rose conS1 er y ur1ng e 1rst tree years 0 e1J1.

Despite the fact that there was no general reduction in the nengu,

most of the area that comprised Kanagawa-ken during the first three years

of the Meiji period suffered no unusual economic hardships/and, after the

initial "shock" of 1868, faced almost no substantive political changes.

There was one exception; Kanagawa-ken was the first area in which public

election of villages officials was instituted. In June of 1868, the old

offices of toshiyori and nanushi were abolished in Kanagawa-ken, and

promptly reinstituted, subject to public election. In the Kawasaki

region, however, there were few if any personnel changes as a result of

this innovation, and in many of the villages public election of village
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officials was a firmly established practice since the middle of the Edo

period. 17

In 1871, however, with the abolition of the han and the establishment

of ken (haihan chiken), the Meiji government began in earnest to standard

ize and rationalize local administration. The first step was to conduct

a census to determine population distribution and family relationships,

to control the large number of vagrants who were untraceable through

household registers in the wake of the restoration wars, and to provide

accurate statistics for further reforms. The Edo system of household

registration at temples was abandoned and replaced by household registry

districts (kosekiku). These districts were carved out of each gun, which

were sub-prefectural a&ninistrative districts in existence since the

Nara period, but of little practical importance during the Edo·period.

Tachibana-9un, which included the Kawasaki region, was divided into 14

kosekiku. Each such district was headed by two local officials, a kocho

and an assistant kocho~ designated fukukocho. l 8

The Kawasaki region contained eight kosekiku centered upon '~arent

villages" reminiscen~ of the yoseba kurniai organization of the Edo period.

These parent villages were Kawasaki-juku, Mizonokuchi, Sugazawa,

Daishigawara, Kosugi, Shimosugao, Karnisugao and Ida. Each served as the

core· for from four to 13 nearby villages comprising each kosekiku.

Representatives elected from each village within the kosekiku met to

choose the kocho and fukukocho, who in each case were prominent nanushi,

including Soeda Tomomichi and Ikegami Koso. The law establishing the

kosekiku and their heads specified clearly that the new kocho were not to

interfere with the functions of traditional village leaders. They were to
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confine their activities to conducting the population survey in con

sultation with village heads. 19

In the next two years, the local administrative system was re-

organized twice. In May, 1872, the offices of nanushi and toshiyori were

abolished, and the kosekiku were redrawn and termed bangumi. This was

the preliminary step in the establishment of the large and small ku

system, which lasted from 1873 to 1879. In most cases in the Kawasaki

region, the bangumi kocho and bangumi fukukocho were village nanushi and

toshiyori, who were simply re-titled. However, since there were fewer

bangumi than villages, many village officials were left without official

titles, though they continued to function in most cases as de facto

officials and acted as consultants to the bangumi kocho, and elected the

kocho to office. 20

In at least one case, the elected bangumi kocho of a major village

was a prominent gona who had never held official positions in the village

during the Edo period. This was Ueda Chuichiro, the soy sauce manufacturer

of Mizonokuchi. It can be assumed that his selection as bangumi kocho

did not represent a challenge to traditional village leadership, since

his selection depended in large part on the endorsement of the Suzuki

family, whose me~bers had served as nanushi of Mizonokuchi since the

early Edo period, and whose roots in the region went back to the pre-Edo

era. Though the Ueda family was a relative ne\Jcomer to Mizonokuchi,

arriving about 1790, it had always been on friendly terms with the

Suzuki family, and in fact maintains that friendship to the present. It

seems most unlikely that Ueda could have become bangurni kocho if the

Suzukis had considered the office a plum worth obtaining for its own
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sake. It would appear that the Suzukis were not particularly bothered by

the abolition of the position of nanushi which they had long monopolized,
~.

but were content to continue to function as de facto village officials

without the additional responsibility which the office of bangumi kocho

might have imposed. It is safe to assume that they would have par-

ticipated infonnally in ar-y decision which Ueda would make that

interested the Suzukis. 2l

If Mizonokuchi can serve as an example, it seems very questionable

whether the bangumi system resulted in any substantive changes in village-

"level administration. The one measurable difference is in the channels

through which orders from the ken reached the village, or village

petitions reached the ken. In the late Edo period and the first four

years of Meiji, petitions were passed from individual villages or groups

of villages to key or "parent" villages, whose nanushi would be respon-

sible for forwarding them to higher authorities. Similarly, it was the

responsibility of the nanushi of the parent village to pass orders from

above to the nanushi and toshiyori of each village in his yoseba. The

bangumi system made the bangumikocho the transmitting agent for petitions

and orders. Since there were more bangumi (18 in the Kawasaki region)

than yoseba kumiai, it was at least theoretically possible to by-pass the

authority of traditionally powerful nanushi of key villages. As shall

be shown, however, the fate of capable kumiai heads in the Meiji period

indicates growing rather than weakening power. This would indicate that

bangumi kocho were constrained by custom and the need for efficiency to

work in consultation with regionally powerful local officials.22
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This was recognized in fact if not in law during the course of the

next alteration in local administration in 1873-1874.' In the course of

this change, the designation bangumi was gradually dropped, to be

replaced with shoku (small ku). These shoku in turn were subdivisions of

20 large ku (daiku) into which Kanagawa-ken was carved. There were two

heads of each daiku, the kucho and fukukucho, neither of whom were

elected locally. They were appointed directly by the governor of

Kanagawa-~en, Oe Taku. Legally, this was a giant step towards central

control of local areas. Practically, however, the step made little

difference. ~'lith the exception of three villages (Osenji and Kuriki Ln the

sixth daiku and Okagarni' in the seventh), all the villages of the Kawasaki

region were under the jurisdiction of the fourth daiku in the eastern

portion of the region, and the fifth daiku in the western portion. The

governor appointed Soeda Tomomichi kucho of the fourth daiku and Suzuki

Sugunari kucho of the fifth daiku. These two had been the yoseba kumi~i

heads of the two most important villages in the Kawasaki region; Suzuki

was from Mizonokuchi, and Soeda, though from the village of Ichiba,

had headed the Kawasaki-juku kumiai. Whatever his personal preference may

have been, Oe Taku had no choice but to initiate the daishoku system of

local alli~inistration, but he had no wish to compound his difficulties by
,

choosing kucho who were outsiders or unknowns. He picked recognized

leaders with whom the inhabitants of the Kawasaki region were thoroughly

familiar. 23

There were in theory two administrative levels below the daiku.

The first was the small ku (shoku), which consisted of groups of villages

combined into districts which were usually identical to the "old"
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bangumi. These were to be headed by officials called fukukucho (not to

be confused with the fukukucho of the daiku). This term was never used

in Kanagawa-ken. Heads of small ku were generally referred to as simply

kocho, or sometimes kyUkocho (old kocho), which indicates that these

officials were not distinguished from the previous bangumi kocho. In

fact, the more common use of the term kocho without a distinguishing

prefix seems to indicate that these officials, chosen by village officials

in each small ku, ",ere at best considered somewhat glorified village

heads, not fundamentally different than the officials who elected them.

These latter officials, while nominally below the kyUkocho, were former

village nanushi'and toshiyori, now termed kocho and fukukocho respectively.

They represented the final link in the chain of authority stretching

f f 1 t Ol l 24rom pre ectura governor 0 V1 age.

In effect, the heads of small ku represented a stratum of authority

which was generally ~mwanted and usually ignored. In 1873, meetings

were initiated at the daiku headquarters on the fifteenth of each month,

at which the daikucho passed on the results of their Ovffi meetings with

the prefectural governor. Those attending were village kocho and

fukukocho, including but by no means limited to designated heads of

small ku. Therefore the transmission of orders and petitions between

the daiku and the villages was direct, by-passing the intermediate-level

heads of small ku. Governor Oe Taku also ignored this level in 1873 by

making the daikucho subject to election by village-level kpcho and

fukukocho. In so doing he demonstrated his willingness to use the

nomenclature of the daishoku system as conceived by the ~eiji government
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while ignoring some of the administrative machinery that such nomen

clature designated. 25

Ge's successor was Nakajima Nobuyuki, who became governor of

Kanagawa-ken in January of 1874. Like his predecessor he was a Tosa

samurai whose support of the Restoration was tempered by his distaste for

the dominance of men from Satsuma and Choshil in the central government.

yfuether through personal conviction or jealousy, Nakajima was an early

advocate of the view that there should be immediate elections of popular

assemblies, a position which the Meiji leaders opposed in the early

l870s. In Kanagawa-ken, he established such assemblies at the village

level unilaterally. On July 5, 1875, he circulated a proclamation

establishing town and village assemblies (cho-son kai). The recipients

of the proclamation were the kocho and fuk~ocho of the small ku, so it

appears that Nakajima made use of officials whom his predecessor had

ignored. The members of the assemblies were themselves, however, an

indiscriminate mixture of village officials, small ku officials, and

ordinary farmers without official positions. Any village with a popula

tion of 300 or more was to elect a village assembly at the rate of 15

members per 300 people. Those with less than 300 people would form

groups of 300 by combining with other villages in the same small ku.

The assembly members in turn would pick an assembly head (gicho) and two

secretaries. Members who were village or ku officials, school district

officials or who had military duties were to perform duties related to

those positions concurrently; the village assembly was not to take

precedence. The major duties of the assembly were to carry out the

instructions of the governor, maintain public order, promote the construc

tion of schools and education of pupils, facilitate collection of the
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land tax, establish an emergency fund, decide on the allocation of

village funds and funds distributed to the villages by the prefecture. 26

Nakajima's avowed intention was to establish a forum which would

serve to air and reduce tensions between ordinary farmers, village

officials and small ku officials; there were instances of the latter

using their positions to appropriate village funds for their own gain.

The proclamation did not, however, result in instant assemblies; the

organization process took about eight months, by which time Nakajima

was replaced by a new governor, Nomura Yasushi. In February, 1876, one

month before Nakajima was replaced, each daiku held meetings on cho-sonkai

proceedings, and at the governor's behest decided to go ahead with the

assemblies the following month. In the month of·~~rch and April, how

ever, fewer than half the villages of the Kawasaki region established

cho~son assemblies. Their hesitation to convene the assemblies reflected

nervousness over the change in prefectural administration, and perhaps

a disinclination to replace informal discussions at the village level

with a formal structure. Though the assemblies provided a means for

villagers to control or modify the actions of village and ku-level kocho,

the necessity for such control was by no means recognized in every small

ku of the Kawasaki region; it was usually eclipsed by the fear that the

prefecture would use the assemblies as an instrument of controlling the

village. 27

Such fears were quickly justified. In 1877 Governor Nomura issued

a series of decrees which stipulated the cho-son assembly was to be

headed by the village kocho, and was to be subordinate to the small ku

assembly, which in turn would be headed by theOkocho of the small ku.
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At the same time the small ku kocho was changed from an elective office

to a position subject to gubernatorial appointment, with the respon

sibility of allocating property rights among the villagers in each

small ku. 28

\'lhether this "reform" would result in cho-son assemblies which could

function only as prefectural organs carrying instructions from above and

allowing little or no feedback from the village depended to a great

degree on the kocho of each small ku. At least one conscientious official

Ida Bunzo, kocho of the sixth small ku of the fifth daiku (Nagao, Taira,

Kamisakunqbe, Shimosugao, Tenshinji-shinden) was convinced that the role

of the kocho had been reduced to a one-way conduit of prefectural instruc

tions. He resigned in disgust, giving his reasons in a letter to the

governor entitled Kanaqavia kenji ron (On the governing of Kanagawa-ken).

In this letter he decried the move to appoint officials as a mistake, sure

to provoke trouble. Disillusioned, he went to Tokyo to study Western

history and Chinese poetry, and refrained from local politics for four

years. 28

Ida's disillusionment did not stem from a sense of democracy

thwarted, though he was perhaps the most ideologically-oriented resident

of the Kawasaki region, and certainly the most avid reader of Western

books. In good Confucian fashion he felt that policy should be formulated

from above by wise rulers, and it was the duty of the people to obey

their dictates. At the same time, however, he felt deeply that rulers

should act from a position of benevolent and informed paternalism, -and

the only means to assure that attitude was to maintain a two-way

communication between ruler and subject. This in turn demanded that local
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confronted not only with shifting legal definitions of local administra

tion but also endless regional variations in the way they functioned. Such

confusion is excusable; it reflects the feelings of villagers and local

leaders in the 18,7Os, who coped with the changing 'lines of authority by

ignoring or bypassing them when possible.

t'fuat is amazing is that despite the confusion a number of fundamental

changes in the social and economic fabric of society were "successfully"

implemented. These included the institution of an education system,

administered through school districts based on population distribution,

a population census and land survey, abolition of class distinctions, a

new land tax system based on land value rather than rice production,

institution of a military draft, private ownership of land and the right

to sell it openly. These reforms were implemented in the Kawasaki region

without stimulating any violent protests or incidents. Reasons for this

include the following: (1) However centralized the administrative system

was in theory, reforms in the Kawasaki region depended on recognized

local leaders with long ties to the Kawasaki region. They tended to

modify reforms with which they did not agree, and to facilitate those

to which they were sympathetic. (2) Economic conseq~ences of the reforms

were less disastrous to the Kawasaki region than might be expected,

largely because the region's economy was already primarily commercial in

the late Edo period. For this reason, "poor" peasants as well as gono

moved quickly to take advantage of changing economic conditions. More

over, the land-tax reform, which required payment in cash rather than

kind, did not deal a devastating blow to the Y~wasaki region. This

measure stimulated numerous peasant uprisings in Japan in 1873, largely
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because peasant-farmers did not have the cash which the new law

demanded. 32

Most villages in the Kawasaki region, however, had long been ac

customed to paying a11 or part of the nengu in cash, and the inhabitants

had a choice of several types of by~employment to raise cash. Some

of these, such as sukego labor, ended when Kawasaki lost its post-to,~

status, but others, which will be discussed, quickly took their place.

(3) As a daikan and hatamoto-controlled area, the Kawasaki region in the

second half of the Edo period was populated entirely by commoners, though

some of them came from pre-Edo samurai stock. For this reason, the

abolition of class distinctions in 1872 did not lead to social conflict

between former samurai stripped of their high status and commoners.

Furthermore, farmers in the region had disp~ayed no reluctance since

early Edo period to engage in merchant activities. with the possible

exception of the eta, who are not mentioned in historical documents on

Kawasaki, the inhabitants of the region were ess€ntially members of a

single class, though" family background, length bf residence and wealth

were important considerations that militated against an egalitarian

society.

Initially, the establishment of public elementary schools in

Kawasaki was opposed by a considerable proportion of the inhabitants of

the Kawasaki region. This was because funding for the construction and

maintenance of the schools was largely the responsibility of the villages

near which they were built. In 1873 Japan was divided into eight

university districts, each of which contained 32 middle school districts,

which were in turn divided into 210 elementary school districts each.
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The government originally intended to build one elementary school in

each elementary school district. The Kawasaki regio~ contained 83 such

districts, or approximately one per village. The government plan was too

ambitious, yet it did not fail completely. In Kanagawa~ken the prefec-

tural government wisely left the method of collecting funds to the

districts themselves, and appointed well-known local leaders to deal with

the plan. 34

Soeda Tomoyoshi, who like his father Tornomichi wor-e many official

hats during the Meiji period, was appointed supervisor of the schools in

the fourth daiku district in 1878, at the age of 22. He was charged with

constructing schools and paying teachers in accordance with a government

policy on education formulated in 1872. His handling of the matter

provides an example of the tec~~iques available to a member of a respected

local family to enforce an unpopular policy.

Soeda chose to reduce the number of schools to a number his region

could support. He also raised the bulk of the necessary funds through

"voluntary" assessments from 'vealthy people in the western portion of

the Kawasaki region. The method he employed was unrelenting "jaw-

boning." In his memoirs (monjo) he wrote:

After the proclamation of 1873 on elementary schools, the
fourth school district of Tachibana gun generally used temples
as temporary school buildings • • • -.--Though months and years
passed, new schools were not built. I was appointed supervisor
of the fourth school district in August, 1876. I was only 22
years old, and afraid of such heavy responsibility, but since
I was appointed and it was not dependent on my ~vn will, I
decided to try my best. Thereafter, I had earnest discussions
with officials of every village to persuade them of the necessity
of building schools, and [thereby] caused the construction of nine
of the 16 schools of the district. I also had furnishings made.
The money for all this exceeded 10,000 yen••••
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The problem was that at that time few people understood the
purpose of ~ducation. There were hundreds of complaints,
and some people argued vehemently • • •• There are some who
refused to pay the expenses, but I did not give in to them.
I talked with them again and again, and finally persuaded
them. It was a great difficulty to bustle around continually
and maintain my enthusiasm, but the efforts brought results.

Finally, when I had wrought an honorable reform, I
resigned, in October, 1878. The work lasted two years. For
this work and for meritorious service in later years in my
concurrent post on the educational affairs committee of my
own village, I was given an award in 1885. 34

Tomoyoshi's task was aided by the custom of appointing or electing

village officials to local schooIboards. They were joined by other

gone who were termed yushisha, a term which means supporter, and also

carries connotations of prestige and substance. }!ost gona in the

Kawasaki region were themselves highly educated and many were deeply

interested in Western learning, which constituted part of the curriculum

of the new elementary schools. To be among the ranks of yushisha may

well have been considered a social necessity for a gene of good

reputation. Yushisha were numerous enough in the fourth daiku to enable

both Tomoyoshi and his predecessor and father Tomomichi to raise most

of the funds they needed for construction and maintenance of elementary

schools from yushisha ranks. The tactics they used may well have

included social pressure, but in any case they were able to minimize

reliance on a general school tax, and thus reduce any unrest such

35
general assessments may have provoked.

considerably less popular than education reforms was the law of

military conscription. This did not enjoy even gene support, and was

not really effective in Kanagawa-ken until the late l880s. The usual

means of dealing with the conscription law was to take advantage of its

numerous loopholes. In 1876, 82 percent of those called for service
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were not inducted, or escaped after being inducted. Part of the reason

may have been that the koseki bangumi was the unit of local enforcement,

and the bangumi kocho could claim that his failure to produce recruits

was due to the resistance of village officials. But loopholes in the

law itself may have made such posturing unnecessary.

Recrui tment in Kanagawa-ken began in January of 1873. On the basis

of the recently compiled census, 53 people from the twenty-second ku of

Tachibana-~ (Nagao and 12 allied villages) were chosen as potential

inductees. All were declared by the bangumi kocho (Ida Bunzo) unfit for

conscription. The reasons given were that 23 were heirs, 13 were heads

of families, eight were below the minimum height of five shaku one sun

(approximately five feet and 3/4 inches), three were adopted sons

(yoshi, usually "adopted" into families with no competent male offspring

of their own to carry on the family name. Most married the daughters of

their new "parents" and were required to change their surnames to that

of the new family), one was an orphan, one was disabled, one had to

substitute for his parents and older brother in running the household,

one worked away from home in Tokyo as a land reclamation official, and

. k 36two were SJ.C •

The head of a household, or even the potential head of a household

received special exemption from military service in recognition of his

familial obligations. A further exemption was the provision that a fee

of 270 yen (in'1968 figures worth about 1,100,000 yen) could be paid

for a substitute. The meager numbers of recruits produced by such

loopholes brought pressure from the central government on prefectural

governors to counter the draft-evasion techniques. They in turn tended
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to blame the kocho for being too zealous in dispensing exemptions, and

sought to remedy the situation by abolishing kocho election in favor of

appointments. In Kanagawa-ken governor Nomura made this move in 1876,

but this "reform" apparently did not last long. In 1883 a government

inspector, Sekiguchi RyUkichi, was sent on an inspection trip to report

on local government and finances in eight prefectures of the Kanto area.

He reported that kocho were selected by public election (ippan futsu no

kosen ho nite betsu ni kotonaru nashi). rfuether from protection by

kocho or by other means, draft resistance throughout Kanagawa-ken was

more pronounced than in most other prefectures of the Kanto area. The

most common method was to become a "household head" through adoption,

37
often involving "marriage" to girls as young as six years. It is

reasonable to assmne that such obvious ploys as this required at a

minimum the willingnl~ss of the kocho to look the other way. As long as

the kocho had connections to the village in his jurisdiction, it was in

his interest to do so, both because of the vehemence of anti-draft

sentiment and the fact that any land controlled by a draftee frequently

lay fallow for the six or seven years of'his service, impoverishing his

family directly and reducing the economic productivity of the village as

h 'd' 1 38a w ole ~n ~rect y.

The third major innovation of 1873 was the land tax reform. It was

proclaimed by the national government on July 28, and instructions for

its implementation were issued by the Kanagawa-ken governor Nakajima

Nobuyuki to each 'ku in March of 1874. It provided that the old nengu

be abolished entirely, to be replaced by payment in cash based on a

straight 3 percent of land value. The instructions were preceded by
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preparatory changes nationwide designed to provide farmers with a

source of cash for payment. These included the issuing of certificates

of ownership to peasants and the proclamation of the right to sell land.

Implementation of the law required careful surveys to determine both

land ownership "and the quality of the land, which was graded according

to standardized criteria. Once the land value was determined, the tax

would not vary with fluctuations in the harvest, so the initial assess-

. 11 . 39rnent was v1ta y 1mportant.

The responsibility for this exacting task was entrusted to daikucho

Soeda Tomomichi and Aoyama Tarouemon of the fourth daiku, and to

Katayama Masayoshi, fukukocho of the fifth daiku. In August 1874, they

instructed small ku kocho within their jurisdictions to pick investiga-

tors from their own nUE~ers. As a first step, they then compiled a

resources map between August and December showing plowed fields, uncul-

tivated fields and residential land. Using this as a general guide,

they then asked village officials to submit a detailed survey of every

tsubo (3,95 square yards) in the village. The time allotted for this

task averaged about 30 days, but in fact took up to six months, and

even then a few problems were unresolved. Both daiku sent detailed

surveys to the prefectural office in Yokohama in February, 1876. The

final report on land value in the fifth daiku was not finished until

May of the following year. The figures used for the final determination

were based on the rice price at Mizonokuchi. From this figure 15 percent

was deducted for fertilizer expenses, and one-third of the land tax as

. h" 1 40determ1ned to t 1S po1nt was cancel ed.
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The new tax law hurt tenant farmers, who continued to pay their tax

in kind to landlords. The landlords, themselves saddled with an annual

tax which did not lighten in years of poor harvest, could not be

expected to reduce their income from tenants when times were bad. Never-

theless, there were no "uprisings," nor even organized mass protests

against the new tax law in the Kawasaki region during the early Meiji

period. Part of the reason may have been the practice of reducing the

. 1 d . db" d 41matherna t~ca ly e t.emune tax y one-rthtr •

ever, seems to be due to the fact that the Kawasaki region was already

thoroughly adapted to a money economy and derived a relatively small

part of its income directly from agriculture.

This can be substantiated from a general survey of the Kawasaki

region compiled and published in 1872. This gives a picture of agri-

cultural production for seven areas in the Kawasaki region, divided as

follows:

Area one: Kawasaki, Horinouchi, Nakajima, Daishigawara, Kawanakajima,

Ikegaarni-shinden, Oshima, Inari-shiriden, Watarida, Oda, Shimo-shinden

Seta, Sugazawa, Ichiba, Minamigawara, Yako, Ogura, Egazaki.
42

Area two: Shirnoodanaka, Ida, Kiyozawa, Iwakawa, Shibokuchi, Hisasue,

Kanikaya, Kornagahashi, Yagami, Minamikase, Kizuki, Kornabayashi.

Area three: Shimosugao, Taira, Kamisakunobe, Shimosakunobe, Hisamoto,

suenaga, Shinsaku, Kajikaya, Nogawa, Arima, Maginu, Tsuchihashi.

Area four: Mizonokuchi, Kuji, Futago, Suwagahara, Kitarnigata, Miyauchi,

Kamimaruko, Kakarnaruko, Karnihirama, Kariyado, Karniodanaka, Shinjo,

Sakado.
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Area five: Kosugi, Imai, Ichinotsubo, Kitakase, Kashimada, Tsukagoshi,

Furukawa, Tode, Komukai, Shimohirama.

Area six: Suga, Kamisugao, Nakanoshima, Noborito; Shukugaw~ra, Seki,

Takaishi, Hosoyama, Gotanda.

Area seven: Okagami, Kurokawa, Katahira, Gorikida, Furusawa, Manpukuji,

Kamiasao, Shimoasao, Hayano. 43

Area one had the highest proportion of its agricultural land

devoted to rice: 71.6 percent. This was for personal conslli~ption, and

in addition rice \vas imported to feed excess population. The soil is

described as sandy, so the quality of the rice produced was poor. It

was ideal, however, for the cultivation of pears, peaches and apricots,

all of which could be readily sold in Tokyo or Yokohama. Besides these,

villages near the sea sold bivalve shells, clams and laver (dried sea

weed). Residents of Daishigawara borrowed 40,000 tsubo from the Meiji

government along the seacoast in 1871, and cultivated laver on a large

scale. The enterprise was successful, and in 1873 added another 30,000

tsubo, and in 1876 added yet another 13,350 tsubo. It became a major

source of income. Manufactured products in this area were generally

related to Kawasaki's development as a post-town in the Edo period.

They included sake, soy sauce, salt, cord, reeds for matting, marsh-reed

screens, hair oil and lamp oil. 44

Only half of the villages in area two belong to the Kawasaki region

as defined by its contemporary· city limits; Kizuki and Ida villages were

the most populous in the area. Rice accounted for 45.1 percent of

agricultural production. More significant were manufactured products,

including straw sandals, sake, horseshoes, soy sauce, noodles (semen),
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cord, lamp oil, matting, brooms and straw bags. The biggest local

industry was the manufacture of coarse toilet paper, made in quantity

in Kizuki and Ida. 45

The most complete statistics describe area four, centering on

Mizonokuchi. Here 53.6 percent of agricultural land was devoted to rice.

Special cash crops included rapeseed, and, most important, silk egg

cards and silk cocoons. Manufactured goods included zori, grass sandals,

clogs, horseshoes, refined sake, raw sake, soy sauce, tea, cord, lamp

oil, umbrellas, brooms, and rough toilet paper. These were not small

scale enterprises. Mizonokuchi alone produced in one year 70,000 pairs

of zori, 80,000 brooms, 20,000 pairs of clogs, 15,000 umbrellas, 1,670

pounds of tea, 35 b~rrels of perfumed hair oil, and 10,000 barrels of

soy sauce. In Mizonokuchi itself, 58 households were engaged in farming

and crafts, 23 were in industry (sake, soy sauce, rapeseed manufacture

all require a factory), 10 combined faroing ?nd selling, 11 engaged in

trade, five were in "miscellaneous enterprises," one was a farmer and

doctor, trained in both Western and Japanese medicine, one was a farmer

teacher of a private school, and one was a farmer and horse veterinar

ian. 46

Areas three, six and seven can be considered as a group. The per

centage of agricUlture devoted to rice was 28.7 percent, 38.6 percent, and

31.9 percent, respectively. These figures are relatively low, since

these areas were generally hilly. Most of the land belonging to the

villages in regions three and six was mountain and forest land and dry

paddies. The most common agricultural products were barley, soybeans,

red beans, soba, millet, hay, dry land rice (okabo), as well as specialty
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crops such as rapeseed and sesame. Manufactures included zori, grass

sandals, raw sake, soy sauce, cord, umbrellas, writing paper, brushes,

rapeseed oil, and raw silk thread, as well as charcoal. The most impor

tant industry in regions six and seven was the raising of silk cocoons.

Like all silk-producing regions in the Kanto, this area prospered from

the opening of Yokohama harbor through the early Meiji period, as

international demand for Japanese silk gres. The second biggest industry

was paper manufacture, which since the Edo period was dominated by

"factories" run by the Tamura family of Nakanoshima, the Ando family of

Suga, and the Shirai family of Gotanda. The industry flourished for the

first ten years of Meiji, but then fell victim to competition from

imported foreign paper. 47

It is apparent from the above data that the economy of the Kawasaki

region depended to a great extent on "cottage industries." Even area

one, which devoted the greatest proportion of its agricultural land to

rice production, was a rice importing area, and therefore paid its taxes

through cash earned by means other than rice growing. Since non-rice

land was classified as lower value than rice land, and taxes on non

agricultural resources (such as forests) and manufacturing activities

were very low, the land tax itself was not the economic threat to the

Kawasaki region that it may have been to other regions more dependent

on rice production and less geared to commercial activities and trans

actions in cash.

Of greater consequence were changes accompanying reforms in the

early Meiji period that inhibited the flow of cash into the Kawasaki

region. Sukego labor and income derived from travelers on the Tokaido
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were important sources of cash in the Edo period, and these were

threatened in 1872 when Kawasaki-juku lost its post-town status and was

redesignated Kawasaki-eki (station), while at the same time sukego

obligations were abolished. with the end of the sankin kotai system,

the number of travelers staying in the inns of Kawasaki decreased

dramatically. At the same time, Kawasaki officials found themselves in

a battle of petitions to the Meiji government over the construction of

a bridge at Rokugo. This was proposed in 1868 by the nanushi of

Yahatatsuka village on the north bank of the Tamagawa. He proposed

to construct a private bridge and charge a small fee to travelers to

use it, and backed his own petition by stating that the Meiji emperor's

trip from Kyoto to Tokyo was marred by the shameful necessity of having

to cross the Tamagawa at Kawasaki on a "bridge" composed of lashed

together ferry boats. Despite opposing petitions from Kawas~i leaders,

who feared the loss not only of ferry revenues but also the disappearance

of any reason for travelers to spend the night in Kawasaki, the

Yahatatsuka nanushi received approval to build the bridge in 1871.

Kawasaki-eki was in a state of decline by late 1868, and by 1871 seemed

to be on its way to economic oblivion.48

In 1872 the Keihinkan tetsudo (Keihin line railroad) between

Yokohama and Shinagawa was completed. It was opened for public use in

May of the following year. In June"1873, it was extended to Shimbashi

in Tokyo-fu, and went on a regular schedule. Kawasaki station was

opened on June 5. Before 1872, however, it was by no means a foregone

conclusion that there would be a stop at Kawasaki, and even less

assurance that such a stop would see much use if it were constructed.
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Between 1869 and 1872, however, a number of Kawasaki residents, including

both merchants and common laborers, perceived that th~ economic foundations

of Kawasaki were being undermined, and acted to reverse the decline. 49

What Kawasaki needed was people, and there were two potential

sources which could be tapped even after Kawasaki lost its juku status

and its ferry service. The first was traffic to and from Yokohama, com

posed largely of merchants and, presumably, foreigners. In 1870,

Takayama Kasuke, a Kawaaak i, merchant, together with associates from Tokyo,

planned a jinrikisha service between Kanagawa and Kawasaki. Initiation of

this service influenced the decision to make Kawasaki a stop on the rail

road. 50

Travelers t~ Daishigawara constituted a far greater potential. The

temple at Daishigawara, Hiramaji, attracted large numbers of pilgrims

since it was established in 1790. Visitors were particularly numerous

on festival days, which took place on the 21st of each month, and over

whelmingly numerous on the 21st of January and March, the two major

festival days. Daishigawara was less than one mile from Kawasaki-juku,

but it could be reached directly from Tokyo by crossing the Tarnagawa

at a point that is now part of Haneda airport. The railroad could change

that, but any prospective pilgrim faced an unpleasant hike from

Kawasaki-eki along a 12-foot wide road that was known in popular parlance

as Inu no fun yokocho (dog manure alley) to Kawasaki-juku, and thence to

Daishigawara. Ogawa Matsugoro, a Kawasaki laborer who earned his living

on the ferry service and as a sukego worker, planned to make the trip

more attractive. In 1871, while the railroad and station were under

construction, he solicited capital from the proprietors of two inns in
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Kawasaki, and built five jinrikisha of a new type (wansha) which could

hold several people and came complete with a canopy for rain. These

proved popular, and he borrowed money from a pawnshop' owner to set up a

shop to make more. with a shrewdness that would have done credit to a

Madison Avenue products promoter, he ordered these to be made in the

shape of a duck. 51

By the end of 1872, Ogawa was a capitalist in his own right. He

widened and improved the infamous Inu no fun yokocho, which was promptly

lined with small shops. In 1874, he built a tea house on the road.

On his rikisha he painted pictures of a carous~ng daruma, playing the

shamisen and dancing. They became very popular, and the business ex

panded rapidly. He recruited laborers to pull the carts, and organized

them into a cooperative known as the daruma kUmi. This group eventually

owned 160 vehicles and became very prosperous. It lasted until 1899,

when an electric railroad was constructed between Rokugo on the north

bank of the Tamagawa and Daishigawara. It was the first electric train

in the Kanto region, and proved a more attractive novelty than Ogawa's

ingenious ducks on wheels. 52

Ogawa's enterprise could not have absorbed all the labor that had

depended on sukego work, but it certainly helped. The situation was

further alleviated in 1873, when Kawasaki-eki became a major depot for

storing and handling freight en route to Tokyo or Yokohama. As the

volume of freight increased, this became more important as a source of

employment. 53 The significance of Ogawa's work, however, lies less in

the employment it provided directly than in its secondary effects.

Ogawa brought travelers, and the needs of travelers to Daishigawa differed
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little from those who used the Tokaido during the Edo period. Eating

establishments and teahouses lined the road from Kawasaki-eki to the old

juku location, and continued along the road to Daishigawara. There was

less incentive to spend the night, so the inns suffered, but the

proprietors could turn the new situation to advantage. Orniya RyUtaro,

proprietor of a large inn, converted his holdings to a dry goods store

in 1871, when he realized the railroad would hurt his old business.

Thus, he used the railroad to ship his goods out, and prospered. 54

Loss of the overnight trade may have been diminished by reliance

on prostitution, a slwject which secondary sources on Kawasaki never

mention. If they had, one would expect the topic to be accompanied

by comments about capitalistic exploitation, and they would be justified.

However, if the famous woodblock artist Hiroshige's series of prints

entitled "The 53 stations of the Tokaido" can serve to indicate anything

about post-to\~s in the Edo period, it can be said that prostitution was

a standard post-town fixture in Japan's "feudal" era. In Ka".asaki, the

practice did not disappear with the Meiji Restoration, nor with the

official outlawing of prostitution in 1872. On the contrary, it was

such a large-scale enterprise that it became a major source of income.

There is no information available on prostitution in Kawasaki in the

first few years of Meiji. There are, however, prefectural statistics

on the subject for the years 1879-1889. The figures for 1882 show that

prostitution was concentrated in three locations in Tachibana-gun.

There were 170 prostitutes in Kawasaki, 46 in Hoshigaya, and 179 in

Kanagawa. Kanagawa prefecture taxed prostitution, despite its supposed

illegality. In 1882 the prefecture collected a total of 12,657 yen from
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the prostitutes of Tachibana-gun in taxes. The same year it collected a

total of 21,806 yen from Tachibana-gun in land taxes, so the income from

prostitution in Tachibana-gun amounted to over 60 percent of the land tax

for the same area. There is no indication of the rate of taxation, but it

seems safe to assume that income from prostitution in Kawasaki was

enormous, and brought customers in large numbers and cash in quantity

to the inns of Kawasaki. 55

A less controversial adaptation to changing economic conditions was

technical encouragement of important rural industries. Shukugawara

boasted a leading expert in the raising of silkworms, Sekiyama Gorouemon,

nanushi and later kocho of the village. In 1862, when a demand for Japa

silk was stimulated by a blight on European silk, Sekiyama wrote a book

on silkworm technology entitled Yosan jikken roku (Treatise on silk culture

experimentation). It was \viciely read in the Kanto area. In 1872 he

was "discovered" by the governor of Kanagawa-ken, Hutsu Nunemitsu. r-tutsu

made him a prefectural official in change of silkwor.m egg-caLd production,

and sent him on extended trips around the prefecture to teach his tech

niques to would-be producers. Later, in 1886, Sekiyama helped to

establish the Tachibana-gun sanshigyo kumiai (silk thread producers

association of Tachibana-gun).56

Between 1868, when the Meiji forces toppled the Tokugawa bakufu,

and 1879, when yet another system of local administration was enacted,

the inhabitants of Kawasaki had no particular reason to actively oppose

the Meiji government. If a single word can characterize their response

to massive political and economic changes, it is adaptability. Along

with the rest of Japan, the Kawasaki region underwent a bewildering
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series of administrative changes in the early Meiji pericd, yet most of

the officials, both appointed and elected, were well-known local

leaders whose regional interests eclipsed their loyalty to the prefecture

and the Meiji government. Though these leaders were on paper function

aries of a rigidly centralized system, they were in fact willing and

generally able to modify the programs they were changed to enforce in

accordance with their perceptions of local interests. The region also

underwent profound economic changes, particularly in the area of

Kawasaki-juku itself. Here too the inhabitants of the region displayed

an impressive ability to adapt, and a tendency to take unhesitating

advantage of new opportunities. The primary reason for this seems to

be that the region already had a cash-based economy in the Edo period,

and the inhabitants had long taken advantage of commercial opportunities

provided by the proximity of Edo and the heavy flow of travelers.

On the other hand, Kffi~asaki's inhabitants had no reason to love the

new government. With the exception of the l~st few years of the bakumatsu

period, they had generally been well-treated by representatives of the

Edo bakufu, and had evolved a system of kumiai which were usually

equitable and essentially self-regulating. The extraordinary levies

exacted by Imperial forces that must have appeared to be invading

armies left an initially bad impression. This was exacerbated by the

confusing procession of administrative reforms which, however modified in

practice, were certainly disconcerting. ~fuile the people of Kawasaki

became experts at draft-evasion, drafting did occur, as well as man-

hunts for inductees who escaped, and there was no compensation for

families of draftees. The new land-tax, while it was generally
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weathered well in cash-conscious Kawasaki, made the lot of the tenant

farmer less desirable than ever, particularly if he was dependent on

sukego labor for his cash income.

In short, the changes attending the Meiji Restoration were neither

devastating enough to evoke violent oppostion nor impressive enough

to evoke admiration. without a doubt, they were disturbing in any

event, so the aggregate opinion among the conservative farmers and

merchants of Kawasaki was probably negative. vfuen the jiYUminken undo

took root in local bases allover Japan in the late 1870s and early

1880s, it found hospitable but not extraordinarily fertile soil in

the Kawasaki region.
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CHAPTER IV

THE KAWASAKI REGION DURING THE "PERIOD OF POSSIBILITIES":

POLITICAL ACTIVISM AND ADAPTATION TO CENTRAL GOVERNMENT CONTROL

Between the years 1878 and 1890 the local administration of every

prefecture in Japan underwent two major reorganizations. The first was

termed the "Three New Laws" (San shinpo). Besides establishing prefec

tural assemblies and standardizing procedures for local taxes, this

system revamped the local administrative apparatus. In the process,

it eliminated some of the confusion attending the daishOku system it

replaced; a kocho became once more a village-based official, and the

offices of daikucho and shokucho were eliminated. The daiku was re

placed by the gun, an administrative unit dating back to the Nara period

and now revitalized as the only intermediate link between the village

and the prefecture. Though the "natural village" once again became a

recognized legal entity which replaced the shOku, salaries of village

officials were now paid by the prefecture, so their interests became to

an extent identified with those of the prefectural government rather

than the village itself.

The second major change was the "self-gove:cnment system"

(jichiseido) planned and promulgated in 1887-1888 by the then Home

Minister Yamagata Aritomo. To an unprecedented degree, this sytem

granted control of local affairs to the local level, specifically to the

town and village assemblies (cho-sonkai). At the same time, however,

the smallest unit of local government changed from the "natural village"
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to newly defined towns and villages (cho and son) which generally con

tained several villages each. The consolidation process (gappei)

resulted on the one hand in a marked decrease in the number of kocho, and

a reduction in their village-level orientation. On the other hand, by

granting greater powers to local assemblies, it provided a fairly

effective formal channel for landed residents of each town or village to

influence the process of government in his own area.

Neither system escaped modification. The san shinpo system in

particular "las altered repeatedly. In Kanagawa-ken these alterations

seemed to have had the effect of narrowing the legitimate channels of

political expression. In part, this may have been a response to the so

called freedom and popular rights movement (jiYUminken undo), which often

inhibited the smooth execution of Meiji government policies at the local

level. As this chapter will indicate, however, changes in local

administration can also be understood as manifestations of a "muddling

through" attitude rather than reflections of a consistent policy of

efficiency and repression.

From the local perspective of the Kawasaki region, the jiyiiminken

undo appears to have served as a vehicle for effecting modifications in

local taxes, engaging in political debate, spreading technological

advances, expanding both social and business contacts among the gono

and reducing the centralizing effects of administrative changes. For

the most part, the same local leaders who are considered by secondary

sources to be most deeply associated with the movement (jiytiminkenke)

are the traditional economic, cultural and political leaders of key

villages and their \'lell-heeled friends, not a "new" bourgeoisie. To
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these gono, the ideology of the movement, to which they were thoroughly

exposed, served neither as an incentive to revolt nor as a blueprint to

revolution, but as a topic for calm discussion over tea, in the same

manner and usually at the same time u.~ busint:ss discussions and haiku

readings. In addition, it functioned as a means of expressing opposition

to the Matsukata deflation policy, which for a time hurt the interests of

all classes of people in the region. If the activities of these men are

examined on their own merits, without resorting to ideological presump

tions of the pre;sent day, there is no indication that they "betrayed"

the movement by. allowing themselves to be "coopted" into the Meiji

political system. From the local perspective, the "system" was con

stantly changing; both the San shinpo and the jichi systems were

alterations which offered some new means of political expression and

restricted others. Local leaders were willing to exploit the former and

attempt to circumvent the latter, which was true before the appearance of

the j~yUminken undo and even before the Meiji Restoration. Decisions on

whether to cooperate with or obstruct government policy generally

involved practical rather than ideological considerations; the jiyliminkenke

of the Kawasaki region never saw themselves as actual or potential

spokesmen for an alternative, "grass-roots" system of political organiza

tion.

This chapter will examine the impact of the j iyliminken undo in the

Kawasaki region, and evaluate its effect on local perceptions of the

national government, and its usefulness as a vehicle of local opinion.

Before this can be done, however, it is necessary to define the term,

and then to scrutinize the san shinpo system, through and despite which

jiYUminken undo found expression.
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By far the most difficult of these tasks is the definition of

jiYUminken undo. The term itself did not exist in the 1870s and 1880s,

but was coined in this century and applied to a bewildering array of

events and ideas not related in any obvious manner. One major difficulty

is in the use of the term undo (movement), which implies conscious and

consistent participation by large numbers of people. Since most

definitions of the jiyuminken undo embrace several classes of people in

different parts of Japan opposing the government for intellectual,

economic or social reasons which in some cases are considered "progres

sive" and in others "reactionary," the word "movement" is difficult to

justify.

The problem goes beyond mere semantics, however. Japanese writers,

even in standard reference sources, define the term within a distinctly

}~rxist framework, so to accept the definition virtually requires one

to accept the ideological structure in which it is set. By portraying

the jiyuminken undo as a continuously evolving class struggle in which

lower classes force actions from higher, scholars such as Inoue Kiyoshi

are able to define the jiyiiminken undo as a seamless whole in which

"reactionary" samura.L bent on maintaining feudal prerogatives by attack

ing Korea in 1873 are ideologically albeit unconsciously united with

peasants revolting ten years later against high taxes, and intellectuals

demanding a national assembly. What connects them is the unspoken

assumption that whatever their motives for opposing an "absolutist"

government are, the fact of opposition itself makes them all "progres

sive" contributors to an often unperceived but no less real process of

historical evolution. In Hegelian terms, they are acting in accordance

with the Weltgeist. l.
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It is therefore very difficult to distinguish the definition of the

term from its interpretation. The best that anyone who does not want

to be committed to a Marxian ideological framework can do is list the

characteristics which most Japanese historians consider aspects of the

jiyuminken undo, accompanied by ·the warning that in the eyes of Japanese

in the l870s and 1880s, the relationships between these characteristics

were often unclear or nonexistent.

Inoue's description is comprehensive enough to serve this purpose.

He divides the jiyuminken undo into four periods. The first extends

from January, 1874 to September, 1878, and might be termed the Tosa

samurai period. It begins when two former government sangi (counselors)

from Tosa, Itagaki Taisuke and Goto Shojiro, both of whom left the

government when it refused to allow an invasion of Korea, published a

petition to the goverrnnent calling for the establishment of an elected

national assembly. The period ends in 1878, when they re-constituted a

group of Tosa intellectuals called the Risshisha, which continued to

publicize the view that a popularly elected assembly should be instituted

immediately. Arguments were based on Western ideas of the natural

rights of man (tenpu jinken), and also, in Inoue's words, "feudal think

ing." This activity stimulated the formation of other political study

groups in Japan, but the most important one, the Aikokusha, was also in

Tosa. Inoue claims that these activities in Tosa were reflected else

where "in opposition to government-imposed taxes and the draft among

farmers and those bourgeoisie who did not have any special stake in the

preservation of the government." He does not explain why opposition to a

new tax system and an unprecedented conscription should be considered

dependent on Tosa-based activities. 2 .
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The second period extends from the reconstitution of the Aikokusha

in September, 1878 to the Fukushima incident, a large-scale farmer's

revolt against land-tax increases in November, 1882. This could be

termed the gono phase of the "movement." At the local level throughout

Japan it focused primarily on the issue of land taxes and land prices.

Inoue gives the impression that active revolt was the norm rather than

the exception, "and states that these revolts were led by gono who were

responding to pressure from peasant farmers. Influenced by the

Aikokusha, they combined their demands for land tax reduction with other

demands for the establishment of regional assemblies, national assemblies

and a constitution. This combined aSPect of the movement was, according

to Inoue, facilitated by the reorganization of the Aikokusha into the

more nationally ori.c:nted Kokkai kisei domeikai (Association for the

establishment of a national assembly). In 1880 nearly 200,000 people

signed a petition for a national assembly. The government abandoned its

plans to "reform" (raise) the land tax, and in 1881 promised both a

national constitution and national assembly within nine years. Immedi

ately after the promise, the Kokkai setsu kisei domei altered its

objectives, and became the nucleus of a political "party," the Jiyuto.

This party professed support for a unicameral assembly and a con

stitution which would be formulated through wide ranging consultation

rather than "granted" from above. The same year Okuma Shigenobu, the

Minister of Finance, was dismissed from the government, and formed

another party, the Kaishinto, consisting largely of "city bourgeoisie."

The year 1881 also saw the initiation of the Matsukata deflation policy,

which was combined with increases i.n local taxes. Inoue sees this as a
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means of exerting pressure on the newly formed parties, and states that

the net effect was to "rob" farmers and small bourgeoisie while pro

tecting large-scale capitalists. These policies stimulated violent

revolts by peasants, some of which involved Jiyuto members. The

Fukushima incident of 1882 is considered the archtypical example. 3

The third period is characterized by Inoue as a period of schism

between gono and peasants, a development which he states led to "betrayal"

of the jiyUminken undo. He sees this schism both within the Jiyijto and

in the cotUltryside at large. The period is brief, extending from the

end of the Fukushima incident in 1882 to the dissolution of the JiyUto in

1884. During this period, the effects of high taxation and deflation

became acute in the countryside. Gene, says Inoue, became more involved

in maintaining their economic positions than in maintaining solidarity

with tenant-fa~ers and p8asants. In 1884, the land tax was revised

and land price was fixed almost to the satisfaction of the gone. This

left lower classes of peasants without powerful allies. Radical elements

of the Jiyuto, however, worked in cooperation with tenant farmers, formed

a radical faction within the party, and planned insurrection, of which

the most outstanding example was the Kabasan incident. The majority of

the leaders of the JiyUto, however, opposed the radical faction,

preferring to adopt a "wait-and-see" attitude t.owards the government.

The distance between the factions widened, and the Jiyuto dissolved in

1884. 4

The four~h period is portrayed as the period of uprisings. It is

bounded by the Chichibu incident in Novenmer, 1884, and the Shizuoka

incident in June, 1886, and includes the Nagoya incident, the Iida
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incident, and the Osaka incident, all in 1885. Inoue acknowledges that

it is necessary to study the individual characteristics of all these

uprisings, but states that their common factors outweigh their differences.

They all exemplify for Inoue movements of political revolution incor-

porating "radical petty bourgeoisie," tenant farmers and village

proletariat, and all occurred because of the failure to incorporate

radical elements into the national polity.5

Inoue's periodization terminates with what he terms the "rebirth

of the movement." This occurred in 1887, after the uprisings in period

four weze put down, It was precipitated by the failure of the govern-

ment in July to renegotiate the unequal tr.eaties, which gave rise to

widespread anti-government criticism focused around the issues of treaty

revision, land tax r.eduction and freedom of speech. Criticism was

silmlced, however, by the Peace Preservation Regulations of December,

1887, which subjected plililications to prior censorship and outlawed all

secret meetings and all public meetings which had not been previously

cleared by police authorities. This was effective, and whatever remained

of the movement was , according to Inoue, submerged in efforts to prepare

for national Diet and the Meiji constitution. 6

Inoue's portrayal of the jiyiiminken undo reflects the majority view

of Japanese scholarship in the late 1950s. It is a democratic revolution-

ary movement which proceeds from higher classes to lower in a manner

reminiscent of Georges LeFebvre's classic portrayal of the French

1 . 7Revo utJ.on. Disagreements revolve largely around the gono class, and

whether they had "revolutionary consciousness" or were unwitting "half-

feudal" contributors to a revolutionary process whose ultimate
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consequences they could not support. The primary criterion for including

an event or attitude under the heading jiyUminken undo seems to be anti

government orientation. Use of this criterion requires profound faith

in the idea that change is progress. To Inoue and his colleagues,

progress in turn must follow a Marxian dialectic.

More recent Japanese scholarship is less given to sweeping

generalities, as has been indicated in the first chapter of this disserta

tion. Irokawa Daikichi's heroes are not unconscious tools of history

but are rather conscious proponents of local autonomy, a value \vhich to

Irokawa is more important than political revolution. To him the jiYUminken

undo goes far beyond political definitions to embrace "subterranean

currents" of thought at the local level which in one way or another

support local particularism or individualism. The sole criterion for

including people or ideas within the term is affirmation of local par

ticularism, not conformity with Harxian concepts of "progressivi"sm."

Like the Marxist historians, however, Irokawa considers an anti-government

stance to be a prime qualification for inclusion within the jiyUminken

undo label. To him the centralizing and homongenizing characteristics

of the Meiji government and its policies makes it the real enemy; to

oppose it is to participate in the jiyliminken undo. 8

The common factor linking political parties, intellectuals and

journalists, gene and peasant participants in uprisings during the l870s

and l880s under the heading jiYUminken undo seems to be defined

negatively rather than positively. For both "mainstream" l-1arxists like

Inoue and "localists" like Irokawa it is anti-government actions or

ideas. Yet even this term is imprecise, since it is used variously to
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refer to actions and ideas aimed at overthrowing the government at the

national or prefectural level and also to actions and ideas aimed merely

at instituting reforms, such as reduced taxes, representative assemblies,

or greater local autonomy. One is left, then, with the criterion that any

activity or concept which opposes or seeks to alter any government policy

can be considered part of the jiyliminken undo. M~st Japanese historians

further qualify this by the tacit agreement that manifestations of the

jiyUminken undo are in some way associated with or have spiritual

affinity \lith the Jiyuto, the Kaishinto, or local political groups directly

or indirectly associated with them. The result is very vague, but at

least it eliminates some anti-government activities, notably the Satsuma

rebellion of 1871, from inclusion, and confines the jiyUminken undo

period to approx.irnatieLy 1874-1890.

At the subprefectural level one can deal with this unwieldy term

only with great caution, by focusing on "anti-government" sentiment or

activities. In the Kawasaki region, where no gone or peasant revolts

or even extended demonstrations occurred, such sentiments were ex-

pressed with subtlety, both within officially sanctioned political

channeLs and thro'lgh "extracurricular" discussion and study groups. The

latter did have Jiyuto or Kaishinto connections, since they usually

featured invited guest speakers from Tokyo or Yokohama who were members

of these parties, or of the journalistic associations they spa\~ed. Yet

the topics at these meetings covered a tremendous range of topics, not

all of them political, and many were in conformity with Meiji government

policies. The meetings also represented only one locus of political

action; the other was the local government system established by the
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three new laws. Local leaders made use of and sometimes manipulated

this system in much the same manner as they had used-its confusing

predecessor, the daishoku system.

The Three New Laws system was intended by Okubo Toshimichi, the

Heiji statesman who drafted it, to narrow the gap between theory and

practice in local administration and to remove some of the points of

friction between government and people by giving the latter greater

control of village-level affairs. For Okubo, the over-centralization

of the daishoku system had intruded unnecessarily into communal arrange

ments at the local level, and had bred resentment by ignoring the

traditional exercise of village control over village affairs. His

solution was promulgated as the Three New Laws on July 22, 1878, two

months after he was assassinated by dissident samurai. The Three New

Laws incorporated some modifications to Okubo's proposal, but these were

minor. 9

The laws were entitled (1) Law for the reorganization of counties,

wards, towns and villages (Gun-ku-cho-son henseipo), (2) Rules for pre

fectural assemblies (fu-kenkai kisoku), and (3) Rules for local taxes

(chihozei kisoku). The first abolished the large and small ku. It

replac~d the large ku with the ~, to be headed by a guncho appointed by

the governor. In highly populated urban areas, such as Tokyo, Osaka,

Kyoto and Yokohama, this unit would be designated a ku. Below these

units, which were organs of prefectural administration, were the "revived"

towns and villages, which were the "natural villages" (shizen buraku) of

the Edo period. These were headed by kocho, who were to function as

village officials rather than administrators for the ken, though they
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were expected to cooperate with gun officials. In August of 1878 an

additional law decreed that the kocho would be elected by village

residents subject to ratification by the governor. It left the 'form of

the election up to individual villages. l O

The second law established prefectural assemblies, set rules for

the election of assemblymen, and delineated the powers of the assembly,

the duties a~d powers of prefectural officials and of kocho. Candidates

for the assembly were restricted to males of at least 25 years of age who

had lived in the prefecture for at least three years and had paid land

tax during that period of at least 10 yen per year. The electorate was

restricted to the same qualifications, except that the minimum land tax

was five yen per year. Both candidates and electorate were therefore

restricted to landowners of substantial income. The assembly was per-

mitted to consult on budget expenditures and taxes, but the governor's

approval was needed to put any action of the assembly into effect, and

he could dismiss the assembly at his own discretion. This executive

dominance was modified, however, in April, 1880, when an Imperial

Declaration gave the assembly power to question the governor about the
~_~h' .......

;'\

budget, and gave it the right to report disagreements with the governor

to the Home Ministry and the Minister of Finance. l l

The third law specified that local and national budgets be kept

secret, and that strictly local expenses should be so labeled. Assess-

ment and collection of the latter was left to the discretion of the

villages themselves, to be determined by the kocho after cooperative

meetings in the village. Included in the local taxes was the kocho's

salary and administrative expenses. 12
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These three laws were all promulgated on the same day, July 22,

1878. They were soon augmented by another which, although constituting

a fourth law, is considered a vital part of the "Three New Laws" system.

This was the Regulations for City, Town and Village Assemblies (Ku-cho

sonkai kisoku), promulgated on April 8,1880. This· law left the question

of selection of local assemblymen open to the determination of the

villages. The assemblies were to "deliberate upon matters relating to

the general expenses of the locality, and upon the means of defraying

expenses therein." It was the responsibility of the kocho to ca:r::ry out

the resolutions of the assembly, but he could at his own discretion

suspend execution of these resolutions and seek the advice of the governor.

Both the governor and the guncho were empowered to ignore any resolutions

which they "consider unlawful," and the governor could dissolve any

such assembly.13

There was, of course, a time lag between the promulgation and

execution of these laws which varied from one prefecture to another.

Kanagawa-ken was among the first; on November 18, 1878 the la:r::ge and

small ku were abolished, and the villages of the prefecture were placed

under the jurisdiction of 15 gun and one ku (Yokohama). Tachibana-gun

encompassed 120 villages, 37 of which were located outside the geographical

limits of present-day Kawasaki City. These were south of present-day

Kawasaki in the outskirts of what is now Yokohama City. The governor

appointed Matsuo Hozai, a former s~~urai from Fukushima, as guncho of

Tachibana-gun. Under Matsuo's auspices elections for the prefectural

assembly were carried out in Tachibana-gun on Ma~ch 6, 1879. Of the

four who were elected from Tachibana-gun, three were from the Kawasaki

region: Suzuki Kyuya of Nagao, Ueda Chuichiro of Mizonokuchi, and
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Ikegami Koso of Ikegami-shinden. All three were wealthy, well-known

village leaders with enormous regional prestige, and all three became

active participants in what passes for the jiyliminken undo in the

ak.i . 14Kawas ~ reg~on.

The fourth assemblyman was Shiibashi Munesuke of Ozuto village,

located outside the Kawasaki region, one mile north of Kanagawa station.

He served as a prefectural assemblyman for nine years, longer than all

but one of the assemblymen from the Kawasaki region who were elected

between 1878 and 1890. He and other assemblymen elected from the por-

tion of Tachibana-~outside the Kawasaki region lie outside the scope

of investigation in this dissertation. for geographic reasons, because

these representatives were socially and politically oriented towards

Yokohama, and seldom associated with their colleagues from the Kawasaki

region.

The other three, and their successors, consisted of the most

important political and social leaders of the Kawasaki region. In later

elections three others from the Kawasaki region became prefectural

assemblymen: Ida Bunzo of Nagao (served from May, 1882 to December,

1894), Iwata Michinosuke of Kawasaki-eki (served January, 1881 to

November, 1885) and Soeda Tomoyoshi of Ichiba (served February, 1890 to

December, 1892). Of the original three, Ueda and Suzuki served only

two years, from February, 1879 to January 1881; both resigned for reasons

of "ill-health." Ikegami stayed longer; he was an aasemb'lyman from

. 1 6 15February, 1879 to Apr1l, 88.

These men were elected essentially by their peers. The only

difference between the qualifications for candidacy and for the right to
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vote was that the former had to pay at least 10 yen per year in land

taxes, while the latter had only to meet a five yen minimum. While

there is no statistical data for the first election, data compiled for

the year 1884 and afterwards sho that in Tachibana-gun we11 over half

of those qualified to vote were also qualified to run. In other words,

a resident of Tachibana-gun who was wealthy enough to pay five yen in

taxes most likely was wealthy enough to pay at least ten. The five-yen

tax bracket was a more imposing hurdle; 46 people out of every thousand

in the general population of Tachibana-~met the qualifications for

voting in 1884. In 1884 the population of Tachibana-gun was approxi

mately 80,000, divided into almost 15,000 households. Of these, 3,368

were qualified voters. It is safe to state that in Tachibana-gun

casting a ballot was not only a mark of distinction but also a social

necessitYi 3,365 of the qualified voters actually voted in 1884, making

a turnout of more than 99.9 percent of the electorate. This was not a

fluke. In all the elections from 1881 to 1886, the figure never fell

below 95 percent, and reached 100 percent in 1885. Similarly high

turnouts are recorded for the other gun of Kanagawa-ken, though in

Yokohama-ku the figures hovered around the 50 percent mark. 16

This is not to imply that there was fierce competition for office,

or that the assemblyman had great power. The number of voters was

small enough to allow consensus decisions to be made in advance. This

is apparently what happened in Tachibana-guni no source mentions a

single election contest. Moreover, the assemblyman's powers, even as a

group, were very carefully circumscribed. The assembly could deliberate

on the budget, but had no right to make motions. The governor introduced
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all bills, called the assembly, had the power to discipline any assembly

man whodid not attend, and had to approve every decision, no matter how

trivial, before it could be enacted. If the assembly changed a bill he

introduced, he had the options of dissolving the assembly and resub

mitting it, appealing to the Naimusho (Home Ministry) to revise it, or

simply carrying out the bill in the form he originally drafted it. In

addition, he could punish any asselimlymen who met with or corresponded

with any member of another assembly outside the prefecture. He also

prohibited assemblymen from taking any resolutions to the ministry

themselves. I?

It is not surprising, then, that the prefectural assembly was not

the primary locus of political expression in the early Meiji period. It

must be given relatively short shrift, not only because the dominance of

the executive rendered it a poor source of political opinion, but also

because the primary source dealing with the assembly, Kanagawa kenkaishi,

does not deal with individual members, neither in terms of voting records

nor in terms of resolutions and debates within the assembly.

This is not to imply, however, that the prefectural assembly was

utterly powerless. While many assemblYmen resigned early, possibly out

of boredom and frustration, others, such as Ida Bunzo of Nagao stayed for

long periods, and were repeatedly re-elected. Many of those who stayed

for more than a few years became members of the Kaishinto or the Jiyutoi

Ida was a Kaishinto member, and Ikegami Koso was a Jiyuto member. Actual

membership in these parties was by no means essential, however. The

parties served to articulate general goals which appealed to the gono

constituency of prefectural assemblymen. These included advocacy of a
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more autonomous local administration, both of which were seen as poten

tial means to reduce the land tax. Whether or not he" was a member of a

"party," an assemblyman could enhance his chances for re-election by

espousing the same "goals as the parties. Since virtually all assembly

men in Kanagawa-ken espoused these goals, they could act in groups to

pursue them, and thus avoid individual punishment.

This occurred in February, 1880, when three members of the Kanagawa

prefectural assembly attended a meeting in Tokyo of prefectural assembly

merr~ers from allover Japan. The Tokyo meeting approved a resolution to

form a united body "eternally dedicated" to establishing a national

assembly. The representatives from Kanagawa-ken returned to the

prefecture in March and met with their colleagues in the assembly and

other supporters. They drafted and printed opinion papers and arranged

to distribute them in nine gun. They collected 23,000 signatures on a

petition calling for the establishment of a national assembly, which

was then sent to the head of the Genroin, Oki Takato. The results were

predictably nil, but so was the punishment. By this action the assembly

men demonstrated the unenforcibility of Governor Nomura Yasushi's dictum

forbidding direct appeals to Tokyo.18

This may have been seen as a moral triumph, but it was not a sub

stantive one. It is difficult to determine whether there were any during

the period 1878-1890. Since the governor had nearly absolute legal

authority, the role of the prefectural assembly was largely a function of

his own personality and inclinations. There is little doubt that

Governor Nomura was a hard man to deal with; he forced the resignation of

one of his own guncho, Yamaguchi Sachiro, after engaging in a violent
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argument with him over the need to establish a national assembly.

Nomura's successor, Oki Morikata, who became governor of Kanagawa-ken

in November, 1881, may have been less hot-headed. At any rate he

listened to the urgings of two well-entrenched assemblymen, Kozuka RyU

and Shimada Saburo (both Jiyuto members) in 1884, who insisted that local

taxes must be cut. He did cut them slightly, but there is no way to

tell whether his action was in response to the assemblymen or was

prompted by prefectural officials' reports of economic depression and

unrest in the countryside. 19

If unrest was his concern, placation was only part of his response;

he abolished the public election of kocho and made them subject to

gubernatorial appointment, increased the police budget by 20 percent,

and sent a circular letter to prefectural officials warning against "the

evil of control. (of village assemblies) by paupers" (sairnin no tasui

ni seiseraruru no hei 0 fuseku). The objections of the prefectural

assemblymen had.no effect. 20

If prefectural assemblymen were relatively powerless in their

official capacities in Yokohama, they were extremely influential in their

horne villages and regions. It must be remembered that prefectural

assemblies were usually short, lasting from two weeks to a maximum of

two and one-half months, but averaging closer to the former. The bulk

of an assemblyman's time was spent in his home region, and it was at the

regional level that assemblymen and. fellow gono consciously absorbed and

gave expression to new political ideas associated with the jiYUrninken

undo.
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The Ka\olasaki region was exceptionally "permeable" since the early

Edo period, when the Tokaido and the Nakasendo highways became important

transportation routes. Ideas as well as cash were carried by travelers

passing to and from Edo, and the close proximity· of the city made it

possible for determined gana and their children to study in terakoya

(temple schools) or in the city itself under some of Japan's top scholars.

Gano in the Kawasaki region, particularly those concentrated in the

vicinity of Mizonokuchi, took pride in their classical Confucian educa

tion, and followed new developments in the intellectual world with

great interest; they were well-acquainted in the bakumatsu period with

the arguments of Mitogaku scholars for the restoration of the emperor

(§sei fukko). The Kawasaki region was anything but an intellectual

wasteland in the late Edo period, and it did not become one in the wake

of the Meiji Restoration. New ideas flowed through the region from two

directions; Yokohama, a source of direct information about the West, and

Tokyo, through the publications of Fukuzawa Yukichi and others devoted

to the spread of bunmei kaika (culture and enlightenment).2l

Ida Bunzo became an enthusiastic supporter of bunmei kaika before

his resignation from the position of kocho in 1876. He obtained a

translated copy of Samuel Smiles' Self-Help (Saigoku risshihen) in

1873, when he was 25 years old. Excited by this work, he joined a group

of young men from the Tokyo area who met to study English, and brought

with him several other young men from the Kawasaki region, inclUding

Suzuki Kyuya, soon to be an assemblyman, as well as Yamane Kihei, Arai

Ichizaemon, Ida Keisaburo and Kidokoro Hanji. In 1878 and 1879, this

group published a few issues of a magazine on their "insights" into the
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West and Japan's future, called Keiun meiseiroku. Though the magazine did

not last long, it did boast one prestigious contributor, Nakae Chomin, who

became one of Japan's foremost political theorists of the Meiji period.

Ida himself wrote several articles, including one on the Vienna Con-

ference of 1815, another on the need to maintain Chinese studies and

prevent them from being neglected in a wave of infatuation with the

~~est, and two that were essentially reactions to Smiles, extolling the

virtues of competition, and presenting an optimistic view of human

. 1 d J . rt" 1 22progress 1n genera an apanese progress 1n pa 1CU are

Ida was thus exposed and influenced at an early date to bunmei

kaika ideas, and was very instrumental in introducing them to his peers

and even his elders in the Kawasaki region. It must not be assumed,

however, that bunmei kaika ideas made him anti-government. He wrote an

opinion paper in 1880 setting forth his views on how to establish a

constitution for the nation. He agreed with Itagaki Taisuke's Risshisha

that a =onstitution should be established without delay, but specifically

rejected the contention that drafting the constitution should be the

responsibility of Itagaki's group, regional leaders, or non-politicians

selected for their wisdom. Rather, he stated that a constitution should

be drafted by i~cumbent government officials in consultation with repre-

sentatives of other political groups, and "wise men" who would be elected

by the people. This, he stated, would give everyone a sense of par-

ticipation, and promote a sense of harmony that would prevent either

government officials or "progressive" outsiders from engaging in dog-

• d" t 23matl.C l.SpU e.
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Ida saw no incongruity between his desire for an immediate

promulgation of the constitution and working for the prefectural govern

ment. This was particularly obvious with respect to the field of

education, on which Meiji government policy and Ida's philosophy were in

substant.ial agreement. In 1880, while still studying in Tokyo, he wrote

a treatise on education. In this he stated that education was the true

road to freedom, which would be realized for the nation when "there are

no households with untaught children, and none who are not learning." He

asserted further that "To grant a child learning is not especially noble,

but to do so as a matter of course is a great virtue." When Matsuo

Hozai, the guncho of Tachibana-g~~read this treatise, he promptly

appointed Ida to the position of gun secretary, and put him in charge of

recruitment of teachers. As Matsuo expected, Ida responded with great

enthusiasm, and concentrated on teachers who exhibited similar enthusiasm

and had backgrounds in Western studies, particularly the English lan

guage. 24

Western studies could generate a great deal of enthusiasm among

educated farmers without generating a corresponding desire for the rapid

establishment of participatory politics. The Confucian desire for

harmony and wisdom often eclipsed the desire for the democratizing

implications of Western thought. "Philosophical" writings by residents

of the Kawasaki region are very few, and no convenient statement by a

resident illustrating this phenomenon is available. There does sur

vive, however, a petition from a farmer in neighboring KOza-gun to the

governor of Kanagawa-ken, written in 1879, just before the convening of

the first prefectural assembly. Like Ida, he put a high value on harmony
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sustained by wise leaders. Unlike Ida, he concluded that the government

was moving too fast towards participatory government•. His petition to

governor Nomura states:

• I humbly beseech you to appoint the prefectural assembly
men. It requires superior people to discern the condition of
ordinary p~ople on the land. There should not be equalization;
this would cause members of the assembly to blindly follow the
crowd. • •• If people who will work untiringly for public
peace are appointed, will this not assure tranquility from the
start? • • • Popularly elected people could not carry out their
duties, for they would not forsake their own interests in favor
of the public good. Their debate would, rather, descend into
unreasonable quarreling. Thus those who advocate elections are
neither experienced nor wise.

At present, our nation's leaders are intelligent and their
subjects are loyal, and the government is improving. But this
improvement dates from the Restoration (ishin). It is still
too superficial to eradicate the effects of the previous 700
years of feudalism. • • • More than half our people know
nothing about American-European civilization. To put a heavy
burden of responsibility on such ignorant people will lead to
failure. I have asked many people to defend their claim that
popular election will follow the example of America and Europe.
They say that public election will lead to wise laws, as in
America and Europe. liowever, this de?ends on the level of
enlightenment, and Japan does not match the standards of Europe
and America. Rather, aren't we at the level of the barbarian
countries of southern Africa? • • •

However, if you appoint the assemblymen, they will help us
to rise above this level, for we would be using our most
enlightened elements. 25

This quotation serves to illustrate that men steeped in Confucian

ethics, as most gono in the Kawasaki region with political interests

weze , could react favorably to new concepts of "enlightenment" and

"culture" and yet disagree dramatically over the political consequences

those concepts ~hould produce. Bunmei kaika was not the same thing as

jiYUminken thought if the latter is identified with particular political

beliefs, such as early establishment of a constitution and national

assembly. In printed form, however, the two were often intertwined.
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One of the major conduits of both were newspapers owned and operated by

members of the Jiyuto or Kaishinto. In the Kawasaki region, these were

widely read. 26

The so-called "minken" newspapers have their beginnings in the

Tokyo region in 1879-1880. In 1879 members of the Aikokusha established

the Omeisha in Tokyo, in order to spread r~eir drive to press for a

national assembly. Its leader in ~~~ Kanto plain was Numa Morikazu,

who became editor of the Yokohama r-lainichi Shinbun in early 1880, and

renamed it the Tokyo-Yokohama Mainichi Sh.~nbun. He also edited a monthly

magazine, the Omei Zasshi. The most frequent contributors to these

publications, besides Numa, were Shimada Saburo and Kozuka Ryii, both of

whom were perennial members of the Kanagawa prefectural assembly. A

chief supporte~.of the 5meisha was Nakajima Nobuyuki, the former governor

of Kanagawa-ken from Tosa, and Itagaki Taisuke's "right-hand man" in

the Jiyuto. Nakajima and Kozuka explained the purpose of the Omeisha,

somewhat grandiosely, at an open meeting in Ueno 6n October 31, 1880.

Kozuka gave the major address, and stated that the Orneisha was to eastern

Japan what the Tosa-based Risshisha was to western Japan. Both, he said,

supported untrammeled political discussion and, he stated, would form a

single popular rights faction (minken hal dedicated to curing the political

ills that afflicted the national governrnent. 27

The Omeisha was the major vehicle of "minken journalism" in the

Kawasaki region. "There were other groups of urban intellectuals in

Tokyo with party connections, which also controlled newspapers. The

KOkuyUkai was formed in April, 1881 by Suehiro Tetcho, Eishi Masaoto

and Baba Tatsui. Suehiro and Oishi were simultaneously Omeisha members,
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though they disagreed with the Omeisha's blunt advocacy of formal

political parties. The Kokuyiikai published in the Choya Shirnbun, which

was edited by Suehiro, and also the YUbin Hochi Shirnbun. This organiza

tion associated itself with the Jiyuto, while most Omeisha members

allied themselves with the Kaishinto almost as soon as Okuma Shigenobu

established it. In Kanagawa prefecture, however, the Omeisha gathered far

more gone supporters through aggressive proselytizing. By early 1881 the

Oneisha had established 29 branch chapters throughout the nation. three

of them were in Kanagawa prefecture. One was in Yokohama, ·another in

Fuchu, and the other in Hachiaji. The branches themselves functioned as

political discussion groups, but in Kanagawa-ken members of the home

chapter offered to speak to any interested groups in the prefecture. In

the Kawasaki region, such groups formed quickly, and Omeisha members,

especially K03uka and Shimada, were frequent invited speakers. 28

Despite the predominance of 5rneisha influence, there was no cor

responding move among the gona who read 5rneisha newspapers and invited

Omeisha speakers to join the political party whose views the 5rneisha

espoused. Gona in the countryside felt free to pick and choose among the

political and cultural views of the Omeisha and its rivals. In the

Santama region, where the Omeisha had two branch chapters that enjoyed

wide support, all gana leaders with political party affiliations were

Jiyuto members until that party dissolved in 1884, though the Omeisha was

almost exclusively assicoated with the Kaishinta from that party's

formation in 1882. More important than the intellectual influence of

rninken journalists was personal relati~ns. Ishizaki Shoko, a prominent

gana from Minami Tama-gun who was the first head of the Kanagawa-ken
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prefectural assembly, was an officer in the Jiyuto. His recruitment

efforts among his peers in the Santama region were highly effective.

In the Kawasaki region, relatively few local leaders affiliated directly

with any party. Ida Bunz5 became a Kaishinto member in 1882 largely

because he was a close friend of Kozuka Ryii. Only two others in the

Kawasaki region joined political parties in the l880s; Ueda Chuichiro

and Ikegami Koso. They joined in July, 1883, three weeks after meeting

with Ishizaki and one day after Mutsu l-1unemitsu invited them to a

meeting in Yokohama. 29

In the Kawasaki region party affiliation was far less important a

means of political activity than was personal discussion, both formal

and informal. Much of the informal exchange of information and ideas

took place at the residence of Ueda Chuichiro. The location was ideal;

the Ueda residence was on the southwest corner of the intersection of

two major roads, the Yagurazawa-kaido and the Fuchu-kaidd. The former

was a major route to Tokyo, terminating in Akasaka; th~ other. paralleled

the Tamagawa, providing a vital connection beo'leen the Santama region

and both Yokchama and Kawasaki. The intersection could scarcely be

avoided by anyone traveling more than a few miles within the Kawasaki

region, and many travelers between Tokyo and western Japan who did not

use the Tokaido were likely to pick the Yagurazawa~kaido. The location

and the sociability of the Ueda family assured that the residence would

serve as a sort of "salon" for the gono of the Ka\'lasaki region and their

counterparts in tile Santama region. It had filled this role in the

bakumatsu period by serving as a "clearinghouse" of information on the

growing struggle between supporters of the bakufu and its assistants.
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Ueda Chuichiro himself was a well-educated and witty conversationalist

who consciously used his strategic location to keep up with new ideas

and developments. His popularity increased among fellow gono and tenant-·

farmers alike when he helped defuse a dangerous situation in Mizonokuchi

by contributing 40 ryo to impoverished farmers bled dry by the bakufu

assessments of 1866. It was entirely natural that the Ueda residence

should continue to function as a "salon" in the Z,Ieiji period. 30

Through the Ueda Hasatsugu Nikki, a diary written by Chuichiro's

adopted son and covering the years 1880-1888, it is possible to discern

a network of personal connections through which political activities and

ideas were spread throughout the western portion of the Kawasaki region.

Masatsugu, unfortunately, was somewhat bemused by his father's pre

occupation with politics, so while his diary covers the comings and

goings of visitors, it usually ignores the contents of their conversations

unless they touch on the soy sauce business. Masatsugu did see fit to

comment, however, when a particularly eminent visitor, such as the former

governor Nakaji~ Nobuyuki, came calling. He also indicated, at least

occasionally and always cryptically, when the subject of a meeting is the

organization of a political group or lecture. It is therefore possible

to get some idea of how political meetings were organizaed in the Kawasaki

region during the 18805. Finally, the diary provides some clues about

b~e operation of a regional rather than strictly village-based gono

society, and its economic and social relations to ordinary peasants and

laborers. 31

In 1880, Ueda made his home available to Ida Bunzo and his com

patriots who had worked on the Keiun meiseiroku, Suzuki Kyuya, Yamane
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Kihei, Arai Ichizaemon,. Ida Keizaburo and Kidokoro Hanji. Though t.heir

work on the magazine stopped when I~a was appointed a gun official in

charge of teacher recruitment, they continued to meet to study English

and discuss the West. They wer~ addressed by Ishizaka Sheko, who spent

a great deal of time in the early 1880s traveling throughout the prefec

ture and acting as a sort of bunrnei kaika apostle. He was a spellbinding

expezt; on Rousseau, Spencer, and John Stuart lotill., and found avid

auciences at the Ueda salon. He was also the primary organizer of the

Jiylito in the Santama area. In his home gun of Minami-tama he helped

recruit the greatest number of Jiyuto members of any gun in the nation.

Though the gone of the Kawasaki region did not follow suit, they used him

as a willing source of political information, Western philosophy, Chinese

thought, and even as an outside participant in haiku composition con

tests. 32

He was also a business connection. Ishizaka was heavily committed

to silk-raising, as were a great many of the gono of Santama. Silk

prices were set by the government in accordinace with international

markets, and all transactions had to be made through Yokohama silk

merchants approved by the government. This gave an advantage to foreign

merchants, whose access to large amounts of capital and to international

price quotations enabled them, at least in Japanese silk-raisers eyes,

to make great profits at the expense of the producers. Ishizaka sought

to rectify this by establishing the Toky? Ki-ito shokai (Tokyo silk

thread association), a consortium of Japanese silk-producers and stock

holders devoted to increasing silk exports, contract for the delivery

of silk products, and to lend capital for the development of the
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industry. In August, 1880, he arrived at the Ueda residence with a

foreigner in tow, and tried to convince Chuichiro to become a stockholder.

He failed to enlist Chuichiro's financial support which was fortunate

for Chuichiro; the shokai fail~ a few months later. This episode tells

something about the mixture of politics and husiness which was common

among leading gono. Ishizaka himself saw the two as related; his desire

to establish the silk society stemmed from an association he formed in

1879 dedicated to laissez-faire economics and politics. The program of

this small group (the Sekizenkai) included a commitment to the spread

of knowledge, encouragement of production, and "profit for each

individual." One scholar who has written extensively on Ishizaka claims

that the failure of this enterprise caused Ishizaka to shift his

attention from commercial rights to national rights, and thereafter to

identify closely with national organizations opposed to the government.

Ueda, by contrast, stuck to the soy sauce business, which faced no

government regulation and no foreign competition. He never became the

committed ideologue that Ishizaka did, but then he had no personal

economic vendetta with the Meiji government. 33

Ishizaka was the most frequent "outsider" with strong political.

connections to visit the Ueda "salon." Others included Mutsu Munemitsu

and Nakajima Nobuyuki, both former governors of Kanagawa-ken. There

were in addition a considerable number of urban intellectuals associated

with the Jiyuto, Kaishinto, and often both. These included Sato Teikan,

Hirano Tomosuke, Yoshida Kenzo, Yamamoto Sakuzaemon, Kaneko Umanosuke,

Shimada Saburo, Suehiro Tetcho, Hatano Denzaburo, Yoshida Jiro. These

represented a cross-section of minken journalists and bunmei kaika
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advocates from Tokyo, Yokohama, and Santama. "Outside" speakers

invited to political discussions in the Kawasaki region usually came from

this list of names. 34

The list of "insiders" who habitually came to the Ueda residence

nearly encompasses all the village leaders who demonstrated their political

interests by attending lectures. These included the guncho Matsuo Hozai,

who himself organized one of the first enzetsukai (public lectures) in

Tachibana-gun. There was an inner group from the immediate area of

~lizonokuchi who came to discuss village business as well as national

politics: Suzuki Sugunari, ota DOhaku, Suzuki Zensho, Murata Teizaburo,

Suzuki Kiyosuke, Hayashi Yoshimoto. All of these lived along the

Yagurazawa-kaido and were within easy walking distance of the Ueda

residence. From Nagao came Ida Bunzo, Suzuki Kyuya, Ida Keizahuro and

Arai Ichizaemon, the. dedicated English students'and erstwhile con

tributors to t~ Keiun meiseiroku. Others included Mita Masatsugu,

kocho of Kamisakunobe, Oka Shigetaka, kocho of Hisarnoto, Ide Yoshishige,

Miyake Naoyuki, Kobayashi Goroemon and Abe Yosai of Noborito. Ide was

kocho, and Abe, who came very frequently, was one of Ida's prized recruits

as a teacher of Western learning. From Ikuta came the kocho and haiku

devotee Kawai Heizo, and another gono, Kasahara Minosuke. Other regular

visitors came from farther afield: Kobayashi Sanzaemon of Kosugi, Aoki

Toyojiro of Oshima, and Tanaka Kamenosukc, kocho of Kawasaki-eki. There

are four prominent names missing from this list, including Iwata

Michinosuke and Ikegami Koso, both prefectural assemblymen. These two

were both associated "'lith the Kaishinto, and came from the immediate

vicinity of Kawasaki-eki. The other two are Soeda Tomomichi and his son

Soeda Tomoyoshi, both of Ichiba. With these exceptions, the visitors
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to the Ueda residence constitute a virtual who's who in the Kawasaki

. 35regl.on.

Information on politics-related meetings was transmitted to and by

this group, both by word of mouth and by means of pamphlets distributed

by Ueda. The first regional meeting of this nature was the Musashi

Rokugun Konshinkai, held in December, 1880 in Fuchu city. Ueda received

advance notice, and 50 handbills, from Sata Teikan, who in turn dis-

tributed them to Ida Bunza and other gene in the Mizonokuchi area.

The meeting included representatives of six 9un including the three

Tama-gun, Tashibana-~, Kuragi-~ and Tsuzuki-~. Fifty-two cor-

responding secretaries were chosen at this meeting, mostly from the

Santama area. Those from Tachibana-gun were Ueda Chuichiro, Suzuki

sugunari, and Kawai· Beiza. This assembly spawned a host of smaller

ones meeting in each gun. The Tachibana-gun konshinkai was held in

February, 1881 in Mizonokuchi. Ueda publicized this meeting both

verbally and by placing an ad in the Tokyo Yokohama Hainichi Shimbun.

One hundred eighty-five people attended. Officers included Soeda

Tomoyoshi (kocho of Ichiba), Asada Sadakata (kocho of Kozukue), Suzuki

sugunari (kocho of Mizonokuchi), Tanaka Kamenosuke and Kawai Heiza.

These were all under the direction of Matsuo Hozai, the guncho. Despite

the sponsorship of this prefectural official, whose enthusiasm for free-

wheeling discussion was reportedly infectious, the guest speakers were

vociferous government critics, including Ishizaka Shako and Murano

Tsunaemon of Santama, and five journalists from Tokyo. The balance of

spe~~ers was so heavily oriented to government critics that Iwata

Michinosuke drew a laugh when he surveyed the podium and solemnly moved
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that the group retitle itself a seiden enzetsukai (political lecture

group) and agree to meet at one or two month intervals. There is little

information on the content of speeches, but according to the Choya

Shirnbun there were speeches advocating the establishment of political

parties (seito ron), and on the spirit of competition. 36

The next major meeting in Tachibana-gun occurred about six months

later, on July 1, 1881, again in Mizonokuchi. Matsuo Hozai was again

asked to give the keynote address, to an audience of 120 people from

Tachibana-gun's "old fifth ku" (r-tizonokuchi and 37 villages in the

western part of the Kawasaki region). The meeting was again advertised

through the Ueda "network." The content of Matsuo's speech remains

something of a mystery; Kobayashi Takao reports that it was printed and

distributed throughout Kanagawa-ken, and stirred great excitement. The

editor of the Ueda nikki reports that his speech was entitled "expanding

the spirit of love for antiques" (kokibutsu 0 aijo suru shinshi 0

kakuju). Ueda Masatsugu, the dubious chronicler of his illustrious

father's activities, offers no help, but waxes enthusiastic about the

food and drink served after the meeting. Presumably, Matsuo I s innocuous

title masked a political speech, or the gono leaders of the Mizonokuchi

area were very enthusiastic antique collectors.37

This meeting was closely followed by one in the old fourth ku

(eastern portion of the Kawasaki region). On May 14, 1882, Iwata

Michinosuke organized a gakujutsu enzetsukai (arts and sciences lecture

society) at Kawasaki station. Presumably the content went far beyond

"arts and sciences"; the speakers were all leading Kaishinto propagandists,

including Horiguchi Nobori and Kozuka Ryu. About 100 people attended, and

agreed to reconvene on alternate months. 38
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They never did reconvene. On June 3, one month after the meeting

in Kawasaki-eki, an imperial proclamation tightened the regulations

.governing public meetings and associations. The most important changes

provided that the police must be informed in advance of any meeting

with a political subject, no matter under what name it may be called.

It provided further that no political association could advertise either

publicly, through correspondence, or even through messengers. To

reinforce pressure on the frequently practiced maneuver of disguising

political meetings with non-political titles, the new regulations stated

that the introduction of political subjects into a scientific meeting was

forbidden. Police officials had the right to attend any meeting, and

could disband it when they saw fit. 39

This measure occurred at about the same time that raging disputes

between Kaishinto and ~iyuto journalist-intellectuals broke out,

stimulated by Itagaki Taisuke's decision to go abroad when his presence

was urgently needed to quell factionalism within the Jiyuto. To gana in

Kanagawa-ken, who tended to invite members of either party to speak

without discriminating between fine ideological differences, the dispute

meant little, but minken journalists and speakers, whose party labels had

been little more than labels of convenience, found themselves choosing

sides with a vehemence that precluded effective cooperation; the "move

ment" accordingly declined. In Tachibana-gun the combined effects of

this squabbling and the new teeth in the regulations on public assembly

made large-scale political associations and meetings with 100 or more

participants virtually impossible. 40
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Neither measure had much effect on the Ueda "salon." Ueda himself

resigned from the prefectural assembly for unknown reasons in 1881,

and his official functions were limited to serving as a village assembly

member and school district representative. His "aeLon" continued to

function, however, and his local influence was unimpaired. In 1882, as

the effects of the MatsUkata deflation began to be felt, he spent a

greater portion of his time dealing with economic matters of the village

and the region, consulting frequently with 6ta Dohaku, Suzuki Sugunari,

Suzuki Zensho and Suzuki Kyiiya. At the same time he helped back another

political association headed by Ida Bunzo and including Ida Keizaburo,

Yamane Kihei, Arai Ichizaemon, Suzuki Kyuya, Kawai Heizo, Kidokoro Hanji

and Tamura Yoshikazu. This group was called the raibOshikondankai

(gathering of trusted fellows). It published·a newsletter, to which

Ueda subscribed, and wrote secret by-laws which stated that to avoid

difficulties with the police it would bill itself as a religious organiza

tion. Ida applied formally to the police for permission to hold an open

meeting; this was denied. When permission was refused, the name of the

organization was changed. Ida asked Ueda for permission to "borrow" the

village temple of Mizonokuchi, Soryuji, and opened a public meeting on

April first, 1883. Sixty people attended, and listened to Shimada

Saburo, Akabane Manjiro and Hatano Denzaburo, all minken journalists. A

second meeting under yet another name was held in Nagao in January, 1884.

Shimada Saburo was again the featured speaker, and the audience numbered

75. 41

The Nagao meeting was the last for this group held openly. It is

one of the few held in Tachibana-gun for which there is any record of
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the contents. Ida Bunzo, the head of this group (now called a science

and learning association), gave the initial address, ~ntitled "the value

of competition. II Shimada Saburo followed with two: lithe relation of

learning to industry," and "politicians must not oppose the people, and

the people must be taught to purge their hearts of rebellion." These

speeches were presented peacefully before an audience that included the

requisite two policemen. The last address, given by eta Dohaku, the

doctor from Mizonokuchi, was entitled, "What will be the effect on our

livelihood of the fall in the price of rice?" At this the policemen

rushed to the p~dium and announced that the meeting was over.42

This meeting reveals a great deal about the mixed nature of dis

cussion topics among gono who had a variety of COIIUnon interests. Their

political interests were matched by their business and economic interests,

and their role as school board members or at very least school supporters

gave them a common interest in education. Evidently the police did not

consider political topics per se subversive, since they allowed Shimada

to deliver a speech that must have contained at least veiled criticism

of politicians. What moved them to action was the hottest and in all

likelihood most irrepressible topic of the early l880s, the Matsukata

deflation. This was an issue that threatened to move anti-government

criticism from the realm of polite argument among gono (and acrimonious

argument among journalists) to a more lethal form of violent action.

Matsukata Masayoshi succeeded the ousted Okuma Shigenobu as Minister

of Finance in October, 1881. He inherited an unenviable financial con

dition characterized by soaring quantities of paper currency unbacked

by specie and usually not accepted domestically at face value, an
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unfavorable balance of trade that assured further drainage of hard cash,

and the inevitable inflation that accompanied these conditions. Japan

faced the collapse of its fledgling industrial enterprises, and with

it the end of dreams of national prosperity and international equality.

Matsukata initiated a policy of financial retrenchment, release of

government-run industries to private Lndustiry, importation of specie from

abroad, and establishment of a hard and reliable currency. His goals

were for the most part attained within five years. The cost was

enormous. 43

Most of it was paid by the :rural sector of the economy. The

effects were felt most directly at the local level in two ways: collec

tion of the land-tax was usually more rigorously executed at a full 2.5

percent rate, and local ptiblic-works projects, such as dike and road

Inaintenance, were no longer supplemented from the national treasury,

but became the responsibility of affected villages. In addition, the

reduction in the money supply and consequent decline in the price of rice

severely depleted the amount of capital available to small landowners

and tenant-farmers. As tax collection became more rigorous, and the

types of taxes for which localities were liable increased, the means to

pay them became :less available. Moreover, the-tight money situation was

found to exacerbate any feelings that land-value assessments, on which

the land tax was based, were unfair or unequitable. The other major

consequence of deflation, high interest rates for borrowed capital,

further increased the burden of the small farmer. In 1883-1884, 44

percent of all cultivated rice-fields in Japan were pawned to raise cash,

and 40 percent of these were sold at public auction. The most visible

response to this situation was the peasant rebellion.44
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In the Kawasaki region foreclosure of land threatened once, but was

averted, and no rebellion occurred~, No single factor'can be isolated to

account for this, but a combination of several factors, including

paternalistic gene leadership, peasant IIsavvy, II responsible ken officials

and the commerce-oriented economy of the region seem to have obviated

any impulse for violent action.

In the Kawasaki region the effects of deflation were not felt

immediately. The wor st; years were 1883-1~85, peaking in the fall of 1883

and early 1884. In the Mizonokuchi region the response of wealthy gona

was not to cut their o\~ losses by demanding full and prompt payment from

tenant farmers .:·On the contrary, they appear to have viewed the economic

situation as a regional crisis requiring mutual sacrifice rather than

class fragmentation. Beginning in March, 1883, Ueda, Suzuki Masatsugu,

Suzuki Zensho and other weaLtihy village leaders held a series of meetings

and agreed to reduce the rent for tenant farmers substantially. Ueda,

as the biggest landowner in the area next to Suzuki Zensho, was influen

tial in forging the agreement. Ueda himself went to the homes of all his

tenant farmers to tell them of the reduction,. Near the end of the year

representatives of the tenant-farmers and small farmers from allover the

village carne to ask him for a further reduction. Ueda must have con

sulted again with his fellow gene, for he spent the entire day of the

25th of December returning three she (5.6 liters) of rice for every bag

collected by village gono. Such measures continued in 1884, and were

reinforced by a decision of the village assembly to conserve cash by

reducing the social event of the year, the lJIizonokuchi shrine festival, to

a simple cerernony.45
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vfuether these measures were imitated elsewhere in the Kawasaki

region is impossible to determine, but since the gona leadership of

Mizonokuchi contained the bulk of local political leadership for the

entire Kawasaki region, it seems likely that their actions were both

widely known and widely adopted. The only definite exception of which

there is any record took place in Shukugawara. Eighteen small-scale

farmers of that village had their fields taken for nonpayment of the

mortgage, anQ responded by attacking the property of the gana who

effected the foreclosure. Members of the Jiyuta of Hinami Santama-gun,

however, had offered their services to the governor as mediators in fore-

closure cases, and Hosono Kiyoshira, a Jiyuta member from Kogawa village

in Minamitama-gun, was asked to handle the problem. Unfortunately there

is no indication of the terms of settlement, but Hosono's mediating

efforts were successful, and the evicted tenants were allowed to return

to their land. 46

In the Santama area itself, however, the mediation efforts of local

Jiyiito members were much less successful. Disturbances in the Santama

region began in 1882, when a group of housewives protesting the depressed

price of fish, from which their husbands earned their livelihood, refused

to disperse when ordered by local police to do so. Instead they marched

on the gun goverrunent office (yakusho) and demanded that loans which

their families had taken out to buy fishing gear and pay taxes be ex-

tended. The protest escalated the following year into a general demand

for reduced interest rates, extensions of loans and an end to fore-

closures. Its leaders included kocho, who directed their displeasure not

at a group of gona landlords, but at a consortium of banks concentrated
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in the Hachioji area. This less personal creditor proved far less

tractable to persuasion than gono landlords, and refused to compromise. 47

What happened next was a series of violent attacks, petition move-

ments and negotiations between debtors and creditors whiCh have been

lumped together under the heading BUsO konminto (debtor's party of BUso:

the latter word is.a contraction of the first characters in the words

}lusashi and Sagami, the two kuni which comprised Kanagawa-ken). High

lights included several attacks on banks in the Hachioji area in 1883, an

unsuccessful attempt to negotiate for interest-free loans in Osu-gun,

ending in the burning of the home of a gono creditor, and a march on the

~ yakusho in Aiko-gun by over one hundred debtors with a petition for a

reduction in the land tax. A sense of unity was imparted to these

events in April, 1884, when 10 peasants in Ashigarashimo~killed a rice

merchant named Tsuyuki Usaburo. Tsuyuki had duped more than 40 hard-

pressed peasants in several villages by offering them loans at relatively

low interest rates, and taking mortgages on their land as security. He

then demanded repayment on the spot at a time far in advance of the

agreed repayment date, and at a far higher rate of interest. He allowed

no time for repayment and promptly confiscated the land. Ten peasants

from Inokuchi village stabbed him to death, and then turned themselves in

to the Odawara police station. Several thousand farmers in western

. . t . d' fl' t t 48Sagam1 pet~ ~one or a en1en sen ence.

Galvanized by this incident, a number of farmers from Musashi and

Sagami met in secret in Sagamino in November, 1884, and formed the BUso

Konininto. They were under the nominal leadership of Soeda Dan'uemon,

a kocho of two villages in Osu-gun. This group established contacts in
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300 villages in seven gun of Kanagawa-ken. The organization was short

lived. On January 14, 1885, members of the Konminto gathered again in

Sagamino and, chanting slogans calling for a moratorium on debt repayment

and reduction of tenant fanner rents, marched on the kencho in Yokohama.

They clashed enroute with pOlice who had been informed of their plans

and had been waiting in ambush. The leaders were arrested, and the

Konrninto collapsed. Later, eight of those who had aided in the murder

of Tsuyuki were executed, an action which made governor Oki a very

unpopular man. The legacy of the Konrninto was minimal, but it did

perhaps prevent some later foreclosures by rich residents of the prefec

ture. It became a habit to slap a poster on the door of any resident

creditor who seemed too enthusiastic in foreclosing on debts warning

that "you could become another Tsuyuki.,,49

Though Konrninto-related incidents happened all around the Kawasaki

region, none happened within it, and the 30~villages in seven gun with

Konrninto members did not include any in Tachibana-gun. One reason for

this was undoubtedly the fact that the regions most heavily afflicted

with violent inqidents, notably Minarnitarna-2!!!., Nishitama~and

Tsukui-2!!!., were the most heavily committed to silk raising. In 1884,

72 percent of all farming families in Minarnitama-~raised silk-worms.

The figure was over 79 percent in Mishitarna, and an astounding 100 per

cent in Tsukui. Many of these families had borrowed money to join the

"silk boom" during the previous ten years, and this proceeded on such a

large scale that a large number of banks, especially in the Hachioji

area, were set up to handle the loans. Silk prices declined even more

dramatically than rice during the deflation period; in 1884, there was a
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modest reflation in rice prices, but silk continued to plummet. Pinched

for cash and a1~eady in debt to impersonal institutions which themselves

needed cash, those areas most massively committed to silk were hardest hit.

In the Kawasaki region, silk-raising constituted a much smaller part of

a very diverse economy, and was eclipsed by soy sauce and sake brewing,

both of which suffered far less in terms of price decline than rice. 50

This would not account for the activity in 6su-gun and Aiko-gun,

where silk was relatively unimportant, but both of these areas had a very

high percenta~e of tenant farmers. Approximately 63 percent of the

cultivated land in Osu-gun was worked by tenant farmers in 1884; the

figure was 60 percent in Aiko-gun. A more modest 30 percent of ~~e

cultivated land in Tachibana-gun was worked by tenant-f..irmers; the

rest by farmer-~wners.51

Another factor may well have been that residents of the Kawasaki

region were less naive than their neighbors. They had geared their

rural industries to the needs of post-tO\~ travelers fu,d the markets of

Edo since the early Tokugawa period, and they were more accustomed to

dealing with cash than those more removed from the post-towns. Un

scrupulous speculators such as Tsuyuki roamed through much of Kanagawa

ken in 1883-1884, seeking to make short-term loans as a means of acquiring

land, but it is reasonable to assume that Kawasaki residents would be less

susceptible to legal chicanery than were the hapless peasants of

Ashigarashimo-gun.

Another distinguishing and perhaps insulating factor in Tachibana

gun has been virtually unstudied: the economic effects of a "new

religion," Maruyama kyo. The scholar Emura Eiichi has gone through
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extreme mental contortions to present a case for considering Maruyama

kyo a part of the jiyiiminken undo, despite the fact that this group con

sidered foreigners to be the grandchildren of apes, and the ideas of

Westerners incorporated into bunmei kaika to be the mental offspring of

apes. Since Emura sees the jiyUIDdnken undo as the intellectual fruition

of bummei kaika, he is not convincing, his case boils down to the fact

that the sect did not oppose the establishment of a national assembly

in 1890. 52

The economic effects of this group may be a more fruitful line of

enquiry. I-Iaruyama kyo was founded in Noborito, a river village in the

northeast portion of the Kawasaki region. It was established in 1871 when

Ito Rokurobee claimed a vision in which he saw the Meiji Restoration as a

great "disturbance of the earth" which would reach its climax in 1884,

after which the wozLd would be "put right." He prescribed a strict

ascetic regimen of frugality and piety to cope with the uncertain future.

The religion grew very rapidly, reaching a maximum in 1889 of 57 branch

temples in ten prefectures, with a claimed followership of 1,380,000. In

August, 1880, 8,000 people, all dressed in identical light yellow kimono

gathered near Noborito to hear an address by the founder. Believers

built a spacious lecture hail in Noborito in 1882, and a magnificent

temple in 1886. The religion shrank away almost as fast as it spread,

and was assimilated into the Hotokusha movement in the 1890s. Throughout

its tremendous expansion and contraction, however, the core of the move

ment remained in the Kawaaakd, region. From the beginning, it functioned

as a mutual aid society, collecting donations and dispensing financial

aid to those who needed it most. The importance of this activity may
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be gauged by the fact that when the movement contracted, it retained its

financial aid function by merging into the Hotokusha, which shared no

beliefs with Maruyama kyo except for the belief in the efficacy of

frugality and diligence; its main activity was collecting and distributing

cash to aid those who needed it. Since Tachibana~was the main focus

of l-1aruyama kyo, it seems reasonable to assume that a number of fore

closures there were forestalled by its activities, and that it offered

more appealing solutions to financial hardship than did the Konminto. 53

GOno acting in their official capacities as prefectural assemblymen

and village kocho also helped to modify the effects of the deflation. An

opportunity for a direct appeal to the central government came in April,

1883, when Sekiguchi RyUkichi, a judge attached to the Genroin, was

despatched by Horne i1inister Yamagata Aritomo to inspect eight prefectures

and Tokyo-fu in the Kanto area. He was charged to present an accurate

picture of the problems confronting local administration at the prefec

tural level, to check on the income and expenditure of taxes, assess the

foundations of popular dissatisfactions, and check on the efficiency of

administrators at all levels, from prefecture to village.54

Ida Bunzo, Soeda Tomoyoshi, and Iwata Michinosuke took the initiative

in organizing a meeting between Sekiguich RyUkichi and all the kocho of

Tachibana-gun at Kawasaki-eki. The reason for the meeting was to deliver

a joint appeal for the removal of public works taxes from the area of

village responsibility. This problem was particularly acute in the

Kawasaki region, where dikes on the Tamagawa, previously exempted from

inclusion in the land tax, were now included and dike maintenance became

a local responsibility. The meeting took place on July 3, 1883. A
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follow-up meeting took place in Yokohama on July 6, between Sekiguchi and

representatives elected by kocho of each gun. Ida Bunzo was the Tachibana

representative. This group presented a petition for treasury subsidies

for flood repairs. Sekiguchi was impressed with what he heard, and

reported to Yamagata: "I heard a special discussion about the flood

control costs. At the same time that the land tax is increasing, there

is the heavy burden of flood control. It is too much. ,,55

The meeting with Sekiguchi did produce results. He recommended that

the prefecture be provided with additional funds to deal not only with

emergency flood repairs, but also to aid the villages in dike maintenance

to help prevent floods. To this end he helped establish direct communica

tions between the public ,..orks department of the Home Ministry and the

prefecture. When a major flood along the Tamagawa occurred in August,

1884, the prefecture was able to provide 1,200,000 yen in emergency aid

for food and grain. Since this amount exceeded the total land tax income

for the prefecture, some must have come from the central government. 56

As it turned out, Ida, Soeda and Iwata probably saved the Kawasaki

region from a crippling economic blow; the floods of 1884, coming in the .

midst of extreme deflationary pressures, would have devastated the region

unless outside help had been authorized. They were selected for the job

by duly elected kocho because they were local leaders with widely

recognized influence. Two of them, Ida and Iwata, were Kaishinto members

dealing with a central government representative who had little patience

with parties and even less for gona-supported political lecture societies,

which he scorned as meetings of fools addressed by lecturers who "talk

with mouths full of paste, and simply covet -the entrance fee." To deal
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with a man whose tolerance for anti-government activities and ideological

dispute was very low, the residents of the Kawasaki region picked Ida

Bunzo, the nearest person that Tachibana~could claim to a political

ideologue. It is an obvious point, but one that has to be made, that tha

interests of the Meiji government of local politica1 leaders, even those

few with party affiliations, were frequently identical. Both Ida and

Sekiguchi had an interest in minimizing local economic dislocations ~~d

defusing potential uprisings. 57

Whether or not they were associated with "anti-government" political

groups, all local leaders in the Kawasaki region whose actions and

attitudes are traceable were loyal to their own communities and region,

deeply involved in several aspects of local life and government, and

interested in maintaining stability. One example is Soeda Tomomichi,

Tomoyoshi's father, who was , at least by his own accounc , a loyal and

hardworking prefectural official who became in 1883 the head of the

prefectural tax office. He did not like his job. In 1881, he reported

to the governor that some tax officials under him were lazy and likely

to arouse popular resentment because their assessments were open to dis

pute. When he rose from the position as assistant chief to chief of

the tax office, he dismissed these gubernatorial appointees, presumably

with the blessings of the governor. Every year he included in his

report the opinion that the land tax was the life-blood of the nation, but

baldly warned that a prosperous agricultural base was the heart of the

nation that kept the life-blood flowing. In slightly more veiled lan

guage, he warned that economic policies which hindered agriculture would

be resented and could lead to revolt. In 1885 he complained that "day
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and night" he worried about the awesome responsibilities of establishing

and maintaining an equitable tax collection procedure which was fair

enough to avert rebellion. 58

Despite his position as a prefectural official, Soeda Tomomichi

retained a high degree of interest in and sense of responsibility for-his

own region and village. It was his son, Tomoyoshi, kocho of Ichiba,

and, along with Ida Bunzo, one of the heads of the nikaryo irrigation

system, who found himself involved in settling local disputes over water,

village boundaries, and zoads-, But Tomomichi' s involvement on the

village level is revealed by his actions after he retired from his

prefectural post in 1892. In that year he drew up a series of village

regulations for Ichiba that touched virtually every aspect of village

life, including shrine festivals, marriages, deaths, and consumption of

sake. The general theme of these regulations is frugality, mixed with

Soeda's own austere concept of progress. The former involved curtailment

or cancellation of several traditional village feasts, coupled with the

provision that money that would have been spent on these functions would

be contributed to the village treasury, to be used for seed grain, famine

relief, or other emergency purposes as determined by the village council.

The intensely pragmatic nature of the regulations is exemplified in

article 3, which specified that "the lecture on the harvest god, given

the first afternoon of the old calendar, will be halted. However, the

main items of this lecture relating to studies on agricultural crafts

shall remain." Despite the "all wozk and no fun" nature of these

regulations, they were willingly adopted by a majority of the landed

villagers. Their enforcement depended on meetings of the whole village,
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and failure to attend such meetings would not be tolerated except in

extreme personal emergency. There is a strongly paternalistic flavor

to these regulations, but also a sense of mutual dedication to the

survival of the village. Had they been imposed from outside, they may

well have been resisted, but as a respected local leader Tomomichi was

able to secure their adoption without opposition. 59

The role of the reg~onal leader, not merely kocho of single villages

but the top of the gone hierarchy, was absolutely critical to the

Kawasaki region. Both Soeda Tomomichi and his son Tomoyoshi fall into

this classification, as do Ida Bunzo, Ueda Chuichiro, Suzuki Kyliya, Iwata

Michinosuke, Ikegami Koso, Suzuki Masatsugu, Ota Dohaku, and Kawai Heizo.

All these men were wealthy, well-educated, and imbued with a deep sense

of responsibility for their own villages and regions whether or not they

supported the Meiji government, and whether or not they held formal

offices. Their frequently paternalistic concern for the well-being of

~~eir regions had little to do with their political views, but this

concern, willy-nilly, tended to work in support of the Meiji government.

Soeda Tomoyoshi, the perennial kocho of Ichiba, is'a good example.

The Kawasaki region was at an economic nadir in 1884; the fact that it

began a recovery then is in no small part due to Tomoyoshi's efforts.

The hardest-hit area in the Kawasaki region in 1884 was the river bank,

which included the v1llages of Ichiba and Daishigawara. The general

deflation-derived difficulties here were aggravated by severe flooding,

and despite the aid that Ida Bunz~ and Soeda had procured through the

good offices of Sekiguchi in 1883, which averted an immediate crisis,

more than half of the villagers along the river lost property to
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floodwaters, and many had to pawn their land. Tomoyoshi, in consultation

with the koche of Namamugi village on the north bank of the Tamagawa,

decided to form a cooperative for raising laver (seaweed). For this, the

two kocho spent several months talking with the village assemblies in

severa.l villages along both banks of the river, and after several months

persuaded the villages to set aside 45,000 tsubo of land for the project.

Tomoyoshi himself provided a large portion of the capital for this enter

prise. It was phenomenally successful from the first harvest in 1885.

The product was superior to most laver produced in the Tokyo region, and

won prizes from the government's encouragement of industry society

(kangyo hakutan kaikyo shinkai). By 1886 profits totalled 340,000 yen.60

Tomoyoshi's actions were at least as important to the eastern portion

of the Ka\vasaki region as were the rent reductions of the more politically

oriented sona leaders of the Mizonoguchi area to western Kawasaki. Both

were natural activities for local leaders firmly rooted for generations in

their communities; order and economic stability were in their interests.

It really does not matter whether they intended their actions to work to

the advantage of the government or not; it happened anyway, because both

the prefectural and national governments were inevitable beneficiaries of

order and prosperity at the local level.

Both the government and the gene seemed to have been aware of their

mutual dependence, regardless of political convictions. Ida Bunze could

have been arrested for holding a political meeting in 1884 in Nagao.

He wasn't. Such an action would have alienated not only the gana of

Nagao, but also Ida's powerful circle of friends from the Ueda "salon"

and the prefectural assembly. The Ueda salon was put under police
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by their fellow villagers. Local administration suffered accordingly.

So did interest in attending poUtical lectures. Kobayashi Takao

declares that these two developments toppled "the last bastion of the

62
jiyUminken undo in Kanagawa-ken." .

It can be argued, however, that the jiyUminken undo never happened

in the Kawasaki region. If the term is taken to mean class struggle, it

didn't apply in Kawasaki. Paternalism by traditional regional leaders is

not struggle, and paternalism was readily accepted in the Kawasaki region.

If the term means a mass movement, its use is not justifiable in the

Kawasaki region. The largest "rally" held in Tachibana-gun that touched

on any political subject consisted of 120 to 150 people. The term is

equally inapplicable if it is taken to mean revolutionary thought, devotion.

to the autonomy of the "natural village," or even consistent opposition

to the national or prefectural govern~ent. From the end of the Satsuma

rebellion in 1877 the Meiji government faced no dangerous threat, and

there is no evidence that anyone in the Kawasaki region or in the pre-

fecture was imbued with enough "revolutionary consciousness" to contem-

plate overthrowing it. The "natural villaga" had little meaning in an

area as permeable as the Kawasaki region, where mobility was unimpeded,

and villages were accustomed to organizing in large or small groups for

a variety of purposes since the Edo period. Consistent opposition to the

government through the 18805 was non-existent in the Kawasaki region.

Even Ida Bunzo expressed his delight in 1884 that the Meiji government

had codified the laws and seemed to be progressing towards a position

among the "civilized" nations of the world. 63 In addition, education,

business expansion, and other burunei kaika ideas espoused by the
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government were heartily supported by all the "minken activists" in the

Kawasaki region.

On the other hand, if jiyiiminken undo means selective opposition to

specific government policies, the movement was alive and well in Kawasaki.

The moves against free assembly in 1882, and the harsher version of

188764 aroused considerable opposition. So did the Matsukata deflation,

the increasing prefectural scrutiny of village assemblies, and the abrupt

shift in the means of selecting kocho in 1884. But this criterion is so

broad as to be virtually useless; for it can be valid both within and out

side an established political system. Most Japanese historians insist

that the jiy\iminken undo was completely extinguished by 1888 because

opposition to the gover~~ent (or to government policies) was incorporated

into the political system.

This leaves only "extracurricular" opposition to government policies

as a possible definition for the jiYUminken undo in the Kawasaki region.

Yet the only clearly "extracurricular" political activities were lectures

coordinated by regional leaders who were themselves incorporated to some

degree into the political system. They not only showed little evidence

of revolutionary fervor, but also exhibited no ideological commitments

consistent with either a Marxist or an anti-centralization, pro-autonomy

model of the movement. Ueda Chuichiro, whose "salon" was the nucleus of

"extracurricular" activities in the Kawasaki region, attended the funeral

of the genro Iwakura Tomomi, whom he greatly admired, in July, 1883.

Iwakura proposed the suspension of prefectural assemblies in 1882, openly

opposed a constitution and national Diet, and declared that "the people"

were not entitled to meddle in affairs of state. Ueda also hobnobbed
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with the police, collected gadgets such as barometers and thermometers

with glee, prou~ly announced in 1881 that he was the first in the region

to adopt the Western calendar and apply it to holidays, and faithfully

flew the national flag on every imaginable occasion. All of this is at

odds with the insular, tradition-bound, anti-modern autonomist that Irokawa

portrays as the minken precursor to modern citizen's movements. Yet

Ueda cannot be dismissed as an insincere dabbler in minken politics. In

1881 he displayed remarkable courage by signing a petition for the

acquittal of Nutsu Munemitsu and De Taku, both former governors of

Kanagawa-ken who had been involved in a complex plot to overthrow the

government by assassinating key leaders. Eleven years later, in.1892,

he and ota Dohaku petitioned the Home Ministry to dismiss the governor

of Kanagawa-ken because of his negligeDca in permitting interference in-- -
the elections for the second national Diet. 65

Ueda defies simple political categorization; he was a complex m~l

not subject to ideological classification. The same is true of Ida

Bunzo, who resigned in a towering rage as kocho in 1876, became a gun

official four years later, quit again in anger three days before running

for the prefectural assembly, sent a scathing letter to the governor in

1884 for initiating kocho appointments, and ran, unsuccessfully for the

national Diet in 1892. It can also be said of Kawai Heizo, who was a

nanushi in the Edo period, a kocho in the early Meiji period, an elected

kocho under the Three New Laws, an appointed kocho after 1884, and an

elected kocho of 12 combined villages from 1888 to his death in 1898.

A doctor, a political activist with Ida Bunzo, a diehard Jiyuto member,
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accomplished haiku poet, his dying advice to his grandson \-las, "stay

out of pOlitics!" {Zettai ni seiji ni wa te 0 dasuna!}.66

These men were for the most part important regional leaders in the

bakumatsu period, and remained so through the periods of the daishOku

system, the Three New Laws, and the next major transition, the Self

Government system. The latter was instituted in 1888-1890, and was con

ceived at least in part as a training ground for participatory government

on the eve of the creation of the National Assembly. It involved the

combination of several villages into one large administrative village {all

the villages in the Kawasaki region were combined into 15 administrative

villages}, to be headed by a kocho appointed by the guncho. Each com

ponent village would be headed by elected chiefs, called soncho. All

local financial and judicial decisions (except criminal law decisions)

were to be the responsibility of a cooperative assembly consisting of

adult Inales over 20 years old from each constituent village. The effect

was to integrate the ordinary villager more directly into local political

decisions, but it also made the kocho a prefectural official, and eventually

meant tighter central control by bringing the prefectural government's

direct influence to the administrative village rather than to the gun. 67

Eventually this system reduced the power of local leaders whose

roles dated from the Edo period, but this was not immediate. The guncho

of Tachibana-gun was once again Matsuo Hozai, and his appointments to the

post of kocho were guided by a uesire to choose recognized leaders, such

as Kawai Heizo and Soeda Tomoyoshi. In Mizonokuchi, Suzuki Sugunari was

dead, Ueda refused to serve, but Ueda ?nd Suzuki Zensho continued to deal

with the local affairs of Mizonokuchi, and the new kocho, Oka Shigataka,
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was a "salon" member who came to ask Ueda for advice, not the reverse.

Contacts between the old "salon" people, such as Ota DOhaku, Ida Bunz5

and Suzuki Kyuya were maintained, and expanded to include not only

Ishizaka Shako and Nakajima Nobuyuki, but also several Kaishi.nta and

Jiyuto organizations in Yokohama. (These were reconstituted in 1887).

Theoretically their political activities after 1888 should differ from

those of the so-called jiyiiminken undo period, but they appear to be a

similar mixture of meetings with many of the same people and demands for

land tax cuts and national assistance for dike repairs. 68 The difference

between their jiyUminken activities and their political actions after the

jiYUrninken unda is supposed to be dead eludes this writer; if none exist,

the term loses any vestigial claim to definition, and should be scrapped

as utterly meaningless.

The Kawasaki region was led from the Meiji Restoration to the

opening of the national Diet--the so-called period of possibilities--by

men with a well-developed ability to practice the art of the possible

within the sometimes confining parameters set by the central and pre

fectural governments. They were suspicious of the Imperial government,

yet eager to absorb both the new learning and new commercial opportunities

that accompanied it. They disliked the often blundering reforms in local

administration, yet were ab+e to make use of them, and sometimes get

around them, to minimize their disruptive effects. They maintained

region-wide informal associations restricted to their own class, yet

were moved by the rhetoric of egalitarianism.

Perhaps most important, these leaders were schooled in the Confucian

ideals of service and benevolent paternalism. They felt a strong sense of
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responsibility to the inhabitants of the villages they controlled. It

was this that made them trusted local leaders, and helped to ease the

Kawasaki region through the Matsukata deflation without a single uprising.

One generation after 1890, such leaders were a rarity. Absentee land

lords, with weaker regional ties and a less humanistic, more "modern"

education became the norm, at the same time that Kawasaki was under

going massive industrialization. Foreclosures, desertion of farms, and

labor riots became commonplace in the Kawasaki of the early twentieth

century. For the chaotic early Meiji period, Kawasaki residents were

fortunate to have the' kind of leaders they did.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

There was no "class struggle" in the Kawasaki region between 1860 and

1890. There was no j iyUminken undo either, if that term is presumed to

denote mass action, "revolutionary consciousness," or even the uncon-

scious reaction against all moves to compromise the autonomy of the

"natural village." There were no major "incidents" of rebellion. l There

is no evidence of any move or even desire to overthrow the government,

either from the "grass roots" minshii or the sophisticated gono leaders.

If these are the only recognized expressions of political activity, then

the half-joking remark of the curator of the Tama bunka shiryodo that

"nothi.ng happened" in Kawasaki is fully just~fied.

It would also be justified for the vast majority of the regions of

Japan. Anti-government "incidents" are the proof of political activity

for most Japanese investigators of local history in the "period of

90ssibilities." If this is accepted, the corollary that lack of incidents

denotes lack of political activity must also be accepted. Since "inci-

dents" did not occur in most regions between 1860 and 1890, one could

say that "nothing happened" throughout most of ,Tapan.

Acceptance of the notion that nothing happened during the "period

of possibilities" implies acceptance of the view that change in the
•

early Meiji period was foisted on a spineless populace from the top down.

The minshu then appear as pliable as rag dolls, without the will to

resist increasing centralization, economic dislocation, and ideological
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seduction--characteristics, in the eyes of Japanese historians, of the

"dark side" of modernization in Japan.

The unpalatability of this conclusion may explain why local studies

in Japan which attract national attention focus exclusively on regions

where uprisings occurred; the non-action side of the picture is thereby

avoided entirely. This may also explain why "amateur" local historians,

dealing in isolation with regions which can boast no violent or large

scale uprisings, sometimes feel compelled to exaggerate the significance

of every tiny local rumble of discontent and every meeting which may have

included political lectures or discussion on its agenda. If these can

somehow be included under the umbrella-term jiy~inken undo, their own

regions can be removed from the "nothing happened" category and imbued

. ~ith a sense of pride for having participated in an anti-absolutist,

"progressive" movement. This sense of pride can then be tapped as an

historical or spiritual legacy for contemporary citizen's movements

directed against policies of the Liberal Democratic Party.

Precisely because "incidents" associated with the jiyiiminken undo

have become a linchpin for regional pride, local Japanese historians in

both "active" and "inactive" regions are extremely sensitive to inter

pretations of Japanese history put forth by "modernization" school

historians both in Japan and in the West. This is apparent not only in

the writings of Irokawa Daikichi, who has directly attacked Japanese

scholars from Princeton, Harvard, and Berkeley, but also in the views of

"amateur" local historians from Ka\'lasaki and the Santama region with

whom I have talked. 2 In their view the "modernization" focus on

political and ecoHornic centralization as a necessary and inevitable
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phenomenon denies the significance of the j iYUminken undo and portrays

the minshu as hapless pawns, always acted upon but never actors. It is an

unpleasant, emasculating image.

Such characterizations of the mOdernization school cannot be

entirely dismissed as misunderstanding. In seeking the reasons for

Japan's success, the modernization school emphasizes the national rather

than the regional level. It stresses vertical rather than horizontal

social ties in order to explain the relative ease of Japan's moderniza

tion process in comparison to that of other countries. It pays far more

attention to the intentions behind Meiji government policies and the

external pressures that helped shape them than to the ways they were

perceived and the bleak short-term effects they produced at the sub

prefectural level. Perhaps most important, it carries the implicit

assumption that the political and economic forms that Japan's modern

ization process entailed were the only ones that could lead to "success."

Within this admittedly generalized conceptual framework, there has been

little room for consideration of peasants and gana as historical actors.

"Incidents" which seem to have been directed against Meiji policies

deemed necessary for successful modernization emerge as aberrations.

Hardships resulting from economic and political changes in the country

side are portrayed and dismissed as the inevitable if unfortunate side~

effects of the modernization process. The minshii are a facel,ess, nameless

group whose merit is a function of their willingness to be integrated

into the national polity.

This latter implication of the modernization school approach is

more a consequence of neglect of the local level than a deliberate
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assertion. Nevertheless, it conjures up the rag doll image (or, to be

pedantic, a culturally-specific equivalent) which most native Jupanese

historikns find threatening and unacceptable.

If commitment to a consistently anti-government ideology or violent

anti-government "incidents" are the hallmarks of rninshu political

activity, then indeed nothing happened in Kawasaki, and the minshu must

be considered government pawns. But these criteria are too ~onstricting.

Open rebellion is not the first natuy~l responseto externally imposed

stress and change; it entails the direct consequences, and is a measure

of last resort. Moreover, the changes that the Meiji Restoration brought

to the Japanese countryside were perceived as a mixture of blessings and

afflictions; opposition had no broad ideological base, but was focused

on specific policies.

In Kawasaki, such opposition found subtler forms of expression than

open rebellion. These were practiced by regional leaders who used what

powers they had to min~~ze the disruptive effects of political and

economic change," and also to take full advantage of the opportunities

for personal and regional profit they presented. To the degree that

they could influence events in their own region, they were "activists,"

not pawns.

Their influence was by no means negligible. From the early Edo

period village leaders were accustomed to running regional affairs by

banding together in formal or ad hoc groups, or kumiai. By this means

distribution of irrigation water, dike repairs, sukego obligations and

other matters of regional administration were controlled locally, with

little or no interference by the ryoshu. This worked to the mutual
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advantage of the bakufu and the region. It reduced the likelihood of

capricious tax increases or other "meddling" by bakufu officials or

ryoshu, since such action might disrupt the smooth handling of local

administration, and the flow of revenues that depended on a well

flUlctioning regional ad'llinistrative apparatus. Moreover, the bakuf-u's

stake in administrative efficiency, together with its interest in seeing

that Edo was supplied with daily necessities, gave it an interest in the

prosperity of regions near the capital. Accordingly, the bakufu did not

prevent, and sometimes even encouraged, the transformation of the Kawasaki

region to a cash-based commercial economy. Even during the major

financial reforms of the Edo period, the bakufu allowed residents of the

Kawasaki region to pay their nengu in cash, and to sell cash crops and

products of cottage industries on the open market in Edo and Kawasaki

juku. It would appear that there was an unspoken agreement between the

bakufu and the leaders of the Kawasaki region that strict financial

regulations whose enforcement could damage the region's prosperity and

impair its administration could be ignored. As long as prosperity and

public order were in the interests of both the bakufu and the semi

autonomous local leaders, there was little reason for the two to clash.

In fact, local leaders carne to see themselves as ultimately responsible for

the order and prosperity of the region. To assure this, they were willing

to appeal to the bakufu for aid in times of crisis~ and even to use

bakufu appeal mechanisms to call to task a hatamoto who tried to use his

feudal prerogatives to defraud a village nanushi. ~fuen the bakufu was

less responsive to a crisis, they were willing to use their own kumiai

apparatus to assess funds from each other and other wealthy residents to

provide famine relief or wages for dike repair.
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In the wake of the Meiji Restoration the national government changed

but local leaders did not. The latter had no reason to feel loyalty to

the new government, but their interest in order and prosperity was

better served by limited cooperation than active opposition. The land

tax reform was the first major change promulgated by tne new government.

In the Kawasaki region, its impact was reduced by the fact that the

local economy was already cash-based and oriented more towards internal

commerce than rice production. The military draft was the next reform,

but local leaders, working hand-in-glove with the affected "masses,"

were able to help reduce its impact by less than diligent cooperation

with the draft law, and allowing potential draftees to take full and

obvious advantage of the numerous loopholes the law contained. In

similar fashion they were able to minimize the disruptive effects of rapid

and often ill-conceived alterations in the structure of local administra

tion by ignoring or by-passing the changes they found most objectionable.

Such tactics could not effect the most devastating and disrupting

"reform" of the early Meiji period--the Matsukata deflation. But the

massive foreclosures and consequent riots that rocked several portions

of Kanagawa-ken did not occur in the Kawasaki region. The wealthiest

local leaders were protected from some of the worst extremes of the

deflation by the fact that they deriVed much of their income from such

products as sake and soy sauce, which in comparison to rice and silk

were virtually stable in price. The indebtedness of many of their

tenant-farmers and small-scale farmer-o\vners gave them an opportunity

to take advantage of the deflation by demanding full payment of debts

and foreclosing on the'land of small farmers. Instead, they reduced
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rents substantially on two occasions in one year. Their actions helped

to save the region from the full effects of the deflation in much the

same way that the actions of their fathers inproviding famine relief

had saved the region from the full effects of the Tempo famine. Far

from precipitating the "class struggle" between gono and peasants por

trayed in Inoue Kiyoshi' s standard j iyiiminken undo chzonofoqy , the

Mats~~ata deflation produced a sense of regional solidaribj in the face

of adversity that cut across class lines, but was made effective by

wealthy, paternalistic local leaders.

Something did happen in the Kawasaki region during the period of

possibilities. Local leaders were able to function as historical actors

to blunt the impact of Meiji refonns by manipulating or evading them.

They were able to maintain a degree of regional autonomy from the

bakumatsu period to the inauguration of the national Diet by combining this

role as a buffer against outside pressure with the function of maintaining

internal order and prosperity. In the Kawasaki region, this latter

function was aided immeasurably by the unusually diversified and com

mercial economy, which was itself a product of the region's geographical

location, the post-town economics of Kawasaki-juku, and the entre

preneurship of Kawasaki residents. Both functions were aided by the fact

that the most important local leaders were trusted to act in" the interests

of the region. They did so even when they could have profited personally

by acting solely in their own economic interests. The reason in large

part was their paternalistic sense of responsibility for the well-being

of the region. The latter was a product not only of their deep village

roots, but also of their Confucian education.
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Paternalism is not a romantic concept, and perhaps for those who

wish to use the "period of possibilities" as an ideological springboard

for explaining contemporary citizen's movements, nothing less than minshu

rebellions against the government will do. In the Kawasaki region, how

ever, it seems to have served as a vital component of a "middle ground"

response to government policies--between open rebellion and outright

capitulation to central government initiatives.

This "middle ground" is virtually unexplored territory for Japanese

historians on both sides of the Pacific. To many native Japanese, the

concept lacks the potential for minshu pride which they find in regions

which have shown their opposition to the Meiji government through

violence. Western historians have only recently begun to undertake

studies of local Japanese history, and most of those that have been done

follow the lead of Japanese historians in focusing on incident-ridden

areas, or confine their efforts to the search for "prerequisites" of

modernization.

If the Kawasa~i region can serve as a typical example of regions in

which violent rebellions did not occur, however, the "middle ground" may

explain why the Meiji government was able to initiate in most areas

rough facsimilies of its loc~l reforms without precipitating violent

reaction. Ironically, the "success" of the reforms may· well have been

due to the distortions, evasions and subversions they underwent at the

hands of prominent local leaders imbued with a sense of responsibility

for the regions in wh.Lch they lived. Had the l-1eiji government managed

to bypass. such leaders and propagate its economic, administrative and
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military reforms in undiluted form, it may have found that violent

rebellion was the usual response rather than the exception.

This is, of course, speculation; there is no reason to assume that

Kawasaki was typical in any way except in its paucity of "incidents."

Certainly its highly diversified economy helped it to absorb the shocks

of tax-reform and deflation. It may have been extraordinarily fortunate

in its gono leaders; those in other regions may have been less paternal

and more rapacious, and somehow managed to simply brutalize peasants into

non-rebellious submission. Regional loyalty elsewhere may have been

totally eclipsed by loyalty to the "natural village," making concerted

efforts by groups of local leaders to mollify the effects of unpopular

changes unthinkable. ~'lhether or not the "middle ground" response of the

Kawasaki region is t}~ical of the Meiji period cannot be known until

,Tapan scholars investigate what happened in other regions where "nothing

happened."
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NOTES TO CHAPTER V

1. The only "incident" of which there is any record took place in
Septewber, 1882, in Suenaga village. Thirty people there gathered
and "became very threatening." Several policemen from the Mizono
kuchi station confronted them and talked them into returning home.
The reason for the disturbance was that some people in Suenaga
became upset because the body of a cholera victim in neighboring
Hisamoto village' was cremated. Kanagawa kenshi: shiryo hen,
Vol. XI, p. 249.

2. These include Kobayashi Takao and Shimamura Ryuzo of Kawasaki, and
Watanabe Susumu and Arai Katsuhiro of Machida.
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Listed by ryo from west to east. Map on previous page 25 from inside
cover of Yasashii Kawasaki no rekishi
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